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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Price Daniel held more public offices than any other
figure in Texas history.

He served as a state

representative from 1939 to 1943 and as speaker of the Texas
House of Representatives during the 1943 session.

After

serving in the army from 1943 to 1946, Daniel won election
as Texas attorney general, a position he held until 1953.
From 1953 to 1957, he represented Texas in the United States
Senate.

After winning the gubernatorial election of 1956,

Daniel served three terms as governor, from 1957 to 1963.
Although he lost the governor's election of 1962, Daniel
went on to serve in the cabinet of President Lyndon Johnson.
Finally, he held a seat on the Texas Supreme Court from 1970
to 1979.^
Daniel's political career from 1939 to 1963 spanned an
era of profound changes in Texas politics.

He was a

prominent figure in a period when colorful personalities
like W. Lee ''Pappy" 0'Daniel, Allan Shivers, Ralph
Yarborough, and Lyndon Johnson dominated Texas politics.
These years also saw the state Democratic Party split along
ideological lines, with bitter factional fights between

liberals and conservatives.

While Daniel's views reflected

perspectives of both factions, he generally represented a
''moderate conservative" position within the party.
Despite this record, scholars have paid scant attention
to Daniel's career.

The only study of Daniel is a 1975

dissertation by David Rupert Murph, "Price Daniel: The Life
of a Public Man, 1910-1956." While this work contains
valuable insights into Daniel's early life and political
career, it has two limitations.

First, Murph is Daniel's

son-in-law and naturally takes a sympathetic view of his
subject.

Second, this work does not examine Daniel's three

terms as governor.

No study of his entire political career

exists.^
Prominent historians have mentioned Daniel in works on
modern Texas or the South.

The preeminent scholar of modern

Texas politics, George Norris Green, discusses Daniel as
attorney general and senator in The Establishment in Texas
Politics: The Primitive Years, 1938-1957.

This study does

not extend in detail beyond Daniel's first year as governor,
however.

Green generally sees Daniel as a member of the

conservative "establishment," but briefly sums up his years
as governor by arguing that Daniel moderated the most
"primitive" policies of past establishment figures.

Numan

V. Bartley and Dewey Grantham both see Daniel as a moderate
conservative governor, similar to some other southern
executives of the late 1950s, such as James Folsom of
Alabama, Earl Long of Louisiana, and Leroy Collins of
Florida.^
Daniel's record seems to present a mixture of moderate
and conservative positions.

On economic issues, such as

regulation of corporations, taxes, and banking, he favored
using state government power to protect consumers and small
businesses.

On the other hand, he supported the position of

some oil companies in his most famous act, the dispute with
the federal government over offshore oil deposits (the
"tidelands"), from 1947 to 1953.

Daniel's argument that he

sought to preserve offshore oil revenue for the Texas public
school fund lessens the "establishment" aspects of this
debate.
on race.

Daniel also held traditional white southern views
He sought to maintain Texas' "Jim Crow" system of

racial segregation by opposing efforts to desegregate the
University of Texas Law School in the landmark Sweatt v.
Painter case.

In the Senate, he denounced efforts to

integrate public schools and he continued this trend as
governor.

In all of his pro-segregation activities, Daniel

focused on a legalistic defense of the "Jim Crow" system.

avoiding the extreme actions of some contemporary southern
politicians.
These seemingly divergent positions actually represent,
not the liberal versus conservative disputes of the postwar
era, but rather an older tradition of "business
progressivism."

During the 1920s and early 1930s, business

progressive politicians gained prominence in several
southern states, including Texas.

This ideology stressed

"good government" and modernization measures in the areas of
education, infrastructure, and government health services.
Business progressives favored industrialization but
supported the anti-trust laws of the Progressive era.

Like

most white southerners, business progressives believed in
segregation and white supremacy.

Although Daniel achieved

his greatest prominence after World War Two, when state and
national politics revolved around liberal/conservative
disputes, his outlook remained that of old-fashioned
business progressives as late as 1962.

Notes
"^ The New Handbook of Texas, volume 2 (Austin: Texas
State Historical Association, 1996), 504-505.
^ David Rupert Murph, "Price Daniel: The Life Of A
Public Man," (Ph.D. Diss., Texas Christian University,
1975). Murph married Daniel's daughter Jean Houston in
1965, Austin American, August 16, 1965, Price Daniel, Sr.
Vertical File, Center for American History, The University
of Texas at Austin.
^ George Norris Green, The Establishment in Texas
Politics: The Primitive Years, 1938-1957 (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1979), 189-190, 201; Numan V. Bartley,
The New South, 1945-1980 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1995), 213; Dewey W. Grantham, The Life &
Death of the Solid South: A Political History (Lexington:
The University Press of Kentucky, 1988), 81.
^ George Brown Tindall, The Emergence of the New South,
1913-1945 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1967), 224, 233; Lewis L. Gould, Progressives and
Prohibitionists: Texas Democrats in the Wilson Era (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1973), 39, 286; Norman D. Brown,
Hood, Bonnet, and Little Brown Jug: Texas Politics, 19211928 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1984), 78.
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The early life of Price Daniel represented a
conventional path for a Texas politician.

Daniel came from

a rural county in southeast Texas where his family had lived
for two generations.

The culture of this region had always

been staunchly southern, an outlook which influenced Daniel
throughout his life.

His childhood reflected a typical

middle-class, small-town experience.

He received a law

degree from Baylor University and established himself as a
civic leader in the Baptist church and the Liberty Chamber
of Commerce before entering politics in 1938.
As a state legislator from 1939-1941, Daniel gained
prominence opposing the tax plans of Governor W. Lee
0'Daniel.

He later served as Speaker of the Texas House of

Representatives during the 1943 wartime session and served
two years in the army.

Returning to Texas in 1946, he

entered and won the race for attorney general, thus
beginning a new, statewide phase of his political career.
During this period, Daniel established a moderately

progressive record and developed the outlook he retained
throughout his political career.
Daniel's family background reflected strong southern
and Texas roots.

His maternal ancestors had long been

established in southeast Texas.

One of his grandmother's

ancestors, Matthew G. White, moved to Texas from Amite
County, Mississippi, in 1824.
Atascosita district.

He served as alcalde of the

White's son-in-law, Hugh B. Johnston,

participated in the founding of Liberty, a settlement on the
banks of the Trinity River.

Johnston served as the first

alcalde of Liberty and later represented the town in the
Republic of Texas Congress. •""
James Young Leonard Partlow, Daniel's maternal great
grandfather, moved to Liberty County from South Carolina
during the Civil War, settling at Moss Hill.

Partlow's son,

William Samuel, moved to Liberty in the early 1870s and
became a storekeeper.

He married Ellen Beard in 1876 and

the couple had six children, including Daniel's mother,
Nannie Branch Partlow, born in 1884.^
Daniel's paternal great grandfather, George Mayfield
Daniel, grew up in Macon, Georgia, and served in the
Confederate Army throughout the Civil War.

After the

southern defeat, George joined thousands of fellow

southerners in moving to Texas.

He settled in Montgomery

County, became a Baptist minister, and married Sarah Lowery
in 1870.

Price's father, Marion Price, was born to the

couple in 1881.

The family called him M.P., the name he

used all of his life.^
M.P. pursued a career in journalism.

In 1906, Daniel

and P.H. Le Seur formed a partnership as owners and editors
of the Willis Progress in Montgomery County.

The partners

moved to Dayton in Liberty County in 1909, where they
published and edited the Daytonite.

Daniel soon met Nannie

Partlow, and after a short courtship they married at
Liberty's Methodist church.

The newlyweds set up

housekeeping in Dayton, a few miles from Liberty and within
easy distance of Nannie's family.
Nannie had her first child.

On October 10, 1910,

Marion Price, Jr., was born at

five o'clock in the morning and weighed eleven pounds.
Nannie decided that the initials M.P. stood for "Mother's
Pet."

The couple later had two other children, Ellen and

Bill.^
The Daniels moved frequently during the next few years,
as M.P., Sr. tried out different venues for his publishing
activities.
Texas.

In 1912 the family moved to Teague in Central

M.P., Sr. formed a partnership there with J.P.
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Yantis, founding the Teague Daily Herald.

After a few

months, Daniel abandoned this project and returned to
Liberty County, where he opened the M.P. Daniel Real Estate
Company and served as postmaster of Dayton.

Daniel got in

on the booming Texas oil business, investing in the Hardin
field north of Liberty.

For a brief period in 1914 he

published the San Jacinto Times at Cold Spring in Montgomery
County.

Soon tiring of that venture, however, Daniel and

his family returned to Liberty after six months.^
During all of these wanderings, M.P., Sr. participated
actively in Democratic Party politics.

He campaigned for

controversial Senator Joseph Weldon Bailey.

While Bailey

represented a reactionary force in Texas politics, Daniel
also supported Governor Pat Neff.

That governor, who served

from 1921-1925, exemplified the business progressive outlook
that Price Daniel held in the 1940s and 1950s. As a small
boy, M.P., Jr. heard Neff give a speech at the Liberty
County courthouse.

The governor shook his hand and picked

him up, saying "This young man may be governor himself
someday."

Daniel later recalled "Of course, I'm sure he

said that to thousands of young boys as he campaigned over
the state."^

The Daniels moved to Fort Worth in 1923 when M.P., Sr.
decided to become a minister and enrolled in the Southwest
Baptist Theological Seminary.

M.P., Jr. finished grammar

school in Fort Worth and went on to attend Central High
School.

Following his father's lead, Daniel took part in

class politics and edited the school newspaper, the Fort
Worth High School Student.

He graduated in 1927 at the age

of sixteen and decided to return to Liberty.

The rest of

the family followed M.P., Jr., as his father had given up on
the ministry and decided to resume his business ventures in
Liberty County.''
As he pondered his future that summer, M.P., Jr.
considered the idea of becoming a Baptist minister, as he
had been a devoted church member since childhood.

Daniel

rejected this idea, however, and instead opted to attend
Baylor University in Waco, where he would study journalism
and history.

He entered Baylor in the fall of 1927, a

typical brash freshman.

Daniel was hyperactive, and too

short to play any sports. Although physically small, he had
a large ego.

On the first day of the semester, he announced

to a crowd of students that he was running for president of
the freshman class.

Daniel won election to that position

and remained active in campus politics and activities
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throughout his college career.

He also served as editor of

the Daily Lariat, the student newspaper, and of the Roundup, the Baylor yearbook.®
Daniel made mixed impressions on his fellow students.
They voted him best-dressed man on campus and called him
"Bigger and Better Daniel."

He had no timidity problems,

once telling a prospective girlfriend that if she stuck with
him "he would take her all the way to the gubernatorial
mansion."

Daniel could also be overbearing.

During his

sophomore year, a group of freshmen, tired of his cocky
attitude, decided to "puncture his ego" by forcibly shaving
his head.

Whether or not this improved Daniel's humility,

it forced him to abandon his old-fashioned long hairstyle.^
College life also led Daniel to change his first name.
He often told friends of his ambition to run for political
office.

During one of these conversations, a close

confidant, Fred Hartman, asked Daniel what M.P. stood for.
Upon learning that the M stood for Marion, Hartman convinced
his friend that he could never win elective office in Texas
with a feminine name.
Price instead.

Hartman suggested that Daniel go by

The future governor liked the idea and

called himself Price for the rest of his life, although he
never formally changed his name.
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In addition to his work on campus issues for the
Lariat, Daniel got his first close-up look at party politics
when he attended the 1928 Democratic Convention in Houston
as a "cub" reporter representing four Texas newspapers.
Daniel and his father sat in the pressbox behind comedian
Will Rogers.

The Houston convention reflected the cultural

division within the Democratic Party between northern, urban
"wets" and southern, rural "drys."

Most southern Democrats

favored Prohibition and fiercely resisted the nomination of
New York Governor Alfred E. Smith.

Southerners preferred

William G. McAdoo to the "Happy Warrior" of Tammany Hall, as
Smith's Catholicism, as well as his anti-Prohibition stance,
provoked the religious'biases of many Protestants.

These

intra-party disputes resulted in Texas voting for Republican
candidate Herbert Hoover in the general election.

Although

most Texas voters temporarily abandoned their loyalty to the
Democratic Party, Daniel voted for Smith. •'•^
At the end of the fall semester, 1929, Daniel and
several friends courted trouble by drinking liquor at the
Baptist university.

After imbibing in a dormitory room, the

miscreants took a late-night drive around the campus; this
resulted in their suspension from Baylor.

Daniel spent the

next three months back home in Liberty, where he confessed
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his iniquity to a prayer meeting at the Baptist church and
got some fatherly advice from an understanding M.P., Sr.

In

the spring of 1930, Daniel reenrolled and finished his
coursework the next year.""-^
During his senior year, Daniel and ten friends earned
some money and took breaks from the academic grind by
forming a jazz band, the Varsitonians.

Although Price could

not read music, he led the band, which visited campuses all
over Texas in a Ford touring bus.

University of Texas

student body president Allan Shivers, a future political
rival of Daniel, brought the Varsitonians to Austin, where
they earned two hundred dollars for a night of dance music.
The band even made a brief tour of Europe one Summer. •'•^
Daniel's musical career came to an end in 1931, when he
graduated and received a bachelor's degree in journalism and
history.

After he entered the Baylor Law School that fall,

the dean called Price into his office and informed the new
student that "The music just doesn't seem to fit this
particular profession.

It isn't a dignified sideline."

Thus advised, Daniel quit the band and tackled his legal
studies, finishing his law degree in the spring of 1932.^"^
The new lawyer soon moved back to Liberty to begin his
practice.

Daniel formed a partnership with Thomas J.
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Hightower, a Liberty native and graduate of Cumberland
University.
Liberty.

The partners opened an office in downtown

Price quickly established himself as an active

participant in civic life.

He joined the Rotary Club and

the Chamber of Commerce and taught a men's Bible class at
the Baptist church.

Daniel also became a Mason.

These

activities kept him in the public eye, an important
consideration for an aspiring politician.-"-^
Daniel and Hightower first gained prominence as local
attorneys with a lurid murder case.

In November, 1932,

Pearlie Browney had allegedly convinced Bee Barrow to murder
her husband.

Pearlie had married the victim, Doc Woods

Browney, only a few weeks earlier.

Barrow, Pearlie's former

lover, had ambushed Browney while he sat in his car during
his job as a night watchman for the Texas Sulphur Company in
Moss Bluff.

Two shotgun blasts had obliterated the top of

the victim's head.

The Liberty County sheriff believed that

Pearlie and Barrow had conspired to murder Doc and collect
his insurance money."""^
Prosecutors asked for the death penalty for Browney.
The trial became a huge spectacle for a town not accustomed
to sensational murder cases.
Browney's attorneys.

Daniel and Hightower served as

The defense argued that Barrow had
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framed Pearlie, claiming that he had committed the murder to
get revenge for Pearlie leaving him to marry Doc.

Browney

testified that she loved her husband and would never have
killed him, as "He was making me a good living."

Barrow had

confessed to the crime soon after his arrest, but argued
that "She drove me to it—that woman made me kill him."

The

trial lasted through three days of emotional testimony.
After deliberating for nineteen hours, the jury deadlocked,
causing a mistrial.

Although the defense lawyers had not

gotten their client acquitted, they had managed to keep her
out of prison while also gaining valuable publicity for
themselves ."'•''
Later that year Daniel made his first bid for political
office.

The local state representative, John Ross,

resigned, necessitating a special election on December 16.
In his campaign announcement, Daniel stressed his local
roots and enunciated a conservative ideology.

The candidate

identified himself as a Jeffersonian Democrat and stated
that legislators should avoid wasting time and money.
Daniel failed to mention any specific examples of waste,
instead stating that the legislature should not write laws
"that our Constitution never intended for us to have."-^®
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Alfred "Alf" Roark, a schoolteacher in nearby
Cleveland, challenged Daniel for this position.

Although

the country remained mired in the Great Depression, neither
candidate discussed economic issues.

Instead, the special

election revolved around personalities.

The contested

district consisted of Liberty and Hardin Counties.

Roark

had strong family ties in Hardin while Daniel represented
Liberty.

As the campaign progressed, M.P., Sr. sent a

letter to Roark's principal, asking the candidate's
"friends" to convince him that the elder Daniel could not
"possibly see" how Roark could win.

M.P, Sr. suggested that

Roark withdraw from the race and support Price.
surprisingly, Roark ignored this advice.

Not

He went on to win

the election by a margin of 136 votes from a total of
1,615.^'
Although the loss to Roark discouraged Daniel, he
remained active in Democratic politics.

He became an

important figure in the local party over the next few years.
In 1936 Daniel represented Liberty at the Democratic State
Convention in San Antonio.

He won election as vice-chairman

of the convention and served as a representative of the
younger delegates.

Daniel spoke at a luncheon honoring

Governor James V. Allred and participated in the
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convention's endorsement of the Roosevelt-Garner
presidential ticket.

M.P., Sr. also attended the convention

as Liberty County chairman of the Roosevelt campaign.
Price's support of the popular liberal governor and the
architect of the New Deal indicate that he tempered his
conservative ideology with a pragmatic approach to party
politics.^°
The next two years brought great changes for Price.
His father died on December 7, 1937, leaving a $100,000
trust fund for Baylor students.

After coping with the loss

of M.P., Sr., Daniel turned his attention to civic matters.
Price used his position on the Chamb)er of Commerce, which
had elected him president in 1937, to boost the economic
potential of Liberty.

He and other community leaders

promoted plans to improve navigation along the Trinity River
to make Liberty a viable port.

Although these plans were

probably unrealistic, Daniel and other boosters hoped that
Liberty would someday rival Houston and Beaumont as Gulf
Coast ports.^•'•
On October 26, 1938, Daniel made an address to the
Trinity Improvement Association meeting in Fort Worth.
Contradicting his earlier attacks on activist government
during the 1933 special election, Daniel now called for
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massive spending to turn the Trinity into a major commercial
artery.

He urged that the federal government use army

engineers to dredge the lower reaches of the river, thus
making Liberty an export center for local oil producers and
rice farmers.

He called for turning the entire river from

the Gulf Coast to Fort Worth into a canal which would free
"the Trinity River Valley from the shackles of
transportation and industrial discrimination."

The seeming

contradiction of a states' rights Democrat calling for a
huge federal construction project represented a typical
attitude of American politics since the New Deal period.
Southern politicians of every stripe favored federal
spending in their states provided local officials
administered the programs.^^
As he spoke in favor of economic development, Daniel
prepared to embark on his political career.

Earlier that

year, Roark had decided to leave the legislature and run for
a Hardin County judgeship.

Daniel now benefited from his

past campaign work for Allred and Roosevelt, as he was wellknown to Democratic voters in the district.

He won both the

primary and general elections with no opposition.

The Texas

Young Democrats then chose Daniel as their president.

Local

Democrats also selected him as the executive committeeman
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for the fourth senatorial district, comprising Liberty,
Hardin, Orange, and Jefferson Counties.^^
During the 1938 election, Daniel endorsed Ernest
Thompson, one of the leading candidates in a wide-open race,
for governor.

To the surprise of most politicians, a Fort

Worth flour salesman, W. Lee 0'Daniel, soon emerged as the
leading candidate.

0'Daniel took advantage of his wide name

recognition, a result of his popular "Hillbilly Flour" radio
show, which provided fans across Texas a mixture of
religion, self-promotion, and "hillbilly" music.

"Pappy"

0'Daniel promised voters full retirement pensions, reform of
government corruption, and support for industrialization.
He also offered the Golden Rule and the Ten Commandments as
his campaign platform.

With this mixture of economic

promises and religious sentiment, "Pappy" easily won the
Democratic primary and stumped "sophisticated" political
observers .^^
Daniel traveled to Austin early in 1939 to take part in
his first legislative session.

The freshman lawmaker got

seats on several committees—Judiciary; Oil, Gas, and
Mining; Privileges, Suffrage, and Elections; and Public
Lands and Buildings.

Although these assignments represented

valuable experience for Daniel, he, like other legislators,
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worried most about taxes.

The governor's promise of

complete funding for old age pensions meant that the state
would have to develop a new source of revenue.^^
0'Daniel addressed the legislature on January 18,
outlining his ideas for financing of pensions.

He proposed

that the state guarantee all Texans over sixty-five a
monthly income of thirty dollars through a combination of
state and federal Social Security payments.

0'Daniel

admitted that he did not know how much revenue the state
needed to pay for this program.

He believed, however, that

a 1.6 percent "transactions" tax on wholesale, production,
and retail sales would solve any financial problems.

The

governor also proposed eliminating the ad valorem school
tax, although he did not offer a replacement.^^
This proposal gained little support from lawmakers, and
the session soon turned into a bitter debate over how to
finance old age pensions.

On January 30, Representative

Grover Morris introduced a bill, which 0'Daniel opposed, to
raise the tax on natural gas production as an alternative to
the transactions tax.

After weeks of legislative bickering,

the governor finally announced support for a straight sales
tax of 2.5 percent.

0'Daniel had earlier opposed a sales

tax, but he now called for submitting to the voters a
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constitutional amendment to authorize a sales tax. Senate
Joint Resolution 12.

The governor explained his shift on

the sales tax in a radio address, saying "in a free
democracy we must all give and take."^^
Daniel opposed the governor's proposals on both the
transactions tax and S.J.R. 12.

He objected to the concept

of a sales tax and to provisions which would limit future
taxes on the oil and gas industries.

Many other legislators

came out against the resolution, arguing that the governor
was attempting to delude elderly voters that he was looking
out for their interests.

In reality, 0'Daniel's critics

believed, the governor catered to powerful businessmen who
wanted to keep taxes on natural resources low.^®
S.J.R. 12 came up for a vote nine times during the 1939
session, but each time a core of determined opponents
defeated it.

Daniel joined those who objected to sending a

constitutional amendment to the voters, a group that began
calling itself the "Immortal 56" and consistently rejected
pressure from the governor.

0'Daniel denounced these

legislators in his weekly radio addresses from the
Governor's Mansion, claiming that they sought to keep
retirees in poverty.

In a May 4 speech to the House, the

governor claimed that any vote cast against his bill
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represented "a vote to kill the whole old age pension and
social security system."^^
Daniel and other members of the "Immortal 56" refused
to give in to 0'Daniel's attacks.

As the debate dragged on

through late spring, they sported "56" buttons on the House
floor, openly defying the governor.

These legislators

represented the last holdouts, as the Senate had already
approved S.J.R. 12.

0'Daniel began calling the names of

opponents from a "blacklist" during the Sunday radio
broadcasts, claiming that they were thwarting the will of
the people.

Daniel and other opponents received angry

letters from constituents who supported "Pappy."

Despite

all these pressures, 0'Daniel supporters failed to muster
the necessary two-thirds vote for a constitutional
amendment, thus ensuring the final defeat of the resolution
in June.^°
As the legislature debated tax issues, Daniel and other
representatives from Gulf Coast counties worked on
legislation to clear up ambiguities in land ownership laws.
Representative Paris Smith of Matagorda County joined Daniel
in offering a bill designed to end what they called the
"land vacancy racket."

This technique involved oil lease-

hunters using old documents, such as Mexican land grants
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from the 1820s, to question the legitimacy of property
titles.

The lease-hunters then brought suit against the

ostensible owner in a state court, which often found
"vacancies" on which the litigant could drill for oil.
Daniel and Smith hoped to end this practice by amending the
law in favor of the current landowner and allowing trials to
be held in the local county rather than in Austin. ^-^
The House passed the Smith-Daniel measure. House Bill
9, after several weeks of amendments and sent it to the
Senate, which added an amendment protecting "good faith"
claimants who had occupied vacancies for at least ten years.
This amendment and others caused one Senate sponsor, Rudolph
Weinert of Seguin, to call on the governor to veto H.B. 9.
Daniel and Smith insisted that a possibly flawed measure was
better than no bill, however, and continued their support. ^^
When he spoke in favor of H.B. 9, Daniel stressed the
issue of landowners being able to fight lease-hunters in
local courts.

He argued that the current rules requiring

trials in Austin placed undue hardships on landowners from
other parts of the state, asking "How would you like to be
forced to go to Washington to defend the title to the land
you had owned and claimed in good faith?"

He attacked

lease-hunters who extorted "blood money from Texas farmers
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and land owners, every time an oil excitement arises in a
neighborhood. "^^
The Smith-Daniel bill attracted opposition from some
public school teachers, who argued that the state should
encourage lease-hunters, as the revenue from these vacancies
went into the school fund.

Daniel charged that Travis

County (Austin) lawyers had duped these teachers into
believing that local courts would not recognize their
interests, arguing "if we do not protect our landowners, we
will have no money to run the schools."

The bill received

strong support from oil companies that sought protection for
their leases.

H.B. 9 went in June to 0'Daniel, who despite

his initial reluctance 'to approve a bill cosponsored by one
of the "Immortal 56," signed it into law.^'^
Taking a break from legislative matters, Daniel
traveled to Dallas in May to attend the Texas Young
Democrats convention.

The biggest question facing this

meeting was whether to endorse a candidate for the 1940
presidential election.

At this point, no one knew that

President Roosevelt would run for an unprecedented third
term.

A large majority at the Dallas convention favored

Vice President John Nance Garner as a "favorite son"
candidate from Texas.

Daniel agreed that "Cactus Jack"
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Garner" represented the best choice, but ruled that the
organization's constitution forbade endorsements of
particular candidates.

He stated that "the applause

greeting every mention of his name" sufficed to put the
convention on record as supporting Garner.^^
The legislature adjourned that Summer without solving
the troublesome pension issue, and Daniel returned to
Liberty.

In October he went into the publishing business,

forming the Trinity Publishing Company in partnership with
J.H. Manthey, Jr., publisher of the Cleveland Advocate.

The

new company owned two newspapers--the Liberty Vindicator and
the Liberty County News.

Daniel promised that he would use

these papers to promote the economic growth of Liberty
County, "the bright spot of the South."

This purchase also

represented a smart political move for Daniel, as he could
now presumably count on favorable coverage from the local
press. ^^
Daniel faced a tough reelection campaign in 1940, now
that he ranked as an opponent of the popular governor.

He

started his next campaign in February, proclaiming his
legislative accomplishments and telling voters that fellow
House members had mentioned him as a possible speaker.

The

candidate, true to American political tradition, stressed
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the benefits he had brought to the district, including the
land vacancy bill and state aid for improvements to Highway
146 through Liberty County.

Daniel defended his opposition

to any sales tax on the grounds that the 0'Daniel plan
represented the efforts of "certain special interests and
big corporations" to shift the tax burden from themselves to
ordinary working people. ^^
R.A. Richardson of Kountze, an 0'Daniel supporter,
challenged Daniel in this race.

"Pappy" vowed to defeat

members of the "Immortal 56" that year, and traveled the
state campaigning against them while urging his own
reelection.

The governor visited Liberty and held meetings

of retirees to increase support for his pension plan.
Daniel responded by attacking the sales tax proposal as a
regressive effort to protect big business rather than
retirees.^®
The other big issue of the 1940 campaign in Texas
became whether to raise load limits on trucks.

Supporters

of increased loads, including Richardson, argued that
doubling current limits would boost the state's economy and
accused opponents of catering to railroad interests, which
naturally favored restrictions on their rival industry.
Daniel opposed raising load limits on the grounds that this
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would damage county roads and that larger trucks would mean
fewer drivers and increase unemployment.

Ultimately,

neither the pension nor the truck load issue crippled
Daniel, for he won the July Democratic primary with a
majority of 1,342 votes out of 7,488.^^
As he campaigned for reelection, Daniel increased his
influence in the newspaper business.

The Texas Gulf Coast

Press Association, in its annual meeting at Houston, elected
Daniel vice president.

The candidate used his acceptance

speech to the association to score points with rural voters
by attacking Houston Mayor Oscar Holcombe.

The mayor had

recently attended a meeting in Birmingham, Alabama, at which
he had criticized rural legislators for neglecting the
interests of growing southern cities like Houston.

Daniel,

speaking to the anti-urban bias of many rural voters,
charged that Holcombe had made unfair remarks in another
state "where he didn't think it would get back to the home
folks, . . . ."

He stated that the mayor was "on the you-

know-what-kind-of-a-list of about 100 rural legislators."
Holcombe responded by saying that his charges reflected the
reality of rural lawmakers throughout the South denying
cities fair representation in state legislatures."^
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In between deflecting challengers and denouncing bigcity politicians, Daniel found the time to court and marry
Jean Houston Baldwin, a great-granddaughter of Sam Houston.
Price and Jean met while she was working at a Houston law
firm which he had beaten in a case.

They soon began dating,

but Jean insisted "I won't marry a politician."

Her

grandmother responded "Nonsense, Price looks like the men in
our family."

They married on June 28, 1940, at St. Paul's

Methodist Church in Houston.

Jean's misgivings about

marrying a politician proved correct, as she spent their
honeymoon helping Price campaign.

During one appearance in

Liberty, Jean had a nice talk with Mrs. 0'Daniel while the
governor lambasted Price from the courthouse steps.^^
After settling into married life, Daniel returned to
Austin in early 1941 as a member of the Forty-seventh
Legislature.

As they had two years earlier, lawmakers again

dealt with the question of how to finance old age pensions.
The Morris proposal to raise oil and natural gas taxes,
House Bill 8, came up again.

Most returning members of the

"Immortal 56" supported Morris, as did the governor, despite
his earlier opposition to the bill.

Daniel cosponsored the

measure, which passed both houses with strong support in
March.''^
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In addition to his work on the Morris bill, Daniel
introduced legislation to involve the state government in
production of rice, a substantial crop in coastal districts.
He authored a bill to levy a two cent tax on every hundred
pounds of milled rice to finance an advertising campaign
aimed at convincing Americans to eat more of the product.
House Bill 136 stated that its provisions would go into
effect when the other major rice-growing states, Arkansas
and Louisiana, enacted their own advertising plans.

The

Daniel bill gained the support of the American Rice Growers
Cooperative Association, one of whose members lamented that
"[even] with all the rice that is thrown at newly married
couples . . . " Americans lagged far behind other cultures in
its consumption.^^
Although most Gulf Coast legislators backed the Daniel
bill. Representative Jimmy Phillips of Angleton attacked the
tax on behalf of those rice farmers who thought it enabled
the state to extract "blood money" from producers.

Phillips

illustrated what he saw as the absurdity of trying to
convince northerners to eat rice and gravy with a facetious
proposal to levy a tax on steers and use the money to tout
the superiority of Texas over Kansas City steaks.

This

debate grew more farcical when the governor of Louisiana and
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the lieutenant governor of Arkansas traveled to Austin to
support rice advertising by eating a rice and gravy lunch
with 0'Daniel.

This publicity stunt paid off, however, by

helping win passage of the bill.''''
As the House wrapped up its work, the Daniels faced a
change in their family life.
was born.

On June 8, a son. Price, Jr.,

The new father passed out cigars to fellow

representatives, who adopted the baby as a mascot.

One

lawmaker suggested that Daniel begin preparing his son to
play on the 1960 Baylor football team.^^
Daniel's political future seemed bright as well.

As

lawmakers debated who should be speaker of the House for the
Forty-eighth Legislature, he emerged as the leading
challenger to incumbent Homer Leonard of McAllen.

Sixty

representatives, mostly younger members, signed a petition
urging the House to elect Daniel.

When other contenders

dropped out of the race, this number grew to eighty and
Daniel represented the only threat to Leonard.

Although the

House did not make a final determination of this race until
after the 1942 elections, Daniel seemed well-placed to
become a prominent figure in state politics.''^
The contest for speaker of the House played out against
the background of 0'Daniel moving to the United States
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Senate.

Senator Morris Sheppard died in April,

necessitating a special election that Summer.

In a

transparent political move, 0'Daniel appointed eighty-sixyear-old Andrew Jackson Houston, a son of Sam Houston, as
interim senator.

The octogenarian appointee represented no

threat to an 0'Daniel candidacy—in fact Houston died soon
after arriving in Washington.

Lyndon B. Johnson, then a

young congressman and avid New Deal supporter, challenged
the governor in a bitter campaign.

Johnson seemed at first

to have won the June election, but then "late" returns from
strong 0'Daniel districts resulted in a narrow victory for
the governor.

One LBJ biographer argues that this result

embittered Johnson and'taught him that only the ruthless win
in politics, a lesson "Landslide Lyndon" later applied in
the 1948 Senate campaign.

While Daniel did not publicly

indicate which candidate he favored, many 0'Daniel opponents
hoped that he would win and leave the state.''^
The drama surrounding Texas politics that year had
little effect on Daniel once the legislature adjourned.

The

year 1942 started off well for the representative when he
won election as president of the Texas Gulf Coast Press
Association.

He promised to use this position to rouse

civilian support for the war now raging in Europe and the
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Pacific.

No one challenged Daniel in the 1942 campaign, a

development which further strengthened his hand in the
speaker's race.

Another bright spot appeared when a

daughter, Jean Houston, was born in September.^®
In early 1943, Leonard withdrew from the speaker's
race, citing the need for "harmony" during this wartime
session and assuring the election of his challenger.

With

Daniel as speaker, ultra-conservative Coke Stevenson as
governor, and like-minded John Lee Smith as lieutenant
governor, the Forty-eighth Legislature presented a solid
conservative front.

While Daniel retained a progressive

outlook in some areas that Stevenson and Smith lacked, all
state leaders agreed that the legislature should avoid
raising taxes and conduct business as quickly as possible.
In a January 12, 1943, address to the House, Daniel called
on Texans to support President Roosevelt while guarding
against erosion of states' rights.

The speaker illustrated

his conservatism by stating that he looked forward to "the
day when our land may be free of government by federal
bureaus, regimentation and regulation."^^
Given the attitudes of its leaders, the Forty-eighth
Legislature accomplished little.

Daniel quickly appointed

committee chairmen who shared his outlook.
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Most

importantly, he appointed J.E. Winfree chairman of the
Revenue and Taxation Committee.

Winfree and Daniel agreed

that, because of the new taxes enacted in 1941 and high
wartime federal taxes, the chairman would allow no tax bills
to pass his committee.^°
The legislature adjourned in May after a record short
session.

Shortly thereafter, Daniel waived his legislative

draft exemption and enlisted in the army.

He tried to

remain anonymous when he went to a reception center at Fort
Sam Houston in San Antonio.

Private Daniel escaped notice

for several days, until journalistic inquiries led the post
public relations officer to discover his true identity.
When a corporal in Daniel's company found out who he was, he
remarked "And to think I been bossin' around the speaker of
the Texas House! This ain't the army."^-"Daniel finished basic training and served as an
enlisted man in military intelligence for one year.

The

army assigned him to the Security Intelligence Corps, a unit
that investigated people who applied for service commissions
or worked in munitions factories.

The investigators

conducted their inquiries in civilian clothes, much like
police detectives.

During this assignment, Daniel worked in
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Amarillo, Texas, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. ^^
In 1944, Daniel received training at the Judge Advocate
General Officers School in Ann Arbor, Michigan, earning a
second lieutenant commission.

He then served as an

instructor at the Army School for Personnel Services in
Lexington, Virginia, where he taught laws relating to
servicemen and veterans.

Jean followed Price on these

assignments, and a third child, Houston, was born in
Virginia.

In September, 1945, the army "loaned" Daniel to

the Marine Corps, which sent him to Sasebo, Japan for four
months to set up a Marine Personnel School. After returning
to the United States, Daniel received citations from the
Army and Marines as an "outstanding authority" on military
and civil law and received his discharge in May, 1946.^^
While waiting to be released form the service, Daniel
decided to enter his first statewide political race. When
Texas Attorney General Grover Sellers announced plans to
retire, Daniel seized this opportunity by getting friends
from the publishing business and the legislature to prepare
the ground for his candidacy.

His opponent, Pat Neff, Jr.,

the son of a former governor, had worked for Sellers.
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Daniel made his formal announcement on May 18 from Austin
and set up a campaign headquarters in Dallas. ^^
Daniel opened his campaign at a June 17 rally in the
Houston Music Hall.

The candidate stressed his experience

as a lawyer and speaker of the House, promising "aggressive
thought and fighting action" if elected.

He promised to

focus on maintaining state control of the tidelands, a "fair
deal" for veterans, and vigorous enforcement of state antitrust laws.

For the next several weeks, Daniel campaigned

across the state, making up to ten speeches a day in the
summer heat.

Price and his brother Bill divided up the

state, with Bill covering the East Texas counties where
Daniel had a base of support and Price covering the rest.
The brothers relied on typical small town campaign tactics
of 1940s Texas politics.

Each had a sound truck that was

pulled into the courthouse square, and which then played
some music to attract a crowd to hear the speeches that
followed. ^^
As the race grew more intense in July, Price made the
family connections of his opponent an issue.

Daniel

campaign ads announced that the candidate stood "on his own
qualifications and not another's name."

In a radio

broadcast from San Antonio, Daniel stated that he was an
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"average country lawyer" and that the race had become
"Pappa's name versus Price Daniel."

He ended this speech

with some maudlin politicking, saying "My name is DANIEL-spelled just like Daniel in the Lion's Den," and that he
came from Liberty, "Just like ^Give me Liberty or give me
death.'"

Daniel's campaign tactics paid off in late July,

when he beat Neff in the Democratic primary by 571,354 votes
to 557,774.^^
His activities from 1938 to 1946 had prepared Daniel
for his new role as a statewide figure in Texas politics.
He entered the postwar period with a business progressive
ideology, evident in his opposition to the transactions tax,
reform of real estate law, and state support for farmers.
Although the Texas Democratic Party split into liberal and
conservative factions during the late 1940s, Daniel retained
the outlook of earlier reform politicians.
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CHAPTER III
SEGREGATION AND REFORM, 1947-1951

Daniel continued business progressive policies as
attorney general.

Like other politicians who shared that

outlook, he did not see any contradiction in professing to
be progressive while also advocating racial segregation.
The legal challenge to segregated higher education in Texas
by Heman Sweatt led Daniel to defend separate schools in the
courts.

From 1947 to 1950, the attorney general

demonstrated his commitment to prevailing assumptions of
white supremacy in the South.
Besides the Sweatt case, Daniel pursued other policies
more in line with modern notions of progressive reform.

He

launched a record number of antitrust suits against
corporations, a response to the inflation of the immediate
postwar period.

Like earlier progressives, Daniel also

sought to improve the moral atmosphere of Texas by cracking
down on illegal gambling operations.

This effort resulted

in successes against bookmakers and clubowners in Houston
and Galveston, although it did not end all gambling in
southeast Texas.
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Daniel nearly began his tenure as attorney general
facing a family tragedy.

On New Year's Eve, at the end of

1946, his mother Nannie and sister Ellen Virginia drove from
Liberty to Austin on icy roads to attend his swearing-in
ceremony.

Near Bastrop their car skidded off the slippery

pavement and hit a tree, severely injuring both passengers.
Nannie received fractures of the arm and leg while Ellen
suffered severe lacerations.

Instead of attending the

political ceremonies at the capitol, they began the new year
in Austin's Seton Hospital.^
Price arranged to move his ceremony from the House
chamber to his mother's bedside, where he took the oath of
office on January 1.

Three hundred supporters of the new

official, including now-retired Attorney General Grover
Sellers, gathered at the Stephen F. Austin Hotel for a
congratulatory luncheon that Daniel could not attend.
George Wilson, a Dallas attorney and close friend of Daniel,
represented him at the gathering.

Wilson transmitted a

message from Daniel thanking his supporters, asking for
their prayers for Nannie and Ellen, and urging everyone to
drive cautiously when returning home.
Upon taking office, Daniel immediately faced the issue
of preserving segregated higher education.
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Like most

southern politicians, the attorney general supported the
"Jim Crow" system of racial separation in education and
public facilities.

This position brought Daniel into direct

conflict with the burgeoning civil rights movement of the
postwar South.
race.

World War II had altered Americans' views on

Many blacks and whites questioned the existence of

segregation at home while the United States fought Nazi
racists abroad.

Civil rights organizations, like the

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), had gained significant results during the war.
These gains included creation of the federal Fair Employment
Practices Commission (FEPC) and the United States Supreme
Court ruling in the 1944 Smith v. Allwright case, which
found the Texas "white primary" law unconstitutional.

As

African American veterans returned home, many stood
determined to challenge segregation as a violation of the
basic principles for which they had fought.^
Texas civil rights leaders began planning an attack on
segregated higher education even before the war ended.

The

state branch of the NAACP met in Dallas in June, 1945, to
develop a strategy for either opening the University of
Texas to African American students or equalizing segregated
facilities.

Dallas attorney William J. Durham said that the
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organization would follow the example of the 1938 Lloyd
Gaines v. University of Missouri case, in which the United
States Supreme Court ruled that Missouri must either provide
equal facilities for black students or admit them into white
universities.

National NAACP counsel Thurgood Marshall

attended this meeting to offer legal advice.

The leaders

decided to file cases "for equalization of educational
opportunities for Negroes on all levels."''
To challenge segregation in Texas universities, the
NAACP had to find a candidate who met the qualifications to
enroll in the University of Texas Law School and was willing
to go through the trauma of a bitter court fight.

Heman

Sweatt represented an ideal choice for this role.

The

thirty-four-year-old postal worker was a Houston native
whose father had been active in organizing black railway
mail clerks in 1912 and 1913.

James L. Sweatt had served as

a charter member of the Houston NAACP, was a member of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, and had always
encouraged his children to resist discrimination.^
Heman Sweatt attended Wiley College in Marshall, Texas,
graduating with a biology degree in 1934.

He taught school

in Cleburne, Texas, then briefly attended the University of
Michigan in 1937. After returning to Houston, Sweatt worked
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as a postal carrier.

This job held few opportunities,

however, as postmasters generally denied promotion to black
workers.

By 1945, Sweatt decided to attend law school.

He

consulted with William J. Durham, who convinced Sweatt to
serve as a plaintiff for the NAACP in challenging the
University of Texas.

The two men recognized the

vulnerability of the state's position, since Texas provided
no law school for African Americans.^
Sweatt tried to register at the University of Texas Law
School in February, 1946.

University President Theophilus

S. Painter met with Sweatt and an NAACP delegation which
accompanied the prospective student.

Painter and registrar

E.J. Matthews attempted to convince Sweatt not to enroll,
suggesting that he use state money to attend a law school in
another state.

When that diversion failed. Painter said

that he had to apply to Attorney General Sellers on the
legality of Sweatt's application.

Sellers replied that the

state must uphold "The wise and long-continued policy of
segregation of the races in educational institutions . . . "
by denying Sweatt's application.

He concluded by stating

that the university could not consider the application until
Sweatt "in good faith makes a demand for legal training at
Prairie View University, gives the authorities reasonable
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notice, and is unlawfully refused."

This requirement

ignored that Prairie View had no law school.''
Sweatt challenged this ruling in state court and met
with mixed success.

On June 18, Judge Roy Archer ordered

the law school to admit the plaintiff, but suspended the
ruling for six months to give the state time to establish a
law school for blacks.

NAACP representative Durham asserted

that if Texas set up a law school at Prairie View Sweatt
would attend it.

Sellers promised to "do all I can to keep

Heman Sweatt from coming to the University, . . ."by
supporting creation of a black law school.

Gubernatorial

candidate Beauford Jester backed the idea, saying that he
wanted "white folks going to white schools and the colored
folks going to colored schools."®
The prospect of integration prompted Texas officials to
create a new university for African Americans in Houston.
Outgoing Governor Stevenson urged this move as the first
"emergency action" for the Fiftieth Legislature when it
convened in January, 1947.

To maintain "Jim Crow"

education, the legislature created the Texas State
University for Negroes in Houston and authorized a
segregated law school.

As state leaders proceeded. Archer

ruled that Sweatt should not be admitted to the University
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of Texas.

The ruling argued that the proposed black law

school would represent a "substantially equivalent"
education for the plaintiff.

Thurgood Marshall, Sweatt's

lawyer, rejected this notion and announced his intention to
appeal the ruling.^
In March, 1947, the state opened the School of Law of
the Texas State University for Negroes in Austin.
facilities were minimal at best.

Its

The school operated in the

basement of a building across from the state capitol.

It

consisted of two classrooms, a library, and two restrooms.
Sweatt refused to attend the new school.

No other students

enrolled until September, when Henry Eman Doyle, a thirtyseven-year-old teacher/ became the first student.

Doyle and

Heaullan Lott, who enrolled later that year, received
instruction from University of Texas law professors. """^
Sweatt and the NAACP continued their suit against the
state, arguing that "separate but equal" education "has been
tantamount to the perpetuation of discriminatory practices."
Marshall intended to use this case to attack the foundation
of segregated schools, saying "This is the works." Some
University of Texas students backed Sweatt by forming the
first chapter of the NAACP at an all-white university.

At a

meeting of this new group, Marshall denied claims by Texas
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newspapers that eliminating segregation was a "secret" goal
of the NAACP.

Instead he openly proclaimed "This

[integration] is the job to which we're all dedicated. ""^^
As attorney general, Daniel now faced the
responsibility for upholding Texas segregation laws in
court.

He proved to be an avid defender of racial

separation.

Daniel attacked Sweatt and the NAACP for being

more concerned with overturning segregation than providing
"equal education opportunities for Negro citizens." He
claimed that Texas now had "the best Negro law school
facilities in the nation."

This statement ignored the

existence of first-rate law schools at African American
institutions like Howard University.

Claiming that most

Texas blacks favored separate schools, the attorney general
urged them to "put education first and ditch the New York
advisors whose primary aim is destruction of our segregation
laws."

Like many segregationists, Daniel blamed attempts by

southern blacks to fight racial separation on northern
"outside agitators .""""^
On May 12, Archer opened a retrial of Sweatt's case
after the Texas Third Court of Civil Appeals returned the
appeal because of changed conditions since the plaintiff's
original complaint.

The changes consisted of the creation
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of Texas State University for Negroes in Houston and its
temporary law school in Austin.

Daniel asserted that

denying Sweatt entrance to the University of Texas did not
violate the Fourteenth Amendment, since the state had taken
steps to equalize facilities for black and white students.
Marshall and Durham contended that those facilities were not
equal and that "segregation as such is an integral part of
unlawful discrimination which is condemned by the
Constitution of the United States."^^
Two days later, Daniel called Sweatt as a witness.
When the attorney general questioned him as to why he did
not attend the new segregated law school, Sweatt responded
"I don't believe in segregation.

I don't believe equality

can be given on the basis of segregation."

Daniel argued

that the NAACP had convinced Sweatt not to attend the
segregated school.

The attorney general charged that the

civil rights organization "had as much control and
management of this case, and what has happened about this
law school as he does himself."

Daniel then asked the

witness what he would do in a hypothetical situation in
which the Negro Law School became "absolutely equivalent" to
that of the University of Texas. After the judge overruled
Durham's objection that the question was "supposition,"
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Sweatt answered that he would not attend the segregated law
school even if it became equal to the white one.-^^
Daniel next attempted to prove that the NAACP had
organized a boycott of the State Law School for Negroes.
The attorney general called Henry Doyle (who had not yet
enrolled at the basement law school) as a witness and asked
whether NAACP representatives had discouraged his interest
in the school.

Doyle denied feeling any pressure not to

enroll, thus undermining the charge.

Durham and Marshall

concluded their case by eliciting testimony from Donald G.
Murray, an African American lawyer who gained admission to
the segregated University of Maryland Law Scool in 1935.
Murray offered his experience to refute segregationists who
argued that desegregating universities would lead to "dire
results," presumably including racial violence.

After five

days of testimony, during which the state called eleven
witnesses and Sweatt's attorneys called six. Archer ruled
against the plaintiff on May 16.

He stated that since the

legislature had made no attempt to overturn Texas
segregation laws Sweatt could not attend the University of
Texas. ^^
Despite this setback, Sweatt and the N7VACP continued to
challenge segregated education.
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On October 1, Marshall

filed a brief with the Third Court of Civil Appeals in
Austin, seeking to overturn Archer's decision.

He raised

three objections to the "Jim Crow" law school.

First,

Marshall claimed that no "rational basis for racial
classification for school purposes" existed.

Second, the

reality of underfunded black schools undermined the claim of
"separate but equal."

Finally, the NAACP argued that

segregation at all levels violated the Fourteenth Amendment
by relegating "citizens of a disadvantaged racial minority
group to separate schools." Marshall called on the court to
choose between the "conflicting concepts" of segregation and
equal treatment.^^
The Court of Civil Appeals heard arguments on the
Sweatt case on January 29, 1948. Marshall and Durham
repeated their earlier arguments that university segregation
violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

They also claimed that the segregation of

medical and law schools in the South resulted in "a
disproportionate number of Negro professionals throughout
the United States."

Daniel responded with the claim the

Negro Law School offered "substantially equal facilities and
opportunities to Heman Marion Sweatt and other Negro
students."

He maintained that Sweatt was primarily
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interested in "trying to break down and nullify" Texas
segregation laws rather than attending law school.

Daniel

concluded by arguing that the state had provided equal
opportunities for both races and that racial questions
"should be left to the people of Texas--not to the Federal
Government."

Chief Justice James W. McClendon ruled in

favor of the state on February 25, saying "Segregation in
state-supported schools is no longer an open question."
Presumably, McClendon believed that his ruling would deter
the NAACP from pursuing the case in federal courts."^''
That summer, Daniel faced an unexpected challenge to
segregated universities.

A white Houstonian, Jack Coffman,

applied for admission to Texas State University for Negroes,
hoping to take social science courses.

The directors of

that school asked the attorney general to render an opinion
on the legality of admitting Coffman.

Daniel ruled that no

white student could be admitted to the university, citing
both the Texas Constitution and the 1947 legislative act
which had created the Houston school.

He also referred to

the recent ruling in the Sweatt case, arguing that
"substantially equal" facilities justified the maintenance
of separate universities.

The attorney general urged the

directors to have Coffman enroll at the University of Texas
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or some other white college.

Daniel concluded by observing

that "The law is and must be applicable equally to both
white and Negro citizens."''"®
As the attorney general defended segregation from both
black and white challengers, Sweatt continued to advance his
case.

His lawyers petitioned the Texas Supreme Court for a

rehearing of the case, but that court ruled against them on
October 27.

The state Supreme Court upheld the lower court

ruling that Texas had fulfilled its obligations by creating
"equal" facilities for African Americans.

Sweatt refused to

give up his attack, however, asserting that "separate
equality" was a myth.''-^
Marshall filed a petition for certiorari with the
United States Supreme Court on March 23, 1949.

He pointed

out that when Sweatt had first applied to the University of
Texas the state had operated no other law schools and that
officials had rejected his client "solely because of his
race."

The NAACP counsel argued that the basement law

school did not constitute equal facilities, saying "it is
absurd to speak of a school with one student as a law
school."

Marshall added an appendix detailing the "glaring

inequalities" of segregated school systems to support his
argument.

He concluded by urging the justices to overturn
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the lower court ruling so that southern states could no
longer restrict African Americans to "clearly inferior"
schools .^°
While Daniel and the NAACP argued over the right of
African Americans to attend the University of Texas Law
School, another black student gained entry into a state
professional school with little fanfare.

Lockhart, Texas,

native Herman Barnett became the first African American
admitted to the University of Texas Medical School at
Galveston.

The twenty-three-year-old Barnett represented an

ideal candidate for this achievement.

He had served as a

fighter pilot during World War II. After the war, he
attended Samuel Huston College in Austin, where he majored
in chemistry.

Barnett graduated with honors in 1948, and

his professors judged him capable of meeting any academic
challenge.

He had been accepted by the University of

Chicago Medical School.

Barnett worked out an arrangement

with the state whereby he would technically enroll at Texas
State University for Negroes, but would take classes at the
Galveston campus until the Houston university established a
medical school.

This setup allowed the state to maintain

the facade of segregation while educating Barnett at the
previously all-white medical school.
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The new student proved

popular among his colleagues in Galveston and achieved a
class rank of seven out of one hundred sixty-two students in
his first year.^-"On October 4, the NAACP responded to an attempt by the
University of Texas to have the Supreme Court reject
Sweatt's case.

The civil rights organization filed a brief

which explicitly asked the Court to rule on the
constitutionality of segregation in higher education.
Several prominent groups filed briefs amicus curiae in
support of the NAACP position.

These groups included the

American Jewish Congress, the American Veterans Committee,
the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America (FCCCA), and
the Committee of Law Teachers Against Segregation in
Education. ^^
The FCCCA based its support of Sweatt on the belief
that the "Jim Crow" system violated Christian beliefs of the
brotherhood of man.

Counsel Charles Tuttle of New York

filed the organization's brief, which argued that
segregation represented "unequal, unchristian and illegal
discrimination."

The brief cited declarations of the World

Council of Churches that "segregation, particularly in the
matter of educational facilities, is in reality a survival
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. . . of the caste system."

The FCCCA included all large

southern Protestant denominations, except for Southern
Baptists.^^
Daniel immediately challenged the FCCCA action as
hypocritical.

He argued that the church group denounced

segregated schools while many of its member denominations
practiced racial separation within their churches.

The

attorney general told Tuttle that he should publicize the
practices of churches that maintained separate
congregations, schools, and denominational colleges
throughout the South.

Daniel claimed that Episcopal,

Methodist, and Presbyterian churches in Texas operated "fine
schools and excellent churches" on a segregated basis. He
concluded that this practice demonstrated the "benign"
nature of the "Jim Crow" system, as the principles
underlying state segregation laws "were and are apparent to
those forming the policies of the churches."^^
In response to what he saw as outside meddling in the
racial mores of Texas, Daniel appealed to other southern
officials for aid in the Sweatt case.

He argued that this

suit represented a threat to segregated education all over
the South.

Daniel wrote Georgia Attorney General Eugene

Cook that if Texas lost its fight, seventeen states
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practicing segregation would be "deluged with law suits for
entry of Negroes into white colleges, high schools, and
grade schools."

One Alabama newspaper agreed, praising the

Texas attorney general for resisting an anti-segregation
ruling which would "disrupt the schools of the South and
generate explosive racial tensions."

Birmingham, Alabama

Commissioner of Public Safety Eugene "Bull" Connor agreed,
saying integration would cause "riot and bloodshed, even in
peaceful Alabama."^^
The attorneys general of eleven southern states
responded to Daniel's plea by filing briefs in support of
Texas with the Supreme Court.

These states argued that

public order depended on school segregation, that past court
decisions had validated separate schools, and that the need
for segregation should be left for the states to decide.
They maintained that a decision in favor of Sweatt would
disrupt the entire social system of the South, creating "a
tragedy to the public generally, both white and Negro, in
the States concerned."

Except for Alabama, all of the ex-

Confederate states agreed with Daniel that the Sweatt case
called for a unified southern response.
The Texas attorney general filed his brief with the
Court on March 27, 1950.

For public consumption, Daniel
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stressed that "New York attorneys" represented Sweatt.

The

Texan failed to mention that Durham and Marshall, Sweatt's
main attorneys, were from Texas and Maryland respectively.
Daniel's charge reflected traditional southern resentment of
"outside agitators."

He told the court that Henry Doyle

already had graduated from the segregated law school and
passed the bar exam.

The state argued that this proved "if

Sweatt had really been interested in obtaining a legal
education, he could have had his license by now."

Daniel

asserted that the NAACP position represented a "broad attack
on all racial segregation" and asked the Court not to
overrule past decisions on the constitutionality of
segregated schools.^''
Daniel correctly viewed the Sweatt case as a threat to
all segregation in one respect.

The NAACP had asked the

Court to use the case as an opportunity "to make a clear-cut
decision outlawing segregation in public education."

Civil

rights lawyers filed briefs in support of Sweatt and G-W.
McLaurin, a black student attending the University of
Oklahoma but segregated within the classroom.

Marshall

provided the Court with details from congressional debates
over the Fourteenth Amendment, federal civil rights laws,
and social science studies on the detrimental effects of
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segregated schools on black children.

He argued that the

1896 Plessy v. Ferguson "separate but equal" ruling
represented a "very narrow issue of intrastate
transportation, entirely different from education."

The

Truman administration, which had publicly opposed
segregation since 1947, also urged the Court to rule in
favor of Sweatt and McLaurin.^®
Arguments before the Supreme Court began in April.
Marshall attacked segregated schools directly, calling on
the justices to overturn the Plessy decision.

The NAACP

lawyer maintained that "separate but equal" represented a
clear violation of the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. 'Marshall denied that the creation of
a separate law school for African Americans had any bearing
on the case.

He argued that public education "is the

foundation of the exercise of ail our constitutional
rights."

As for the claims of segregationists that

integration represented a threat to public order, Marshall
stated that the threat of violence by "a few unlawful
people" should not deny equal rights. Answering Daniel's
charge that Sweatt wanted integration more than he wanted a
legal education, the NAACP counsel challenged the attorney
general's right "to tell Negroes what's good for them."
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Marshall concluded by observing that if Sweatt wanted to
attend the University of Texas "it cannot be conditioned on
the wishes of any other citizen, whether he be white, brown,
or any other color. "^^
Daniel urged the Court to uphold "separate but equal"
education.

He argued that the NAACP position would

invalidate segregation of public facilities throughout the
South.

The attorney general claimed that both whites and

blacks opposed integration.

He cited the existence of

segregated churches in the South, claiming that "Churches
certainly are not governed by prejudice."

He also argued

that "forced" integration would provoke some white
southerners to violence.

Daniel claimed "It is a reality

you have to face—that some people have feelings that lead
to conflict when the relationship is forced."

He concluded

by claiming the new Houston law school of Texas State
University for Negroes provided "equal" facilities for
30

African Americans.
Assistant Attorney General Joe R. Greenhill expanded
the state's argument after Daniel.

He concentrated on a

historical review of the Fourteenth Amendment, attempting to
refute Marshall's contention that segregation violated the
equal protection clause.

Greenhill asserted that the
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Reconstruction Era sponsors of that amendment had never
intended it to outlaw separate schools. As evidence of the
intentions of the sponsors, Greenhill pointed out that the
same Congress had created segregated schools in the District
of Columbia.

He urged the justices to interpret the

Fourteenth Amendment based on the intentions of its authors
rather than the needs of modern society.^''"
The Court ruled in favor of Sweatt on June 5.

Although

the justices declined to overturn Plessy v. Ferguson, they
did rule that Texas had denied the plaintiff an equal
education.

They rejected Daniel's argument that the

segregated law school provided an education comparable to
that of the University of Texas.

The justices cited

tradition, academic prestige, faculty reputation, and
opportunity for specialization as factors which made the
Houston "Jim Crow" school inferior to the Austin
institution.

The justices also stated that the isolation of

African American law students in a segregated school denied
them the experience of debate and exchange of ideas with
white students, who represented the vast majority of the
legal profession in Texas.^^
This courtroom victory pleased Sweatt.

He told

reporters that he would enroll at the University of Texas in
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September "without malice toward anybody in spite of the 4year delay."

He hailed the ruling as "a milestone in the

progress of democracy."

Sweatt declined to comment on the

Court's failure to overturn Plessy.

National NAACP leaders

called the Sweatt and Mclaurin decisions "devastating blows
against discrimination and segregation in higher education."
Donald Jones, regional secretary of the NAACP in Dallas,
expressed happiness with the ruling but stated that his
organization would continue to challenge the "separate but
equal" doctrine in court.^^
University of Texas officials said they would enroll
Sweatt once Daniel interpreted the ruling.

The attorney

general announced that the university had to accept Sweatt,
but argued that the Court had left most of Texas' segregated
schools intact.

He stated that "separate but equal"

remained the law in elementary schools, high schools, and
undergraduate education.

Daniel maintained that the Sweatt

decision had not overturned "previous decisions that
separate schools are constitutional if they are in fact
substantially equal."^''
In spite of Daniel's attempt to downplay the
significance of the case, southern segregationists correctly
saw the Sweatt and McLaurin rulings as threats to "Jim Crow"
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education.

Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee, a liberal

on most issues, regretted the "unfortunate" rulings.

Texas

Republican Congressman Ben H. Guill, in his first speech to
the House of Representatives, called the Sweatt decision a
"severe and damaging blow at the entire concept of states'
rights."

Representative James C. Davis of Georgia called

the rulings ^^rank usurpation by the court of legislative
functions."

Georgia Governor Herman Talmadge, infamous for

his race-baiting politics, declared "As long as I am
governor, Negroes will not be admitted to white schools."
Alabama state Representative George Andrews attacked the
decisions as "the worst thing that has happened to the South
since Reconstruction days."^^
Daniel avoided such harsh statements, instead seeking
to maintain segregation in Texas through legal means.
effort resulted in failure for the attorney general.

This
Only

days after the Sweatt ruling, two African Americans enrolled
at the University of Texas.

John Saunders Chase of Austin

registered for graduate architecture classes and Horace
Lincoln Heath of Waco began doctoral work in government.

On

June 20, Daniel asked the Supreme Court for a rehearing of
the Sweatt case.

He argued that the justices should allow

Texas time to bring its black law school up to the level of
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the University of Texas.

In a state-wide radio address, the

attorney general promised to do "my utmost to uphold those
portions of the Texas constitution which provide for our
separate school system."

He urged local school officials to

preserve segregated public schools by offering "truly equal
educational advantages and opportunities" to African
American students.

Daniel's legalistic attempt to delay

integration of higher education failed in October, when the
Supreme Court denied his request for rehearing the Sweatt
case. ^^
Sweatt started law school that September.
students accepted his presence.
the class social committee.

Most white

His peers appointed him to

Some whites, however, refused

to accept an African American on campus.

One night soon

after the semester began, Sweatt left the library to find a
crowd of protesters around a burning cross.

The crowd did

not attack Sweatt, but they did slash the tires of his car.
Someone had also painted "KKK" on the steps of the law
building.^''
Such harassment failed to deter Sweatt.
however, succumb to other stresses.

He did,

The tremendous strain

of the four-year litigation process damaged his health.

He

suffered from ulcers and once missed several weeks of class
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because of an appendectomy.

Despite assistance from the

NAACP, Sweatt struggled with financial problems.

The final

blow came when his wife, Constantine, went back to Houston
and divorced him.

In 1952, Sweatt dropped out of the law

school he had struggled so hard to attend.
back to the post office, though.

He never went

Sweatt earned a master's

degree in social work from Atlanta University in 1954,
worked for the NAACP in Cleveland, and later became
assistant director of the Southern Regional Office of the
Urban League.

Although he never graduated from the

University of Texas, Sweatt opened up higher education
opportunities for African Americans in spite of the state' s
•
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best efforts to retain'"Jim Crow" universities.
While the Sweatt case illustrated that Daniel
represented a traditional southern Democrat on race issues,
he also undertook progressive measures during his tenure as
attorney general.

Soon after taking office, he launched a

campaign to prosecute under state antitrust laws
corporations that he believed were unduly raising prices.
This decision responded to a trend common during the
immediate postwar era.

During the war, the Office of Price

Administration (OPA) had maintained federal price controls
to avoid inflation.

When Congress removed these
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restrictions in 1946, a combination of high consumer demand
and backlogs of production caused by factories retooling
from wartime production led to alarming price rises.

Daniel

argued that corporations with monopoly power over Texas
consumers represented a threat to free enterprise which
called for vigorous enforcement of state antitrust laws.^^
While adopting a progressive position in support of
consumers, the attorney general also offered a states'
rights perspective on the issue.

He argued that, if states

did not properly protect their citizens, federal agencies
would assume state functions and "centralize every detail of
government" in Washington.

In a refrain he used for the

rest of his political career, Daniel stated that the only
way for states to avoid "this trend toward centralization,
is to improve our local units of government and properly
exercise the responsibilities which go with our rights of
local self-government."

In making these arguments against

"centralization" and government controls, Daniel reflected
the stance of many conservative southern Democrats who
harbored deep reservations about the activist federal role
inherent in the New Deal and Fair Deal policies of
presidents Roosevelt and Truman.^°
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Investigation and prosecution of corporations
represented the most progressive aspect of Daniel's attorney
general career.

During his first two terms in office

(Daniel won reelection with no opposition in 1948 and 1950) ,
he filed a record number of antitrust suits against oil
companies, dairies, bakeries, and retail stores.

Between

January, 1947, and August, 1950, the attorney general's
office prosecuted twenty-seven antitrust cases against
seventy-five corporations.

Courtroom victories in fifteen

of these cases resulted in fines of over three hundred
thousand dollars.''•'•
Crackdowns on illegal gambling represented another
progressive activity by Daniel during this period.

In 1937,

the legislature had outlawed bookmaking and betting on horse
and dog racing.

Beginning in August, 1949, the attorney

general worked with state and local law enforcement agencies
in a coordinated effort to eliminate horse race betting.
Daniel and Director of Public Safety Homer Garrison, Jr.,
launched a series of raids against bookmakers in Fort Worth,
Dallas, Odessa, Galveston, and Beaumont.

The attorney

general's office planned to obtain evidence that bookies had
used telephone and wire services to get race results.

The

state could then obtain injunctions against communications
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companies which supplied the information.

Daniel hoped to

drive the bookies out of business by eliminating the tools
of their trade.'^^
These raids bore fruit on August 21, when a district
court issued a temporary restraining order against
transmission of racing information.

The court forbade

Western Union Telegraph Company and A.G. Coggins of Little
Rock, Arkansas, from wiring race results.

Daniel charged

that Coggins operated a Houston company called Texas Daily
Sports News, which had an agreement with Western Union to
transmit results of races across the country to Texas
betting shops.

The telegraph company argued that it refused

to transmit racing information unless the recipient agreed
not to use it for gambling.

The attorney general maintained

that if Western Union had exercised "any degree of
diligence" it would have known that race results ended up in
the hands of "many notorious bookmakers."''"^
Western Union asked the court to dismiss the state's
case as moot after the company stopped sending race results
because of the raids.

Daniel responded by insisting that

the court permanently enjoin the telegraph company from
transmitting such information.

He told Judge Jack Roberts

of the 126th District Court in Austin that company officials
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had known how Coggins and other bookies used their services.
The state argued that only a permanent injunction would
prevent Western Union from resuming this practice in the
future.

To buttress this charge, Daniel provided evidence

of past abuses by the company in Texas, Ohio, Maryland, and
California.^^
The attorney general won his case on September 8.

The

court issued injunctions against Western Union and Coggins
which prohibited them from knowingly transmitting horse race
information for betting purposes.

The court based its

decision on testimony by Texas Rangers and local law
enforcement officers about the results of their recent
raids.

Daniel also questioned Western Union officials about

their knowledge of illegal use of race information."^
Several months after this success, Daniel asked Roberts
to expand the injunction to cover "any sort" of gambling
information.

A report by Dallas vice squad detectives that

local bookie shops had been using the wire service to cover
bets on baseball games prompted this report.

The attorney

general also claimed that Western Union had violated the
"spirit" of the injunction in El Paso by furnishing race
results to a bookie just across the state line in New
Mexico, who then sold the information to Texas bookmakers.
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Daniel announced that he favored federal legislation to
prevent interstate transmission of betting information, but
would rely on state courts to enforce restrictions in the
meantime.

The court ruled in favor of Daniel in February,

1951, issuing a permanent injunction against Western Union
to prevent transmission of illegal gambling information.
Daniel bragged that Texas was "the only state where there is
a state-wide injunction against distributing racing
information by telegraph and telephone.""^
That year also saw an expansion of the crackdown on
gambling.

The Texas House of Representatives appointed an

investigative committee modeled on the United States Senate
Kefauver Committee to investigate organized crime and
gambling operations.

Committee Chairman Fred W. Meredith of

Terrell promised to cooperate with the attorney general and
the director of public safety to stamp out illegal slot
machines and expose "powerful underworld interests" which
operated in Texas.

In late March, Daniel held a two-day

conference of county and district attorneys to plan attacks
on organized crime.'^^
The attorney general focused his attention on gambling
and corruption in Galveston.

The Gulf Coast port had a

well-deserved reputation as a "sin city" in otherwise
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straightiaced Texas.

The Maceo brothers, Rosario ("Rose")

and Sam, ran the Galveston underworld.

They had emigrated

from Italy before World War One and established themselves
during the 1920s as prominent bootleggers in southeast
Texas.

After Prohibition ended in 1933, the Maceos operated

gambling parlors which catered to the island's many
tourists.

The political and social elite of Galveston

tolerated the Maceo businesses, happy with the money they
generated for the local economy.''®
Local police ignored notorious gambling dens like the
Balinese Room as long as no violent crimes occurred.

When

Texas Rangers raided that establishment, they had to cross a
three hundred foot walkway to reach the club, which perched
over the Gulf.

By the time detectives crossed the span, any

evidence of gambling had disappeared.

Even state troopers

on motorcycles, who covered the distance in thirty seconds,
failed to arrive in time.

If state police found any

evidence of gambling somewhere else, Galveston County juries
refused to convict the popular defendants.

To get around

these problems, in 1951 the federal Internal Revenue Service
began requiring gamblers to purchase licenses, thus offering
proof of their activities.''^
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That summer, the Meredith Committee began hearings on
the Maceo operations.

Daniel provided the lawmakers with

evidence and helped them draw up questions for witnesses.
The chairman announced that records showed three-fourths of
the Maceos' earnings consisted of "illegitimate business."
While the committee conducted its investigation, Daniel
secured an injunction which forbade the Southwestern Bell
Telephone Company from transmitting horse racing information
to Maceo businesses like the Turf Club in Galveston.

The

attorney general demonstrated that the Maceos used company
lines to obtain race results from New Orleans. Although
Daniel and the House committee managed to end horse race
betting in Galveston, slot machines and other types of
gambling continued to thrive there until Attorney General
Will Wilson launched another crackdown in the 1960s.^°
Although the Galveston crackdown did not represent a
complete success for Daniel, it generated some positive
results.

At the attorney general's urging, the legislature

passed a law making possession of slot machines a felony.
The Texas attorney general also received national attention.
Members of the National Association of Attorneys General
elected Daniel as vice-president at their annual meeting in
Seattle.

The association adopted an earlier Daniel
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proposal, urging Congress to enact legislation outlawing
interstate transmission of gambling information.

In

September, the Kefauver Committee praised Texas for its
anti-gambling measures.

The Senate investigators commended

Daniel for getting injunctions against transmission of
gambling information.^"'"
Daniel's crackdown on gambling represented the
moralistic side of his progressivism.

Like other business

progressives, he believed that gambling brought moral decay
and organized crime to Texas.

His antitrust suits also

represented progressive support of small businesses and
consumers over large corporations.

The Sweatt case

illustrated that southern progressives like Daniel accepted
the "Jim Crow" system despite its reactionary nature.
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CHAPTER IV
OFFSHORE OIL AND PRESIDENTIAL
POLITICS, 1947-1952

June 5, 1950, proved to be a bad day for traditional
states' rights Democrats in Texas.

The Sweatt v. Painter

ruling delivered a substantial blow to segregated higher
education.

The Supreme Court also ruled against Texas that

day in United States v. Texas, determining that the state
did not have legal title to offshore oil deposits, which
state ownership advocates called the tidelands.

Of the two

cases, the tidelands ruling caused the greater consternation
among Texas conservatives.

While the state retained many

aspects of the southern political culture, Texas differed
from the Deep South in one fundamental aspect.

Because of

its relatively small African American population (oneseventh of the state in 1940), Texas politics did not
reflect obsession with racial issues. While Daniel and
other politicians supported segregation, economic issues,
especially regarding the oil industry, mattered more to
them."""
The tidelands issue provoked bitter ideological debates
over the authority of the federal government.
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Supporters of

national ownership, including President Truman, argued that
offshore oil deposits belonged to the nation rather than to
individual states.

Liberal advocates of the federal

position charged that oil companies corruptly favored state
claims because coastal states charged less for drilling
leases than did the federal government.

Conservatives,

especially in Texas, argued that the tidelands had always
belonged to the states and that the Truman administration
sought to abrogate states' rights by "seizing" the
tidelands.

To support their argument, state ownership

advocates used the misleading term "tidelands" to describe
oil deposits located farther out to sea than true tidal
soil.

Daniel and other supporters of state ownership also

argued that federal control of the tidelands would take
money away from Texas public schools.^
The new attorney general began the tidelands fight as
soon as he took office.

Daniel worked closely with

congressmen and senators from Texas and other coastal states
to obtain passage of legislation affirming the state claims.
He also participated actively in court disputes over the
issue.

In 1947 he helped California argue its claim to West

Coast tidelands before the Supreme Court.

After that case

ended in a victory for the Truman administration, Daniel
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defended the Texas claim with every legal stratagem he could
devise.
In the aftermath of the United States v. Texas ruling,
the attorney general increased his efforts to get
congressional quitclaim legislation to return the tidelands
to state control.

President Truman consistently thwarted

these efforts through 1952. When Democratic presidential
candidate Adlai Stevenson refused to endorse state control
of the tidelands in 1952, Daniel and other conservative
Democrats abandoned their traditional loyalty to the party
and supported Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower for president.
The tidelands dispute ranked as the primary cause for the
beginning of two-party presidential politics in Texas.
The question of who owned the mineral rights to
submerged lands represented a new issue in American
politics.

From the creation of the republic in the 1780s

through the late 1930s, legal precedent and congressional
inaction seemed to imply state ownership. States claimed
ownership of submerged lands out to three miles. Texas,
however, claimed jurisdiction out to three leagues, roughly
ten miles, based on Spanish law, the 1845 Joint Annexation
Agreement between the United States and the Republic of
Texas, and the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.^
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Neither coastal states nor the federal government
showed much interest in the tidelands before exploration
uncovered large oil deposits off the coasts of California,
Texas, and Louisiana in the 1930s.

North Dakota Senator

Gerald Nye changed this situation in 1937 by introducing a
bill to enact national ownership of the tidelands.

Although

proponents of state ownership defeated the Nye bill, the
proposal caused some officials in the Roosevelt
administration to take an interest in the issue.

The Navy

Department and Interior Secretary Harold Ickes argued that
conservation of petroleum deposits for strategic purposes
necessitated federal ownership of the tidelands.

The

economic demands of World War II strengthened this view.

In

1945, the Justice Department began the tidelands dispute by
suing California for ownership of its submerged lands."
In response to the federal suit, Congress came to the
aid of coastal states.

Quitclaim legislation granting the

states' claim to submerged lands out to three miles passed
the House of Representatives in September, 1945, and the
Senate in July, 1946.

President Truman vetoed the bill.

He

argued that Congress should not interfere with a matter
currently before the Supreme Court.

The president stated

that ownership of vast offshore oil deposits represented a
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"vital problem for the nation from the standpoint of
national defense and conservation."

He claimed that, if the

court upheld the federal position, the tidelands should not
be "given away."

If the justices ruled in favor of the

states, however, then no quitclaim legislation would be
necessary.^
This deadlock over the tidelands faced Daniel as soon
as he became attorney general.

He recognized that a

decision against California would leave Texas in a
vulnerable position by undermining the arguments of state
ownership supporters.

Daniel acted to uphold state title by

assisting California before the Supreme Court.

Serving as

counsel for the National Association of Attorneys General,
he presented arguments to the court on March 14, 1947. The
Texas attorney general called the federal suit a "fullfledged challenge to the rights of all the coastal states."
When Justice Hugo L. Black asked Daniel if his position
prevented the national government from getting any offshore
oil, Daniel responded that the military could get petroleum
for national defense purposes no matter who owned the
tidelands.^
Daniel argued that the federal government sought to
appropriate underwater mineral resources throughout the
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nation.

In a doubtful assertion, he told the Court that the

administration position "clouds the title of every State in
the Union to lands beneath navigable waters within their
boundaries."

The Texan claimed that a ruling against

California would undermine "the fundamental principles of
State sovereignty . . . " and threaten property rights.
Daniel cited cases going back to the colonial period to
justify his claims of state ownership.

He finished by

adding that Texas had special claims to its tidelands
because of its history as an independent republic."^
On June 23, 1947, the Supreme Court shocked coastal
states by ruling in United States v. California that the
federal government held title to California's submerged
lands.

In a seven-to-two decision, the Court stated that

the federal government had "full dominion" over oil and
other resources off the coast of that state. Although the
case dealt only with California, the wording of the opinion
seemed applicable to all coastal states.®
United States Attorney General Tom C. Clark, a native
of Dallas, announced that the United States v. California
ruling did not affect Texas.

Clark argued that his home

state controlled its public lands as part of the 1845
annexation agreement.

He claimed the Justice Department had
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no plans to sue Texas over its title to the tidelands.
These statements seemed to confirm what Clark had earlier
told Daniel.

After both sides had presented their arguments

before the Court, Clark downplayed the possibility of a suit
against Texas.

He put his arm around Daniel's shoulder and

told him "Well, Price, all you will ever get out of this is
this nice trip to Washington."

Clark told Daniel not to

worry about making any more trips to the capital, as the
Justice Department recognized the unique status of the Texas
claim.^
Daniel lobbied Texas congressmen to uphold the state's
interest by passing quitclaim legislation.

He wrote to all

members of the Texas delegation, most importantly Speaker of
the House Sam Rayburn and Senator Tom Connally, the senior
Democrat on the Foreign Relations Committee.

The attorney

general told Connally that the California decision was an
"outrage."

He promised to organize an "open fight" with the

national party leaders if Truman did not back state
ownership.

Daniel told Rayburn that the tidelands issue

represented the most important legislative matter in the
state's history.

Rayburn and Connally backed Daniel on the

question of state ownership, but cautioned that Truman would
likely veto any new quitclaim bill."'"^
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The attorney general argued that the Truman
administration stand on the tidelands might hurt the Texas
Democratic Party in the 1948 presidential election.

At a

September 6 "harmony meeting" of the Democratic State
Executive Committee in Hillsboro, Daniel predicted that the
tidelands issue might result in Truman's defeat.

He urged

party leaders to "get President Truman straightened out on
the tidelands oil fuss."

After this speech the committee

unanimously adopted a resolution to support Jester, Daniel,
and Land Commissioner Bascom Giles in the tidelands dispute.
These officials constituted the School Land Board, which
administered tidelands revenue payments to public schools."'""^
In October Daniel 'attended the annual conference of the
National Association of Attorneys General in Boston.

He

spoke to his colleagues on the implications to other states
of the United States v. California decision.

Daniel accused

Clark of trying to lull the inland states into a "false
sense of security."

He falsely charged that the Justice

Department intended to file suits against Great Lakes states
for control of their submerged lands.

If the states allowed

this extension of federal control, the Interior Department
might use the tidelands precedent to "go after" minerals
under inland waters.

Despite recent denials by Clark of
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such intentions, Daniel argued, "How do we know that some
future Attorney General would not feel the same about lands
under inland waters?"^^
Daniel went on to mount a defense of states' rights
principles.

He stated that democracy had worked in the

United States while failing in other countries because of
the decentralized American system.

He argued that as much

power as possible should be kept "close to the state and to
the people."

The attorney general said that federal control

of the tidelands would violate the spirit of the Tenth
Amendment by encroaching on powers delegated to the states.
He concluded by urging Congress to affirm state ownership of
the tidelands.

If quitclaim legislation did not become law,

Daniel predicted, the states would never "win another fight"
with federal agencies.

By casting the dispute in

constitutional terms, Daniel hoped to gain support from
inland states which might otherwise be indifferent to the
coastal states' claims.''"^
Thanks to the arguments of Daniel and other supporters
of the coastal states, the association adopted a resolution
which called on Congress to pass quitclaim legislation.

The

attorneys general criticized the United States v. California
decision for relying on a "new theory" of "paramount federal
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powers" over natural resources.

The document warned that

the California case foreshadowed an "obvious" threat to the
submerged mineral rights of inland states.

The association

also accepted Daniel's view of proper federal-state
relations, urging Congress to adopt legislation which would
keep the federal government from using national defense as
an excuse to usurp control of state property.^"
Early in 1948, Daniel and Connally decided to take
their case directly to the president.

They met with Truman

at the White House on January 15 and urged him not to veto a
quitclaim bill which Congress was then preparing.

Connally

asked the president to consider the recent Supreme Court
ruling on ownership of the tidelands before vetoing any
quitclaim bill.

Because the court had "pointedly omitted"

the question of ownership, that issue should be left for
Congress to settle.

The senator added that Truman had

justified his 1946 veto of similar legislation on the
grounds that the court was then considering the issue, a
situation which no longer existed.

Truman responded that he

would be happy to meet with Connally and Daniel again before
considering any future veto.

The president, who was famous

for his down-to-earth language, ended the meeting on a
humorous note.

He showed the Texans a gift he had recently
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received, a little cowboy boot with a faucet in the heel.
Truman said "you have heard about fellows that don't have
sense enough to pour piss out of a boot.

Weil, this fellow

sent me one with the directions right here on it.""'"^
Daniel reported the outcome of this meeting to Rayburn,
who would play a vital role in passing a state ownership
bill.

The attorney general wrote that Truman did not seem

as firmly opposed to a quitclaim bill as one might think
from the statements of administration officials.

Daniel

claimed that the president suffered from "miserably poor
legal and political advice on this subject, . . . " and might
be persuaded to change his mind.

He urged Rayburn to meet

with Truman and Clark to lobby for the state position.
Daniel saw some hope of persuading Clark.

After talking to

the federal attorney general, Daniel believed that Clark "is
weakening on the subject."

Clark told Daniel that he would

do whatever Truman directed and had "no intention of
'carrying the ball' unless the President told him to."^^
On February 23, Daniel appeared before a joint
congressional committee investigating the issue of who
should own the tidelands.

He criticized proponents of

national ownership who claimed that state control would
benefit big oil companies, calling such statements a
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"smokescreen of an imagined fight against private oil
interests."

The attorney general argued a states' rights

position, saying that federal officials did not care about
oil companies cheating the government.

Instead, Daniel

claimed, these bureaucrats sought "solely to gain
centralized control and possession of valuable state rights,
property and revenue.""'"''
Advocates of state ownership gained a victory in the
House of Representatives on April 30 when that body passed a
quitclaim measure. House Bill 5992, by a vote of 257 to 29.
The Republican-sponsored bill mirrored the 1946 act that
Truman had vetoed, giving the states clear title to offshore
mineral rights.

In response to worries about national

security, the bill included language authorizing the federal
government to obtain offshore oil in the event of war.
Senate never voted on H.B. 5992.

The

Supporters of national

ownership threatened to filibuster the bill and the upper
house adjourned early to concentrate on election year
politics.

Any congressional action on the tidelands issue

would have to wait until after the election.^
Although no opponent challenged Daniel's reelection in
1948, he still used the tidelands issue to solidify his
political support.

In a July 21 radio address, Daniel
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defended Texas' claim to the tidelands and attacked
supporters of national ownership.

He maintained that the

state owned all submerged lands three leagues into the Gulf
of Mexico.

He told listeners that the tidelands belonged to

the people of Texas, who wisely chose to use all offshore
oil revenue to support public schools.

Daniel claimed that

the "centralization" inherent in federal control of natural
resources might ultimately result in a "socialistic or
totalitarian government."

He promised not to "quit this

fight until it is won.""*"^
Republicans sensed an opportunity to carry Texas in the
1948 presidential election as the Democratic Party split
over the tidelands and other issues.

That fall, most

political observers predicted that G.O.P. candidate Thomas
Dewey would easily defeat Truman.

Many conservative

southern Democrats had bolted the party over Truman's civil
rights stance, backing "Dixiecrat" candidate Strom Thurmond
of South Carolina.

On the other wing of the party, some

liberal northeastern Democrats split with the president over
his Cold War policies toward the Soviet Union and backed
Progressive Party candidate Henry Wallace.

Houston

newspaper publisher Oveta Gulp Hobby believed these
divisions, when combined with the tidelands issue, could
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lead to a Dewey victory in Texas.

The Republican Party

platform endorsed state ownership of the tidelands, and
Hobby found Dewey "in sympathy" with quitclaim legislation
after a September 14 meeting in Albany, New York.^°
Dewey's running mate, California Governor Earl Warren,
exploited Democratic dissension over the tidelands in an
October 21 visit to Fort Worth.

He reminded the crowd that

California and Texas had "fought shoulder to shoulder for
ten years against federal seizure . . ."of the tidelands.
Warren promised that a Republican administration would
support state ownership.

Echoing statements by Texas

Democrats, the governor said that tidelands oil revenues
were "the heritage of every school child in Texas. "^''"
While such statements put the Republicans on the same
side as Daniel, he maintained his party loyalty that year.
The attorney general, along with most Texas Democratic
leaders, still hoped that Truman might either change his
position on the tidelands or treat Texas differently because
of its unique claim.

The Democratic Party Platform did not

mention the tidelands.

Daniel took his children to Austin

to hear a Truman speech in which the president seemed to
support the view that Texas had a special claim to its
submerged lands because it had been an independent country.
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In retrospect, Daniel believed that the president had only
moderated his stance "to lull us into a sense of security
during the campaign."

Whatever motivated Truman, he easily

carried the state and dumbfounded his naysayers by achieving
a large electoral victory over Dewey despite the divisions
in his own party.^^
Clark soon shattered the illusion that the Truman
administration might recognize Texas' special status. On
December 21, the United States attorney general filed suit
in the Supreme Court, claiming national jurisdiction over
the tidelands of Texas and Louisiana.

Clark argued that the

federal government should get "paramount interest" in the
submerged lands of the Gulf Coast states just as it had with
California.

The attorney general conceded that Texas and

Louisiana became states by different means.

Louisiana, he

argued, entered the Union in a manner "similar in all
respects . . ."to California.

While Texas had the unique

claim of existence as an independent republic, this did not
matter.

Clark argued that any differences between the

admission to the Union of Texas and other states "only point
even more clearly to paramount rights in the United
States. "^^
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The federal suit provoked hostile reactions in the Gulf
states.

Louisiana Attorney General Bolivar Kemp promised to

"fight at every step" to preserve his state's tidelands.

In

Austin, Governor Jester told reporters "You can't print what
I think."

Texas Congressman Ed Gosset called the suit "a

big step toward national socialism . . . " and predicted that
the administration would eventually nationalize the oil
industry.

Bascom Giles asserted that Clark was "afraid to

trust Congress to perform its duties."^"
Daniel took the news badly.

He later remembered

hearing of the suit by telephone and becoming so upset that
"tears rolled down my cheeks . . . ."

He felt betrayed by

Clark, who had recently implied that Texas had a special
claim to its tidelands.

Daniel denounced the suit as a

"direct violation" of the 1845 annexation agreement.
promised not to give up, saying

He

the state "would fight this

case with the same spirit that caused our predecessors to
win these lands by blood and valor at San Jacinto."^^
Texas responded to the federal suit early in 1949.

On

January 15, Daniel filed a brief with the Supreme Court
which attacked Clark's legal reasoning and reiterated the
state's claim to its submerged lands.

Daniel charged that

the administration action represented a violation of the
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separation of powers doctrine, since Congress had never
denied state ownership of the tidelands.

He urged the Court

not to rule on the issue "until and unless" Congress
legislated federal ownership.

Daniel promised to present

the justices "a great amount" of documentation from Spanish,
Mexican, and United States law to support his position.

The

Texas legislature backed Daniel by proposing an amendment to
the United States Constitution affirming state ownership of
the tidelands.^^
The Supreme Court heard arguments on the standing of
the federal suit against Texas on May 9.

United States

Solicitor General Philip B. Periman and Daniel debated the
legitimacy of the administration case.

Periman accused

state officials of trying to delay the case so that the
Texans could indulge in "lobbying and unfair propaganda" to
obfuscate the issue.

He charged that Texas and Louisiana

officials who had lobbied Congress to pass quitclaim
legislation sought to undermine the authority of the Court.
The administration maintained that the ruling in United
States V. California should also apply to the Gulf Coast
states.^''
Daniel responded by claiming that Texas should be
exempt from the California decision.
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He cited Clark's

earlier statements which implied that Texas had a special
claim to its tidelands because of its existence as an
independent nation.

Daniel claimed that the state acted in

"good faith" in overseeing the development of its submerged
lands while the court case advanced.

He denied any intent

by Texas to assume national powers, claiming that "Texas
just wants to see the oil lands developed."^®
The justices ruled against Texas and Louisiana on May
16, allowing the Justice Department to continue its suit.
The administration now sought a ruling which would prohibit
further state leases of offshore oil deposits and require
the states to return any revenue from such leases collected
since the California ruling.

Texas officials claimed not to

be surprised by the Court decision.

Daniel announced his

intention to defend the Texas claim on the basis of the 1845
annexation agreement.

He began preparing his case with the

aid of a $100,000 "special tidelands defense fund" from the
legislature and a special staff within the attorney
general's office.^^
While Daniel prepared for a legal battle, other Texas
politicians advocated a compromise between federal and state
claims to the tidelands.
idea as early as February.

Oil companies had proposed the
Industry officials worried that
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the ongoing dispute over offshore oil deposits left the
status of both federal and state leases questionable.

Texas

Congressman John Lyle became the first politician to propose
a compromise.

In late April Lyle advocated a deal that

would split the revenues from all offshore oil production
between the federal and state governments.

He believed that

this plan would result in more revenue for Texas than the
three-league boundary other state leaders favored.^°
Allan Shivers lent his support to the compromise
proposal in May, after meeting with Rayburn, Clark, and
Senator Lyndon Johnson.

The lieutenant governor believed

that Truman would not let a quitclaim bill become law and
that Texas would lose its case before the Supreme Court.

He

announced "from all that I hear, we are going to lose the
lawsuit."

Shivers also believed that the state would gain

more revenue from sharing deposits outside the three league
boundary than by refusing to compromise.

Given the

political and legal realities facing Texas, Shivers argued
that the best course for the state would be to divide
tidelands revenues. ^•'"
Daniel attacked Shivers' support for a compromise.
attorney general maintained that the states' rights
principles involved in the dispute mattered more than
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revenue.

He also thought that a compromise would last only

until a future Congress decided to legislate federal
ownership of all the tidelands.

Daniel argued that

"expressions of fear" by Shivers hurt Texas' case before the
Supreme Court.

The attorney general promised "we have just

begun to fight" and claimed that as long as Texans "keep up
the contest" they would win a victory similar to that of the
heroes of San Jacinto.

Through such diehard opposition to

compromise, Daniel hoped to present the image of a leader
who put schoolchildren and the state's honor above political
expediency.

He claimed "I had rather win the tidelands case

than hold any public office that exists . . . ." Of course,
Daniel knew that voters were unlikely to throw out a
politician who seemed to be crusading against an overbearing
federal government. "^^
Rayburn soon put his considerable influence behind the
compromise effort.

The speaker worried that the tidelands

dispute might turn Texas Democrats against the national
party if the conflict continued.

While he supported

quitclaim legislation, Rayburn also maintained close ties
with Truman.

To preserve party unity the speaker invited

Jester, Daniel, and Giles to a series of meetings in
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Washington.

Rayburn also invited officials from Louisiana

and California to represent their states' interests. ^^
Daniel expressed his opposition to a compromise prior
to the meeting.

He told the speaker that he perceived a

"deliberate effort" to force a compromise by blaming him for
mishandling the court case.

The attorney general argued

that Texas had a "fighting chance" to win before the Supreme
Court.

The United States v. California ruling did not apply

to Texas because of the state's unique entry into the Union.
He urged that any compromise bill include a "special
paragraph" confirming Texas' ownership to the three league
boundary.

Daniel asked Rayburn to approach federal

officials about such a provision "after all the other States
are satisfied."

Unless Texas received special treatment,

Daniel saw no reason to agree to a compromise measure.^
Rayburn met with state officials over three days, May
31 to June 2.

Jester did not attend because of "pressing

duties" regarding the legislature, so Daniel and Giles
represented Texas.

These meetings achieved little.

Rayburn

conceded that the only common denominator was that
"Everybody wanted to get everything they could."

Giles

offered some hope by suggesting that the state and federal
governments "trade" parts of their revenue from the
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submerged areas each side controlled.

Daniel and Giles,

however, still refused to give up the three league
boundary .^^
As the compromise efforts continued, Texas unexpectedly
got a new governor.

On a July 11 trip to Houston, Jester

died of a heart attack.

Shivers now assumed the governor's

duties for the remainder of Jester's term.

Daniel saw the

new governor as a threat to his rigid stance on the
tidelands.

The attorney general feared that Giles'

opposition to a compromise seemed to be weakening.

If the

land commissioner joined Shivers in advocating a deal, they
could overrule Daniel on the School Land Board.

The

attorney general "felt like the world was just caving in on
me . . . ."

He also worried that all of the criticism

directed at Shivers for backing a compromise would only
strengthen the new governor's resolve to defy his critics. ^^
Shivers met with Daniel soon after becoming governor to
discuss the tidelands situation.

The attorney general

argued that the state should pursue a Supreme Court victory
while also pushing for a quitclaim bill from Congress.
Shivers, anticipating a gubernatorial race in 1950, decided
that abandoning his support of a compromise would both
strengthen his political support and remove Daniel as a
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possible challenger.

The meeting concluded with the

governor and the attorney general agreeing to unite against
any compromise bill which did not recognize Texas' claim to
the three-league boundary.^''
Compromise efforts continued.

Rayburn proposed a deal

to split revenues from oil leases out to the continental
shelf, roughly sixty miles, between the state and federal
governments.

On July 22, the School Land Board announced

that it would not oppose such a resolution for other states,
but that Texas could not accept the proposal. Shivers,
Daniel, and Giles rejected the proposed bill because it did
not uphold state ownership of the tidelands and because it
did not recognize Texas' unique claim to its submerged
lands.

The board members insisted that Congress amend the

proposal to affirm Texas' ownership to the three-league
boundary.

Daniel and the board refused to agree to any

compromise that did not "contain a special provision
recognizing the rights of Texas under the annexation
38

agreement."
Congress failed to reach an acceptable compromise
before adjourning in October.

As Daniel prepared to defend

the state's claim before the Supreme Court, he offered his
view of the impasse.

In a November 25 speech to the Texas
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state Teachers Association, the attorney general asserted
that federal control of tidelands revenue would rob
schoolchildren of their "landed heritage."

He praised

Rayburn's honest efforts to reach a compromise, but claimed
that federal officials thwarted this attempt.

The

compromise proposals only served to waste "Mr. Rayburn's
valuable time . . . ."

Daniel predicted that even if the

Court ruled against Texas, Congress would eventually pass
quitclaim legislation.

He promised "As long as I am your

Attorney General I will not be a party to any compromise or
agreement . . . " which ceded "one acre of the land within
our original boundaries . . ."to the national government.^^
Daniel presented his case to the Supreme Court on March
28, 1950.

The attorney general based the state's claim to

its tidelands on the argument that Texas had entered the
Union in a different manner than other states.

He insisted

that the 1845 annexation agreement and the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo both recognized the three-league
boundary."°
Solicitor General Periman attacked Daniel's argument.
Periman maintained that Texas did not have a special claim
to its tidelands because it had entered the Union on an
"equal footing" with all other states.
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Chief Justice Fred

Vinson challenged the federal position by pointing out that
Congress had given Texas the right to divide into five
separate states.

Periman responded that the point was

irrelevant to the case at hand and insisted that Texas
should receive the same treatment as California.""'"
On June 5 the Court ruled against Texas in a four to
three decision. State leaders united to denounce the ruling.
Shivers announced that Texas would "fight to the last ditch
. . ." for a congressional victory on the tidelands.

The

governor praised Daniel for his "splendid battle" in court.
Giles predicted that Congress would salvage some tidelands
revenue for Texas schoolchildren.
fight has just begun."

Daniel promised that "The

He announced plans immediately to

file a motion for rehearing."^
Within a few days this show of unity fell apart.
Daniel and Giles engaged in a public dispute over who had
lost the case.

The land commissioner announced that he had

always opposed Daniel's strategy of pursuing a legal
victory.

Giles accused the attorney general of

concentrating on the court case while downplaying the
importance of quitclaim legislation.

He claimed that filing

a motion for rehearing represented a lost cause.

The land

commissioner stated that he had supported Daniel "on a
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policy in which I did not wholeheartedly concur, . . . " and
urged the attorney general to focus exclusively on
legislation "to nullify the court ruling.""^
Daniel responded by accusing Giles of favoring a
compromise.

The attorney general argued that such action

would be "the greatest mistake that could be made at this
time."

Daniel urged Giles not to surrender any money from

the public school fund to the federal government until
Congress acted on the Court decision.

The attorney general

criticized Giles for making statements which might have an
"adverse effect" on sympathetic congressmen.

Daniel

promised to keep up a "nation-wide fight" for a quitclaim
bill.""
Daniel addressed the public in a June 20 radio address
He sought to reassure Texans that Congress would return the
tidelands to state control.

The speech also served to

deflect criticism of the attorney general's handling of the
case.

Daniel called the Court's finding that Texas did not

have a special claim to its tidelands under the annexation
agreement a "grievous error of fact and history."

He

promised to press the state's claim in Congress while he
concurrently defended in court against the federal "attack"
on "our people and our public schools."
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The attorney

general dismissed "temporary differences of opinion" among
members of the School Land Board and said "The odds may
appear great, but remember that Texans do not give up when
they know they are right.""^
On July 20, the Texas attorney general's office filed a
petition for rehearing United States v. Texas.

Daniel

charged that the Court had not examined evidence on the 1845
annexation agreement which his assistants had spent months
gathering.

He predicted that the narrow majority of the

original ruling offered the possibility of a successful
rehearing.

The attorney general claimed that the case

involved more than just money-- it also reflected on the
"honor" and "good faith" of the United States in upholding
the terms of the annexation agreement.

The justices denied

the motion for rehearing in October."^
Daniel traveled to Copenhagen, Denmark, in August to
address the forty-fourth conference of the International Law
Association.

The attorney general spoke on Texas' claims to

the tidelands under international law.

He cited precedents

dating back to 1670 to bolster the claim that Texas retained
ownership of its submerged lands because of its existence as
an independent republic.

After this presentation a reporter

asked Daniel if Texas might secede from the Union over the
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tidelands issue.

A recent mass meeting in Nocona which had

proposed just such action prompted the unusual question.
Daniel, of course, dismissed the notion of refighting the
Civil War over offshore oil."''
Texans still hoped that Congress would pass a quitclaim
bill.

In February, 1951, Senator Spessard Holland of

Florida introduced Senate Bill 940 to vest ownership of the
tidelands with the states.

Texas senators Connally and

Johnson co-sponsored the bill.

While the Interior and

Insular Affairs Committee debated the bill, Daniel wrote to
Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney, hoping to convince the chairman
to drop his opposition to state ownership.
failed.

This attempt

The quitclaim measure never made it out of

committee.

O'Mahoney and other advocates of federal control

defeated S.B. 940 on May 1."®
As the Senate committee prepared to vote on S.B 940,
Daniel traveled to Washington to speak before an April 30
dinner of the Texas congressional delegation.

He stated

that inland states had an interest in the Holland bill
because the Truman administration might use the "dragnet
Federal theory of paramount rights . . ."to seize mineral
rights under their rivers and lakes.

The attorney general

feared that the California, Texas, and Louisiana cases
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established a precedent by which the federal government
could nationalize the oil industry "with even greater ease
than it was accomplished in Mexico, South America, England,
Russia, and Iran."

After raising the specter of a

government takeover of the state's most important industry,
Daniel concluded by urging the delegation to "keep the honor
of our Nation by restoring these lands to Texas.""^
After the Senate committee rejected the Holland bill,
supporters of state ownership turned to the House.

On May

30, Rayburn called on that body to pass House Resolution
4484, the House version of S.B. 940.

The speaker believed

that "this is the psychological time for the House to move"
on Pennsylvania Representative Francis Walter's resolution.
The House approved the quitclaim bill on July 30.

O'Mahoney

kept the measure bottled up in committee, however, until
Congress adjourned in October.

This move meant that the

tidelands dispute would become an issue in the 1952
presidential election.^°
The failure to obtain quitclaim legislation led Daniel
to call on Democrats to replace Truman in the next election.
The attorney general spoke to the Texas Water Conservation
Association in Houston on October 1, lamenting the "everincreasing trend toward nationalization and socialization of
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our natural resources."

He accused Truman of hoodwinking

Texans in 1948 by implying that he supported their tidelands
position and then directing Clark to sue the state "Less
than thirty days after Texas gave him the biggest majority
of any state, . . . ."

Daniel declined to say who should

replace Truman as the Democratic nominee.

This speech

indicated that the attorney general had strong doubts about
supporting any candidate who did not favor state ownership
of the tidelands.^^
After Congress adjourned, Daniel picked up a Washington
rumor that Secretary of the Interior Oscar Chapman planned
to begin issuing federal leases to tidelands oil without
congressional approval.

The attorney general wrote to Texas

congressmen, calling the supposed federal plan a "brazen
thing" which represented "total disregard of the refusal of
Congress to authorize federal leases . . . ."

Connally

shared Daniel's outrage, threatening to impeach Chapman.
Although the rumor proved to be groundless, this episode
demonstrated the distrust some Texas politicians felt toward
the administration.^^
In early 1952, Daniel began planning his next political
step.

He wanted most of all to become governor of Texas,

but Shivers remained popular with the voters.
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Daniel and

the governor met to discuss the political landscape.
Shivers announced that he intended to run for reelection and
encouraged Daniel to challenge Connally in a Senate race.
The governor believed that the incumbent's ties to the
Truman administration and increasing detachment from Texas
voters made Connally vulnerable.

Although Daniel had no

ambition to be a senator, he believed a term in that body
would enable him to pass a quitclaim bill.^^
Daniel announced his Senate candidacy in a January 22
radio address from Dallas.

The attorney general touted his

crime-fighting credentials, promising to give Washington "a
thorough house cleaning to purge itself of the overconcentration of power, greed, and corruption which threaten
the very foundation of our democracy."

He offered a

conservative agenda of opposition to new taxes and
"socialized medicine."

Turning to the unpopular Korean War,

Daniel urged that Congress support the military "with
everything it takes to defeat the enemy or get out of
Korea."

Most importantly, he promised to fight the "federal

land grabbers" and save the tidelands for the Public School
Fund.

Connally did not seem worried about this challenge.

His only comment on Daniel's announcement was "Let him
run."^"
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The challenger cast his campaign as a "crusade against
'big government.'"

He promised a Dallas audience that his

theme would be "getting the government back into the hands
of the people."

Daniel cautioned the president against

raising taxes and spending, claiming, falsely, that Lenin
and Stalin had predicted "the United States would spend
itself to death."

Echoing Republican attacks on Truman's

foreign policy, the attorney general charged that American
policy in the Far East had been "sabotaged."

In a January

31 radio speech, Daniel called on listeners to elect him as
"a spokesman from Texas who has no obligations to or
alliances with present Washington influences."^^
Connally responded to his challenger on February 23.
The senator blamed Daniel for losing the Texas tidelands
case by linking it to the Louisiana and California cases.
Connally called the Texas claim "Clear and definite,"
asserting that it "should not have been confused . . . " with
the other cases.

He implied that Daniel had weakened

chances of a quitclaim bill passing.

The senator argued

that the Supreme Court losses on tidelands ownership "have
lost votes for the cause."^^
Connally's attack "surprised" Daniel, who claimed that
the senator had always supported his tidelands strategy.
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Daniel announced that he possessed letters from Connally
which praised his handling of the case.

The attorney

general labeled these charges "misleading, to say the
least."

He stated that Texas had always based its tidelands

claim on "our special contract of annexation . . . " and had
only cooperated with other coastal states to preserve the
"general claims" of all states.

Daniel also criticized

Connally for voting for the appointments of the four Supreme
Court justices who had ruled against Texas.^''
Connally threw open the senate race in April by
announcing his retirement.

The seventy-four year old

senator cited personal reasons for wishing to give up the
"crushing burden" of public life.

This announcement marked

the end of a thirty-five year congressional tenure,
including twelve years in the House and twenty-three in the
Senate.

Besides personal reasons, political considerations

motivated Connally.

Polls showed Daniel leading the

incumbent and many of Connally's long-time supporters had
died.^®
Some observers thought Shivers would take advantage of
Connally's retirement and enter the Senate race.
governor quickly spurned that idea.

He praised Connally as

"one of the most colorful and charming political
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The

personalities the nation has known . . . " and said Americans
owed the senator "a debt of gratitude."

The governor

announced that the altered race did not change his plans for
reelection.
service."

Even Daniel praised Connally's "distinguished
The attorney general denied having attacked his

recent opponent, instead claiming that he had entered the
race to challenge "what is going on in the State Department
and other federal agencies . . . ."^^
The Senate race became competitive again on May 2, when
Congressman Lindley Beckworth of Gladewater announced his
candidacy.

The East Texan touted himself as a "plain

country boy."

Although he opposed Truman's position on the

tidelands, Beckworth remained an administration supporter
and announced "I will be running as a Democrat as I have
always run."

Daniel attacked Beckworth as a hand-picked

candidate of Truman and the CIO and claimed to have no fear
"about what is done from Washington."^°
While Beckworth began his campaign as a friend of the
administration, the tidelands issue alienated Texans from
Truman.

A compromise quitclaim bill passed the House and

Senate on May 15 and 16.

This measure restored submerged

lands to the coastal states and recognized the Texas claim
of three leagues.^"'"
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In a May 17 address to the Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA), Truman assailed the quitclaim bill as "robbery
in broad daylight—and on a colossal scale."

He promised

not to "back down" in the face of this assault on a "great
national asset."

The president accused state ownership

supporters of serving "powerful private oil interests . . ."
who corrupted the political process.
the president's remarks.

Texas leaders deplored

Shivers called the Truman speech

"an insult" to Congress and to all Texans.

Daniel charged

"The theft and robbery are on the side of federal officials,
who are trying to take away lands held by the state for over
100 years."

Lyndon Johnson, ordinarily an administration

supporter, stated that if Truman knew the facts on the
tidelands issue, "he would not have been so reckless in his
language. "^^
Truman vetoed the quitclaim bill. Senate Joint
Resolution 20, on May 29.

He called the bill a "free gift"

to coastal states at the expense of the nation as a whole.
The president cited Supreme Court decisions on the tidelands
to justify his veto.

He called for "prudent development" of

offshore oil deposits which recognized national security
considerations. ^^
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The official opening of Daniel's campaign against
Beckworth coincided with the Truman veto.

Speaking to

campaign leaders, the candidate chided the president for
showing "that he does not know what this tidelands
controversy is all about."

Daniel charged that Truman had

"insulted every school child and every citizen of Texas,
. . ."

The attorney general used the fortuitous timing of

the veto to link Beckworth with Truman.

Daniel welcomed the

opposition of the "Washington influence peddlers" and the
"Washington yes men," predicting that administration
supporters would flood Texas with out-of-state money to
defeat him.^"
With his ties to the Truman administration, Beckworth
proved to be a weak opponent.
chances.

Daniel, however, took no

As the race neared its conclusion in July, the

attorney general resorted to labor-baiting tactics to smear
his opponent.

In a July 24 Houston speech, Daniel mocked

Beckworth's "poor-boy" image and accused him of being the
candidate of the CIO Political Action Committee (CIO-PAC).
In his final radio broadcast before the election on July 25,
Daniel predicted victory because "The attempt by the CIO-PAC
and other outside groups to influence their members to vote
for my Washington opponent has backfired."
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Beckworth, while friendly toward labor, was by no means
a front for the CIO.

In 1947, he had voted in favor of the

Taft-Hartley Act, which Truman had called a "slave labor"
bill.

Daniel's attacks on Beckworth and the CIO reflected

the contemporary anti-labor sentiment among Texans rather
than the true nature of his opponent's campaign.

The

Democratic primary vote showed that Daniel had little need
to resort to such tactics.

He defeated Beckworth in a

landslide of 940,770 votes to 285,842. Voter outrage over
the tidelands issue, rather than supposed union influence,
proved to be the key issue in this campaign.

Daniel also

benefited financially from his opposition to the Truman
administration.

Leading Texas oil executives, including

Hugh Roy Cullen and George Strake of Houston, gave large
donations to the attorney general's campaign.^^
After routing Beckworth in the primary, Daniel turned
his attention to national politics. Truman had decided not
to seek reelection, and the Democrats had nominated Illinois
Governor Adlai Stevenson as their presidential candidate.
Daniel hoped the governor would prove more sympathetic to
the states on the tidelands issue than had the president.
On August 12, the attorney general wrote to Stevenson,
soliciting his views on ownership of submerged lands.
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Daniel asked whether Stevenson favored state ownership and
whether he would veto any future quitclaim bill.

He

repeated past arguments that the tidelands issue affected
every state with inland waters. ^^
Shivers met with Stevenson in Springfield, Illinois, on
August 23 to discuss the tidelands.

While Stevenson

recognized the danger to his election prospects of backing
national ownership, he announced that he accepted the
Supreme Court rulings against the coastal states.

Stevenson

also agreed with Truman's veto of quitclaim legislation.

He

believed Congress should not "set in motion a practice of
blanket cession of these or any other national assets to the
individual states."^®
This meeting convinced Shivers that he could not
support the Democratic nominee.

The Texan considered

Stevenson "a very fine man . . .," but refused to vote for
any candidate who opposed state control of the tidelands.
Shivers also stated that he found the nominee's civil rights
views too liberal.

He particularly resented Stevenson's

support for repealing Senate rules on filibusters, a tactic
southern congressmen often used against civil rights
bills.^^
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Daniel followed Shivers' lead two days later.

He

called Stevenson's announcement "an endorsement of the means
and manner by which the tidelands have been stolen by the
Federal Government from the Texas Public School Fund."
Daniel proclaimed that a vote for the Democratic nominee
would be a vote against Texas and its public schools.

He

charged that the national party leaders catered to the ADA
and the CIO-PAC while taking Texas for granted.

The

attorney general urged Texas Democrats not to sacrifice
their principles "on the altar of party loyalty" or become
"slaves to the name of the Democratic Party."''°
Texas Republicans saw these Democratic defections as an
opportunity to strengthen their party.

For most of the

twentieth century, the state G.O.P. had existed merely to
fill patronage offices during Republican presidencies and
offer nominal opposition to Democratic candidates in the
general election.

Voter anger over the tidelands, combined

with the enormous popular appeal of "Ike" Eisenhower, led
Republican leaders to believe they could gain real strength
in Texas.

To exacerbate Democratic divisions, the

Republican State Convention, meeting in San Antonio on
August 26, cross-filed all fifteen Democratic candidates for
statewide offices.

The convention used a cross-filing law
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the legislature had passed in 1951 to list the Democratic
nominees, including Daniel and Shivers, on the Republican
ticket.

Only one Democratic aspirant, agriculture

commissioner candidate John C. White, asked to be removed
from the G.O.P. list.^^
The Democratic State Convention on September 9 in
Amarillo split over the party loyalty issue.

Shivers led

the conservative wing of the party in an attempt to
designate Eisenhower as the state's Democratic nominee.
Liberal and moderate "Loyalists" insisted that the
convention endorse Stevenson.

After a series of raucous

debates, the delegates voted to put Stevenson on the ballot,
but recommended that Democrats vote for Eisenhower.

The

party platform also contained a plank denouncing "a
presidential nominee" who supported Truman's veto of
quitclaim legislation.^^
Daniel managed to avoid most of the intra-party
squabbling while vacationing with his family in Colorado.
He stopped in Amarillo during the return trip and addressed
the convention.

He emphasized his position as a "Texas

Democrat" rather than a supporter of the national party.
Daniel denounced Stevenson's tidelands stance and justified
bolting the party by asking "Would Sam Houston or Thomas J.
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Rusk or Jim Hogg vote for a Presidential candidate who
ignored our Annexation Agreement?"

While he conceded that

the convention remained "morally obligated" to certify the
Democratic presidential nominee, Daniel also asserted that
the delegates had a right not to endorse the party ticket.
He later remembered the ovations he received for his
tidelands remarks as his greatest ever.^^
Daniel waited until October to endorse Eisenhower
publicly.

When the general announced a campaign trip

through Texas, Daniel agreed to introduce him in Houston.
Eisenhower's train stopped at Liberty on October 14 en route
from New Orleans to Houston and picked up Price and Jean.
It was "Ike's" birthday, and the Daniels joined the
celebration in the candidate's car. Daniel had a "nice
visit" with Eisenhower, expressing his long-term admiration
for the general.^"
Daniel introduced Eisenhower to the Houston crowd with
the admonition that "Loyalty to one's state and nation is
far more important than loyalty to a party."

The general

praised Daniel's "fighting spirit" on the tidelands and
promised to support state ownership.

He attacked

Stevenson's tidelands position as a "Shake Down" rather than
a "Fair Shake."

Eisenhower united with Daniel on the
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tidelands, saying "He thinks the Texas tidelands ought to
belong to Texas.

So do I."

In later campaign stops around

the state, the Republican candidate repeated his message
that an Eisenhower administration would support state
ownership of submerged lands.''^
Stevenson tried to defuse the tidelands issue with an
October 18 speech in Dallas.

He repeated earlier statements

that the Supreme Court had designated tidelands oil as a
"national asset."

The candidate opposed any move to "give"

coastal states offshore oil revenues.

Stevenson criticized

Shivers and other "erstwhile Democrats" for rejecting any
compromise with the federal government.

He pointed to the

apparent inconsistency in Daniel claiming that Texas had
special rights to its tidelands while cooperating with other
states in court.

Rayburn and Johnson appeared with

Stevenson even though they supported state ownership.
Rayburn actively campaigned for the Democratic ticket
throughout the race while some loyalists believed Johnson
merely went through the motions of party loyalty without
truly supporting Stevenson.''^
Democratic National Chairman Stephen Mitchell attempted
to rein in conservative Texas party leaders.

He threatened

political reprisals against Daniel and other Democrats who
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backed Eisenhower.

The chairman noted that Daniel's

introduction of Eisenhower in Houston would go "in the
record book."

Mitchell implied that the party would

withhold patronage from the Texan.

He also announced that

Democratic leaders would "remember" Johnson and Rayburn for
staying loyal to the ticket.
Daniel.

These threats did not deter

He charged "It is only in Russia that one needs to

have real fear about party threats and reprisals."
Mitchell's heavy-handed attempt to enforce party discipline
only served to strengthen conservative Democrats' ties to
Eisenhower.''''
Daniel continued to campaign for Eisenhower.

He

lambasted Stevenson's tidelands position in an October 21
radio address.

He charged that the Democratic candidate was

"grossly mistaken" when he blamed Daniel for wanting special
status for Texas while concurrently working with other
coastal states.

The attorney general warned that the

doctrine of "paramount rights" might be employed in
"centralizing and nationalizing the property, business, and
labor of this country."

He presented the tidelands dispute

as one of the negative aspects of "Trumanism" which must end
"for the future welfare of our State and nation."

Daniel

urged listeners to vote for "Texas-born" Eisenhower, who
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"would clean up instead of cover up the mess in Washington."
The attorney general concluded by reminding voters that he
was a "Texas Democrat" rather than part of "the Truman crowd
which controls the National Party."''®
On the eve of the election, Daniel participated in a
radio broadcast by members of the Texas Democrats for
Eisenhower, a group of prominent conservative Democrats who
campaigned for the general throughout the fall campaign.

In

addition to Daniel, the participants in this message
included Shivers and Ima Hogg of Houston, former governor
Jim Hogg's daughter.

Daniel denied that a vote for

Eisenhower represented a betrayal of the Democratic Party.
He asked voters to reject "Trumanism" in favor of "a cleanup under the leadership of a native-born Texan, Dwight D.
Eisenhower."

Daniel stated that Texas Democrats remained

"morally and legally" free to vote for the Republican
candidate because the State Democratic Convention had urged
them to do so.

He claimed that the next day's election

could be "the most important in our history . . . " and
predicted that Texas might be the "deciding vote" on the
future of the nation.''^
On election day, Texas parted company with the "Solid
South" and went for the Republican ticket.
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Eisenhower led

Stevenson in the state by 1,102,000 votes to 970,000.

Four

other southern states, Florida, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and
Virginia, also left the Democratic Party in the presidential
race.

Nation-wide, Eisenhower defeated Stevenson because of

a combination of disenchantment with the Fair Deal, Truman
administration scandals, the unpopular war in Korea, and
"Ike's" appeal as a war hero.

In Texas, the tidelands

proved to be the determining factor.

While many

conservative Democrats opposed the liberal agenda of the
national party, only the tidelands issue carried the
emotional appeal which would lead traditional states' rights
Democrats to break party ranks.®°
Since becoming attorney general in 1947, Daniel had led
the state's fight to preserve the tidelands.

While arguing

that Texas had special claims to its submerged lands because
of its existence as an independent nation, he also believed
that helping other coastal states like California in court
would benefit Texas.

Throughout the legal battle over

offshore oil, Daniel lobbied Congress to pass quitclaim
legislation.
The United States v. Texas ruling and the court's
denial of a rehearing motion effectively ended the hope of
retaining the tidelands through judicial means.
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During 1951

and 1952, Daniel and other supporters of state ownership
turned to the political realm to achieve their goals.
Although Congress passed quitclaim legislation, Truman
refused to let it become law.

When Stevenson backed federal

ownership during his presidential race, Daniel chose to
support Eisenhower, who favored state ownership.

Together

with Shivers, Daniel played a prominent role in swinging
Texas for the Republican ticket.

As the senator-elect

prepared to assume his new office, Daniel's loyalty to the
Democratic Party remained in question.
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CHAPTER V
UNITED STATES SENATOR, 1953-1956

When Daniel won a United States Senate seat in 1952, he
achieved what most politicians considered the highest
statewide office.

Many viewed the Senate as the peak of

their careers, unless they dreamed of becoming president.
Yet Daniel retained a more regional outlook.

He ran for the

Senate because Shivers remained a popular governor largely
immune to challengers.

Daniel viewed his new office as a

useful tool for getting a quitclaim bill passed, but still
sought to fulfill his ambition of becoming governor.
Enactment of the 1953 Submerged Lands Act, which
returned the tidelands to state ownership, was the highlight
of Daniel's brief Senate career.

Buoyed by the new

administration's support of state ownership, Daniel joined
Senator Holland and other quitclaim advocates in pushing the
tidelands bill through Congress.

While only a freshman

surrounded by political heavyweights, Texas' junior senator
played a key role in the tidelands debate.
After Congress settled the submerged lands question,
Daniel continued to play an active role in the key issues of
the post World War Two era.

Although his outlook at the
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state level had placed him in the progressive category, in
the context of national politics Daniel represented a
conservative southern Democrat.

With this outlook, he often

worked closely with the Eisenhower administration and
northern Republicans, who held similar views.
In addition to the tidelands, Daniel focused on the
issues of school segregation, anti-communism, foreign
policy, and the narcotics trade.

Like other southern

Democrats, he defended the "Jim Crow" system in the wake of
the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision.

He joined

conservatives of both parties in the anti-communism of the
Second Red Scare and supported the Bricker Amendment, which
sought to restrict presidential authority in foreign policy.
Before stepping down to run for governor in 1956, he chaired
a subcommittee which investigated the nationwide problem of
drug abuse and concluded by strengthening anti-narcotics
laws.
In the aftermath of the 1952 election, the senatorelect remained bitter toward national party leaders.

Daniel

remembered the threats of national chairman Mitchell to
punish Democrats who supported Eisenhower.

Daniel's

ambiguous status in the party threatened to give the G.O.P.
an extra edge in the Senate.

That body had almost equal
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numbers of Democrats and Republicans.

Daniel announced soon

after the election that he saw himself as an "Independent"
or "Texas" Democrat and would not "push" himself on the
national party.

Seeing a potential split in the

opposition's ranks. Republican national committeeman from
Texas, H. Jack Porter, predicted that the senator-elect had
gained stature from the dispute—"A real statesman like
Price Daniel is never in a bad position."

Privately,

however, Daniel's secretary informed Johnson's office that
the new senator only wanted "to let Mitchell sweat a
little."^
As the new Congress began, Daniel stayed loyal to his
party, which constituted a slight minority in the Senate.
Yet he worried that other senators might not accept him into
the Democratic caucus.

Johnson soon ended this fear.

The

senior Texas senator went out of his way to welcome Daniel.
When a shortage of office space loomed during the first
weeks of the new session, LBJ let Daniel's staff operate
from his minority leader office.

At the first meeting of

the Democratic caucus, Johnson led Daniel into the meeting
with his arm around the junior senator.

The minority

leader's support alerted other caucus members that Daniel
should not be penalized for backing Eisenhower.^
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Daniel also benefited from Johnson's reforms of the
Senate power structure.

Traditionally, Democratic senators

had received committee assignments based on their seniority,
with long-term members getting the best positions.

Johnson

convinced senior senators to ease the seniority rule and
give some desirable committee slots to younger members.

He

argued that this change would ease the split between
southern conservatives and northern liberals.

Thanks to the

new procedure, Daniel received a seat on the Interior
Committee, a valuable position for furthering quitclaim
legislation.

The less prestigious Post Office and Civil

Service Committee was Daniel's other assignment.
While LBJ took the junior senator under his wing,
Rayburn still resented Daniel for supporting Eisenhower.
The speaker remained a steadfast party supporter, and
regarded election year bolting as betrayal.
experienced Rayburn's scorn.

Daniel soon

Price and Jean attended a New

Year's Day black-eyed pea dinner where they encountered the
speaker, a distant cousin of Jean.
out of my way.
Jean."

Rayburn told Price "Get

I don't want to see you, I want to see

Despite this snub, Rayburn eventually forgave

Daniel, conceding that except for the tidelands issue, the
senator remained a loyal Democrat.
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state ownership advocates pushed quitclaim legislation
early in the new session.

Holland and thirty-five

cosponsors, including Daniel, introduced Senate Joint
Resolution 13 on January 9, 1953.

This bill proposed

returning submerged lands within their historical boundaries
to coastal states.

Daniel also introduced a separate bill.

Senate Bill 294, which duplicated S.J.R. 13 and called for
coastal states to receive 37.5 percent of the revenue from
submerged lands beyond the traditional boundaries.^
While some quitclaim supporters worried that having two
bills would reduce the prospects for success, Daniel argued
that Congress should resolve all tidelands matters at once.
He stated that the revenue sharing proposal for the
federally-controlled portion of the continental shelf
mirrored the amount the national government returned to
states from leases on federal land within those states.
Daniel framed his measure in terms of protecting state
property rights.

He argued that Congress must "express its

disapproval" of the "paramount rights" theory embodied in
Supreme Court decisions on the tidelands.^
Truman made a last-ditch effort to preserve federal
ownership of the tidelands four days before he left office.
He issued an executive order on January 16 which designated
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the continental shelf as a naval petroleum reserve.

The

order designated the secretary of the navy to administer the
tidelands.

This action of the lame-duck president directly

challenged Eisenhower's promise to restore submerged lands
to state ownership.^
United States Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr.
ruled on February 16 that Truman's executive order did not
make the tidelands a naval petroleum reserve.

Brownell

maintained that only Congress had the authority to determine
ownership of submerged lands.

He announced that the only

result of Truman's action was to transfer administrative
authority over the continental shelf from the Interior
Department to the Navy Department.®
Daniel praised the attorney general in a February 16
statement to the Senate Interior Committee.

He used the

Brownell ruling to argue that Truman had "acted arbitrarily
and without any legal authority whatever, . . ."in creating
the petroleum reserve.

Daniel accused advocates of national

ownership of spreading a "propaganda line" that the
tidelands dispute only concerned oil.

Instead, he argued,

Truman's "abortive attempt" to "disregard the will of
Congress . . . " represented an attack on the property rights
of every state which Congress must defeat.^
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Two days later, Daniel and Louisiana Senator Russell
Long debated the merits of the Holland Bill with New Mexico
Democrat Clinton Anderson, a leading advocate of national
ownership.

The New Mexican disputed Brownell's ruling that

Truman had not legally created a petroleum reserve, denying
that only Congress could dispose of the tidelands.

Daniel

supported the attorney general and claimed that federal
officials had been "unfair" to the coastal states by seizing
coastal oil reserves while allowing Great Lakes states to
keep title over their submerged lands.^°
As the hearings continued, Daniel proposed an amendment
to the Holland bill which incorporated the provisions of his
own measure, S. 294.

He argued that Congress should provide

for the states to receive a portion of the revenue from
federally-controlled areas of the continental shelf in
addition to their own tidelands.

He claimed that Congress

must deal with both aspects of the tidelands issue, saying
"consideration of one area would be incomplete without
consideration of the other.""'""'"
Supporters of federal ownership altered the debate on
February 23, when Senator Lister Hill of Alabama offered an
"Oil for Education" amendment, S. 107.

This bill proposed

that the federal government retain 62.5 percent of all oil
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revenues from submerged lands within state boundaries and
all revenues from the rest of the continental shelf.

This

revenue would go to defense purposes and into a special
education fund for distribution to all states.

Supporters

of the Hill proposal cast the debate as the American people
versus big business, urging senators to stand up to the
"greedy oil interests" which stretched their "tentacles"
into both parties."""^
Daniel attacked the Hill amendment as an attempt to
take school revenues away from coastal states like Texas and
Louisiana.

He called the provision for tidelands revenues

to go to defense spending the "joker" in the "oil for
education" proposal.

He argued that as long as the war in

Korea continued, "millions now going to education in Texas,
Louisiana and California will be taken out of our schools
and go for defense."

Arizona Republican Barry Goldwater

joined Daniel, speculating that the federal government might
attempt to seize the mineral resources of western states."^^
Brownell upset quitclaim supporters in March by
suggesting that Congress give coastal states administrative
authority over the tidelands rather than full ownership.
During a White House luncheon with other senators, Daniel
asked Eisenhower whether the administration had changed its
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position on the tidelands.

The president denied that

Brownell's proposal reflected administration policy.

Daniel

announced that Eisenhower's assurance removed any worries
about the Brownell proposal.

The president's statements to

Daniel repeated recent promises of support to Long and
Governor Robert F. Kennon of Louisiana.^"
The House passed a quitclaim bill on April 1.

H.R.

2948 passed by 285 to 108 votes, with 188 Republicans in
favor.

On April 18, as the focus shifted to the Holland

bill, Daniel gave his first major Senate speech.

He

concentrated on S.J.R. 13 rather than his own measure,
hoping to gain the most possible support for a quitclaim
bill.

Virginia Senator Harry F. Bryd allowed the Texan to

speak from his desk, which occupied a prime position on the
Senate floor.
opponents.

For three hours, Daniel debated quitclaim

His strongest opposition came from Hubert

Humphrey of Minnesota and Paul Douglas of Illinois, both
Democrats.

Daniel repeated his contention that coastal

states should control their submerged lands just like Great
Lakes states did.

He attacked Humphrey for supporting

Minnesota's claim to submerged mineral rights "while he
flays . . . the coastal states which have held their
submerged lands under the same rule of law."
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The debate

impressed other state ownership supporters.

Johnson

announced that he and eight million Texans took pride in the
way Daniel handled his maiden speech."""^
Daniel and Arkansas Senator J. William Fulbright
engaged in an April 21 debate on press coverage of the
tidelands issue.

Fulbright criticized reporters for calling

the Holland bill a "restoration" measure.

Instead, he

claimed, the quitclaim measure represented a "giveaway bill"
because the Supreme Court had ruled against state ownership
of submerged lands.

Daniel responded that the Arkansan did

not understand the historical basis of the coastal states'
claims.

He stated that Texas had held its tidelands "in

good faith" since 1845 and dedicated offshore oil revenue to
public schools.

Holland helped Daniel by contending falsely

that the Supreme Court had refused to consider the evidence
supporting state ownership when it ruled against Texas.
Senate opponents resorted to delaying tactics to defeat
the Holland bill.

Fulbright, Hill, and other supporters of

national ownership conducted a twenty-seven day filibuster
against S.J.R. 13.

Holland and Daniel worked closely with

Johnson and Majority Leader Robert Taft to protect the bill.
Taft asked Daniel and his Florida colleague to conduct
around-the-clock sessions to overcome the filibuster.
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Holland and Daniel worked in relays.

One stayed on the

floor while the other went to the cloakroom to get some
sleep.

Despite being in different parties, Daniel greatly

admired Taft.

The Texan considered it an honor when the

majority leader asked him to make suggestions on his
tidelands speech."'"''
Quitclaim supporters finally broke the filibuster on
May 5.

The Holland bill passed by a fifty-six to thirty-

five vote.

Thirty-five Republicans and twenty-one Democrats

voted for S.J.R. 13.
May 13.

The House approved the Holland bill on

Eisenhower signed the Submerged Lands Act in a May

22 White House ceremony.

The president praised the bill as

upholding "basic principles of honesty and fair play."
Eisenhower promised he would "always resist federal
encroachment upon rights and affairs of the states."
Republican National Committee Chairman Leonard W. Hall
overstated the effect of the Holland bill, claiming that the
act "re-establishes the Jeffersonian principle of states'
rights, . . . " and hailed the "severe defeat for the
advocates of the socialistic superstate."^®
As a leading supporter of quitclaim legislation, Daniel
naturally attended the signing ceremony.

Unfortunately, he

was too short to see over the other congressmen who crowded
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around the president.

When Presidential Press secretary

James Hagerty found out that Daniel had been blocked from
press pictures by his taller colleagues, Eisenhower held a
second meeting.

The president gave Daniel a pen again, this

time in full view of cameras.

In an act which demonstrated

Daniel's view of the importance of this issue, the senator
later donated this memento to the Texas Memorial Museum at
the University of Texas.^^
Back in Texas for Independence Day, Daniel celebrated
the tidelands victory before a Fort Worth crowd.

He saw the

culmination of his six-year fight to preserve the state's
tidelands as a "turning point in the fight against
centralized government."

The senator credited Eisenhower,

"a President who would respect the Constitution, the United
States annexation agreement, and property rights . . . " for
making quitclaim legislation possible.

He praised the

Submerged lands Act for restoring state property which a
"top-heavy national government" had seized.

He predicted

that history would remember the Eighty-Third Congress most
for overturning the doctrine of "paramount rights" after
years of conflict with the Truman administration.^°
The tidelands issue came up again in 1954.
1953, Alabama and Rhode Island had challenged the
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In late

constitutionality of the Submerged Lands Act in federal
court.

The suit claimed that the quitclaim law denied

citizens of other states an "equitable interest" in revenues
from offshore oil.

The Supreme Court, on March 15, 1954,

ruled that Alabama and Rhode Island had no right to sue
because only Congress had the authority to determine
ownership of submerged lands.

Daniel announced that he was

"quite pleased" with the ruling and predicted that the
decision represented the end of the tidelands dispute.^^
The 1954 governor's election in Texas resulted in more
debate over the tidelands.

Loyalist Democrat Ralph

Yarborough challenged Shivers in the primary, attacking the
governor for bolting the party two years earlier.
Yarborough charged that Shivers had sold out to the
Republicans in return for support on the tidelands. Now,
claimed the challenger, Brownell and Eisenhower planned to
attack Texas' three league boundary in court.

Yarborough

charged that the administration wanted to restrict the
state's submerged lands to a three mile limit.^^
Although Yarborough directed his charges at Shivers,
Daniel realized that any attacks on those who had supported
Eisenhower would affect his standing as well.

To clear up

the controversy, the senator met with Eisenhower on July 15.
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Daniel asked the president whether Brownell actually
intended to sue Texas over the three league boundary.
Eisenhower assured the Texan that he remained committed to
his 1952 campaign promises on the tidelands.

Daniel

announced that both Eisenhower and presidential assistant
Sherman Adams denied rumors of a change in the
administration position.

After the meeting, Daniel posed

for a photo opportunity with Eisenhower, presenting the
president with a certificate of honorary membership in the
Sons of the Republic of Texas.

The Interior Department

clarified the situation on July 20 by announcing that the
administration still supported the three league boundary.^^
Offshore oil did not occupy all of Daniel's attention
during his first Senate session.

At the same time he worked

on tidelands legislation, he joined other conservative
lawmakers in an attempt to alter the president's foreign
policy powers.

Ohio Republican John Bricker introduced

Senate Joint Resolution 1 on January 7, 1953.

The Bricker

Amendment reflected the frustrations of conservative
Republicans with the 1945 Yalta agreements, fears of United
Nations interference in American domestic affairs, and
concerns about presidential power to make executive
agreements that bypassed Congress.
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Daniel joined sixty-two

other conservatives of both parties in sponsoring S.J.R.
1.^"
Eisenhower adamantly opposed the Bricker Amendment.

He

viewed S.J.R. 1 as an unconstitutional infringement on
presidential foreign policy prerogatives.

While he and

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles had criticized the
Yalta agreements for appeasing Soviet aggression, the
president supported the idea of executive agreements. The
measure's leading sponsors also represented the isolationist
right wing of the Republican Party which Eisenhower had
entered politics to oppose.

The president exerted pressure

on G.O.P. senators behind the scenes, but failed to kill
support for Bricker.^^
Despite Eisenhower's opposition, Daniel spoke out in
support of the Bricker Amendment.

Addressing an April 26

meeting of the American Society of International Law, he
argued that S.J.R. 1 represented a "sane middle ground"
between internationalists and isolationists.

The senator

emphasized the fear that international treaties by the
United Nations or other multi-national organizations might
override United States domestic laws.

Daniel did not take

an isolationist position against the whole concept of
international organizations, but rather urged limits on
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their supposed power "to supersede our Constitution and
domestic law."

His remarks reflected concerns by

conservatives in both parties that United Nations agreements
might be used by "internationalists" to interfere with
southern segregation laws and federal labor legislation, or
even to impose "socialized medicine" on the United States.^^
During January and February, 1954, senators split into
factions over the issue of foreign policy and the
Constitution.

Conservatives still hoped to get a strong

amendment which would prevent international agreements from
superseding United States law.

Moderate Eisenhower

supporters sought to weaken Bricker's proposal and protect
presidential authority in foreign relations.

Liberal

Democrats opposed any restrictions on executive agreements
or international organizations.

Daniel remained part of the

conservative faction.^''
Texas' junior senator spoke in favor of the Bricker
Amendment on February 26.

He argued that United States

participation in international organizations like the United
Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
depended on the support of the American people.

While

Daniel did not take an isolationist stance against any
foreign "entanglements," he argued that Congress must
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mollify the fears of Americans who, "justified or not,"
worried that international organizations might subvert the
Constitution.

While the senator did not mention

segregation, his support for the Bricker Amendment mirrored
that of many southern Democrats who feared that the United
Nations might interfere in "domestic law" which the
Constitution "reserved" through the Tenth Amendment to the
states.

Segregationists frequently used that section of the

Bill of Rights to justify the "Jim Crow" system.^®
The Bricker Amendment controversy dragged on until
1958, when its author lost his Senate seat, effectively
killing the proposal.

In the meantime, Daniel turned his

attention to constituent concerns.

For most of the 1950s a

severe drought devastated Texas and other southwestern
states.

Farmers and ranchers back home petitioned Congress

to get federal aid in compensation for ruined crops and dead
livestock.

Although Daniel generally opposed activist

federal government, in this case he agreed that the drought
emergency necessitated federal aid.
Daniel co-sponsored a Johnson bill to provide federal
assistance for drought-stricken farmers and ranchers.

The

majority leader warned that without disaster relief the
Southwest faced "economic extinction."
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Daniel predicted in

June that the administration and Congress would come through
with "immediate disaster aid."

The senator worried most

about his West Texas constituents.

He made this statement

during a visit to his ranch in Liberty, however, where the
Trinity River had just flooded local agricultural land.

The

irony of having too much water in one part of the state
while another remained arid reflected the geographic
diversity of Texas.^^
While Texas congressmen called for emergency relief.
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson toured droughtstricken areas of the state and promised "immediate action."
The secretary visited farms and ranches around San Antonio
and Lubbock and then met with Shivers.

Benson promised

emergency credit for cattle feed and an increase in the
federal buying program for low-grade cattle.

Eisenhower

declared parts of Texas and Oklahoma "major disaster areas,"
eligible for emergency relief.

Daniel lauded the

administration efforts and said that Texas ranchers did not
want "a permanent subsidy."

Instead, they needed immediate

relief from a natural disaster comparable to what a tornado
inflicted.^°
After returning to Washington in July, Daniel addressed
the Senate on the need for long-term cooperation between
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state and federal governments for drought control.

He

thanked the president for releasing eight million dollars in
disaster funds to southwestern ranchers.

Daniel argued that

federal-state prevention efforts would help ease future
droughts as opposed to the current system of waiting "until
it is too late."

He argued that droughts caused more long-

term suffering than floods because without comprehensive
water conservation efforts "There is no shelter, no safe
refuge."

He contended that only joint efforts could lessen

the devastation of dry spells and promised that state
cooperation in conservation efforts would nullify the chance
of drought disasters leading to "Federal regimentation" of
agriculture.

While Daniel's proposal did not result in

immediate congressional action, it foreshadowed the water
conservation efforts he later made as governor of Texas. ^•'"
Daniel's support for federal intervention in state
problems did not extend to the issue of public school
segregation.

On May 17, 1954, Chief Justice Earl Warren led

the United States Supreme Court in a unanimous decision
which declared segregated public schools unconstitutional.
The Brown v. Board of Education ruling represented the
ultimate success of the NAACP legal campaign against "Jim
Crow" schools.

Thurgood Marshall and other civil rights
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lawyers had presented decisive amounts of data from
psychologists and social scientists on the negative effects
segregated schools had on black children.

They also showed

that southern states did not provide equal funding,
facilities, or transportation to black schools.

These

arguments convinced the Court that "separate but equal"
schools were "inherently unequal" because they stigmatized
African American students as inferior. ^^
White southerners reacted to the Brown decision with
shock and dismay.

Earlier attacks on segregated education,

such as the Sweatt case, had affected relatively small
numbers of graduate and professional students.

The Brown

ruling differed in that it declared all segregated education
from kindergarten through high school unconstitutional.

Now

southern whites, who favored "Jim Crow" by large majorities,
faced the prospect of their children attending integrated
schools.

This seemed intolerable to many white parents who

shared common assumptions of black inferiority and feared
that mixed schools would undermine the South's racial caste
system.

Polls showed that over eighty percent of southern

whites opposed the Brown decision.

Similar polls in Texas

mirrored the fears of white parents across the region.
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Across the South, political leaders denounced the
Supreme Court.

Reflecting the fears of their white

constituents, politicians attacked desegregation as
unconstitutional interference in a traditional state
responsibility.

While some districts in border and upper

South states accepted the inevitability of integration,
Virginia and the Deep South states embarked on a campaign of
"Massive Resistance" to desegregation.

The size and ethnic

diversity of Texas ensured that the Brown decision caused
relatively little uproar in the central and western portions
of the state.

African Americans constituted just 12.6

percent of Texas' population, a smaller figure than in most
southern states.

Only East Texas districts, which contained

ninety percent of the black population, resembled the Deep
South in their unwavering opposition to desegregation.^"
As he had during the Sweatt case, Daniel remained a
defender of the "Jim Crow" system.

While he never resorted

to crude racial ephitets or fear-mongering on the dangers of
"mongrelization," the senator presented a legalistic defense
of segregated schools.

In a May 18 Senate speech, he argued

that "separate but equal" schools represented the best
method to handle race relations in the South.

Daniel denied

that support for segregation rested on assumptions of black
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inferiority, instead claiming that separate schools remained
necessary to preserve "peace and order" in the region.

Like

many segregationists, Daniel justified "Jim Crow" in terms
of stability while often failing to acknowledge that past
threats to order had been white violence toward African
Americans during the late nineteenth century.^^
The senator went on to attack the Court's reasoning in
the Brown decision.

He pointed out that segregated schools

began before the Civil War in northern states and argued
that the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision represented the
correct interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Daniel

concluded his critique of the justices by arguing that the
social data on the adverse effects of segregation "were
wrong."

He reversed the argument of desegregation

supporters, claiming that racial liberals labeled a black
school inferior "merely because members of that race are in
it."

Daniel professed to "sincerely believe" that most

African Americans in Texas favored segregated schools when
in reality a two to one majority supported the Brown
decision.^^
Three days later, Daniel announced that he believed
southern states could maintain segregated schools at a local
level.

He predicted that the Court would allow districts to
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keep separate schools as long as the residential areas those
schools served remained segregated.

He proposed that local

officials make "voluntary arrangements" to continue separate
schools that each district would work out on its own.

In

larger towns and cities with segregated neighborhoods,
school boards could base segregation "on residence" rather
than race.

The senator predicted that if the Court allowed

segregation by "normal geographic districts," no "radical
change" would occur. ^''
The next day, Daniel and Paul Douglas appeared on the
NBC radio program the "American forum of the Air" to debate
the Brown decision.

After repeating previous arguments,

Daniel answered a question on whether he favored federal aid
to education.

The Texas senator argued against such aid,

claiming that federal money would mean national control of
local schools.

Douglas then argued that Cold War

competition for influence in the new nations of Africa and
Asia demanded that the United States end segregation or
concede a propaganda point to the Soviets.

Daniel responded

that foreigners who criticized American segregation based
their arguments on the "lie" that separate schools
represented white feelings of superiority.
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The school segregation issue reemerged in 1955.

On May

31, the Supreme Court issued a ruling on implementation of
the Brown decision.

In a concession to the depth of

segregationist sentiment in the South, the court did not
require immediate desegregation.

Instead, the Brown II

ruling allowed local authorities to begin dismantling
separate school systems "as soon as practicable."

Daniel

interpreted the ruling as allowing local districts to
maintain segregated schools on a geographic basis.

The

senator announced that the court "took on more than it could
handle . . ."in the original Brown ruling and that the
issue could be solved only at the local level.^^
The second Brown ruling led many southern congressman
to protest the Court's attack on segregated schools.
Thurmond, Byrd, and Richard Russell led Deep South senators
in drafting a "Declaration of Constitutional Principles"
which attacked the legitimacy of the Brown decision.

The

original draft of this "Southern Manifesto" reflected the
"massive resistance" mentality of some southerners in
calling the court decisions illegal and unconstitutional."°
Fulbright convinced more "moderate" segregationists to
demand changes in the most extreme language of the
manifesto.

Daniel, Lister Hill, and John Sparkman joined
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the Arkansan in insisting that Thurmond and Russell remove
the most "intemperate" sections.

Daniel told the Deep South

senators that he would not sign the document unless they
altered it because "You can't call any action of the Supreme
Court unconstitutional or illegal." After Thurmond and
Russell removed the offending language, Daniel, Fulbright,
and the Alabama senators signed the manifesto.

Although the

final version stopped short of declaring the court ruling
illegal, it labeled Brown a "clear abuse of judicial
power."""""
Daniel's role in producing the Southern Manifesto
clearly placed him in the segregationist wing of the
Democratic Party.

Although he took a more "moderate"

position than did Thurmond, Russell, or Byrd, Daniel's
original objections reflected his legalistic defense of the
"Jim Crow" system rather than any doubt about its validity.
A few southern liberals, notably Estes Kefauver and Albert
Gore, Sr. of Tennessee, refused to sign either version of
the document.

Johnson and Rayburn avoided the controversy

by virtue of their prominent leadership positions and the
need to maintain party unity.

Only five of the twenty-two

members of the Texas House delegation signed.

Although

desegregation represented a less controversial issue in
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Texas than in the Deep South, Daniel continued to defend
separate schools."^
Anti-communism represented another area in which Daniel
sided with Senate conservatives of both parties.

Since Mao-

tse-Tung and his Communist guerrillas had defeated the
Chinese Nationalist government of Chiang-Kai-Shek in 1949,
the United States had been engulfed in the Second Red Scare.
Conservative Republicans charged that Communist sympathizers
in the State Department had caused the "loss" of China.
Red-baiting members of both parties believed Communist
revolutionaries in the United States plotted to overthrow
the government.

The Korean War and the overblown charges of

Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy added to the fear of
internal subversion from 1950 to 1954.

Large segments of

the public believed "Tail Gunner Joe's" charges of
Communists holding prominent positions in government,
churches, academia, and Hollywood.

While most Democrats and

some Republicans rejected McCarthy's worst excesses,
liberals and conservatives alike accepted the notion that
domestic communism represented a real threat to national
security.
Worried about Republican charges that the Democrats
were "soft" on communism and hoping to undermine red-baiting
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of non-Communist labor unions, Hubert Humphrey proposed to
outlaw the Communist Party.

Representing a popular issue in

an election year. The Communist Control Act passed the
Senate by a unanimous vote.

This act constituted a

political ploy by Humphrey, but it also reflected his true
anti-Communist outlook.

The Minnesotan had been one of the

founders of the Americans for Democratic Action in 1948.
This liberal organization began largely as an attempt to
purge Communists from CIO unions and from any influence on
the Democratic Party.""^
Daniel had long held anti-Communist sentiments. As
attorney general he had spoken on the threat of domestic
communism, and he maintained friendly relations with the
red-baiting Minute Women organization in Texas.

Daniel

spoke in favor of the Communist Control Act during the
Senate debate on August 12. Along with Humphrey and
Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy, Daniel argued that
the Communist Party represented a conspiracy which
threatened the foundation of American democracy.

The irony

of protecting democracy by outlawing obnoxious political
expression seemed lost on the senators.
As Congress indulged in election year anti-communism,
McCarthy managed to destroy himself politically.
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Since the

Republicans won control of Congress in 1953, the Wisconsin
senator had chaired the Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations of the Government Operations Committee.

As

long as McCarthy attacked elite groups, like intellectuals
and Hollywood writers, his public support remained
steadfast.

Through the spring and summer of 1954, however,

the senator took on a more respected target, the United
States Army.

He charged that military leaders were soft on

communism because they had allowed an army dentist, Irving
Peress, an honorable discharge after he had refused to take
a loyalty oath.

Beginning in April, McCarthy's subcommittee

held televised hearings, during which the senator bullied
army officers and Defense Department officials.

The

chairman's crude behavior convinced a majority of the public
that his investigation had gone too far in accusing the army
of being a haven for "reds.""^
As McCarthy's political support evaporated, the Senate
moved toward censuring him.

Rather than attack the whole

scope of the Red Scare, the censure resolution sought to
condemn McCarthy for conduct which violated standards of
Senate decorum during the investigation of the army.
Daniel, who had few qualms about attacking domestic
radicals, realized that polls now showed public opinion
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turning against Mcarthy.

He thus supported censure, but

announced that the Senate should continue to investigate
"communism and subversion."

The Texan proposed that the

Senate praise McCarthy for his anti-Communist crusade while
at the same time condemning him for "abusing and failing to
co-operate with . . ."a Senate committee.

Daniel's narrow

interpretation of McCarthy's excesses mirrored that of many
southern Democrats who disdained the Wisconsin senator's
bullying tactics, while also supporting the ideological
basis of the Red Scare."^
As the Senate debated the censure resolution, Daniel
met with Barry Goldwater, an ally of McCarthy,
possible compromise.

to discuss a

Daniel asked the Arizona conservative

to convince McCarthy to apologize for his behavior.

The

Texan told Goldwater that if McCarthy wrote apology letters
to Utah Senator Arthur Watkins and New Jersey Senator Robert
C. Hendrickson, both Republicans, conservative southern
Democrats would oppose censure. Only McCarthy's rudeness to
fellow senators bothered conservatives."''
Goldwater liked the idea.

He and McCarthy's attorney,

Edward Bennett Williams, went to Bethesda Naval Hospital to
visit the senator, who was receiving treatment for an
infected hand.

Williams had drafted two mild letters of
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apology to Watkins and Hendrickson.

When the visitors told

McCarthy that signing the letters represented his only hope
of avoiding censure, the senator threw the pen across the
room and yelled at them.

The shouting attracted a nurse,

who summoned the director of the hospital.

The director

threatened to have Goldwater and Williams arrested, thus
ending the meeting."®
Given McCarthy's intransigent attitude, even
conservatives believed censure a necessity.

On December 2,

the Senate passed the resolution by a sixty-seven to twentytwo vote.

Ail of the Democrats supported censure, while

Republican senators voted in equal numbers for and against.
In the course of this debate, Daniel spoke in favor of
condemning McCarthy's behavior while lauding his overall
goal of eradicating domestic communism.

The Texan urged his

colleagues to stick to the narrow intention of the
resolution, so as not to comfort members of the "Communist
conspiracy."

Daniel praised McCarthy for making "important

contributions to the exposure and elimination of Communists
and their sympathizers, . . . ."

The speech concluded with

a plea that the Senate censure McCarthy "in such a manner
that Communists and their fellow travelers will receive no
comfort from the final results of these proceedings.""^
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The McCarthy censure did not end congressional anticommunism.

In January, 1955, Daniel and forty co-sponsors

offered a resolution that called for a continued
investigation of communism.

Arkansas Democrat John L.

McClellan and Watkins, author of the censure resolution,
worked closely with Daniel to obtain passage of this
measure.

The "Sense of the Senate" resolution called the

Communist Party of the United States a "conspiracy" against
democratic government and urged investigative committees to
ferret out all "subversive elements."

Senate Resolution 18

passed by an eighty-four to zero vote on January 14. Daniel
and McClellan also criticized the army for the "bungling and
inefficiency" surrounding the Peress case.^°
S.R. 18 marked the last Senate effort by Daniel to
attack domestic communism.
investigations of crime.

In 1955, he turned to

After the Democrats regained

control of the Senate in the 1954 Congressional elections,
Johnson became majority leader.

Daniel's ties to LBJ soon

paid off in new committee assignments.

The majority leader

assigned Daniel seats on the Judiciary Committee and the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.

The junior

senator later won seats on two subcommittees of the
Judiciary Committee, the Internal Security Subcommittee and
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the Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency.

Estes Kefauver of

Tennessee chaired the latter group, which investigated the
causes of youth crime.^•'"
Investigation of nation-wide narcotics traffic
represented the most important issue Daniel addressed in
1955.

Early that year, the senator corresponded with

Charles Herring, the United States district attorney in
Austin.

The federal prosecutor described the growing drug

problem in Texas and asked Daniel to work on legislation to
strengthen the Bureau of Narcotics.
in Houston made a similar request.

The federal grand jury
After meeting with

Bureau of Narcotics chief Harry Anslinger, Daniel decided to
have a subcommittee of-the Judiciary Committee created to
investigate drug trafficking and bolster federal antinarcotics laws.

Louisiana Congressman Hale Boggs chaired a

similar House subcommittee.^
Daniel's Subcommittee on Improvements in the Federal
Criminal Code began operating in early June.

The chairman

promised that the committee would present "sensational"
revelations.

He intended to focus on the supposed role of

Communist China in supplying narcotics, especially heroin,
to the United States.

Daniel believed that the Communists

used drug trafficking to South Korea, Japan, and America to
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"soften up" their enemies.

The "Red" Chinese allegedly sold

drugs to make money and to "demoralize the peoples of the
free world."

He announced that the committee would conduct

hearings in major narcotics entry points like New York City
and the Texas border with Mexico to publicize the evils of
the drug trade and recommend increased penalties for
traffickers.^^
The Daniel subcommittee held hearings in New York City
and Philadelphia in June.

The chairman chose the latter

city because it represented one of the main narcotics
smuggling centers and because recent efforts by local and
federal authorities had led to a higher arrest rate.

Daniel

announced that Philadelphia served to highlight one city's
"total experience" in dealing with drug abuse.

He selected

New York because that city had the highest number of drug
addicts, particularly heroin users, in the nation.

Daniel

announced that the subcommittee's findings in the Northeast
showed the need for increased hospitalization and treatment
of drug addicts.

Treatment would help the individuals

concerned and keep them from selling drugs to "unwitting
victims" in the future.^"
The investigation moved to Texas in September and
October.

Daniel focused on the connection between drug
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abuse and crime in Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, and San
Antonio.

He announced that these cities ranked among the

twenty worst centers of narcotics addiction and related
crime.

The subcommittee also visited border cities to

investigate the flow of drugs between Mexico and the United
States.

One witness testified that she had smuggled one

thousand dollars worth of heroin from Nuevo Laredo to
Houston on a weekly basis for over one year.

Other

witnesses stated that smugglers regularly shipped marijuana
from Mexico to Houston and New York City.^^
In a December interview, Daniel announced that the
subcommittee's chief investigator had evidence that Chinese
dealers had sold heroin and opium in Japan, a key United
States ally.

He also attacked the Chinese government for

using agents to sell drugs to American servicemen in South
Korea and Japan.

Daniel alleged that Chinese heroin came

into the United States via smuggling operations in Hong
Kong, Bangkok, and Singapore.

He offered the solution of

increasing penalties for drug peddling in the United States
and suggested that the death penalty might represent the
best punishment for those who smuggled narcotics across
American borders.^^
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The subcommittee issued its findings in January, 1956.
The report outlined the global nature of the narcotics
problem, and called for increased international cooperation
by law enforcement agencies. As for domestic dealers, the
authors urged that Congress increase criminal penalties,
especially for sales to juveniles.

Daniel urged that

lawmakers consider the selling of heroin and other narcotics
"as criminal acts injurious to the peace, health, and
welfare of the Nation."

In a separate report, the

subcommittee called for increased treatment of drug addicts
and proposed that the Surgeon General expand research into
cures for narcotics addiction.^"^
The Senate passed Daniel's bill in late May.

Combined

with Boggs' House narcotics bill, it became the Narcotics
Control act of 1956.

The act increased minimum sentences

for sale and possession of narcotics.

It allowed the death

penalty for anyone twice convicted of selling heroin to a
juvenile.

Conceding to objections of possible civil

liberties violations, Daniel removed a provision allowing
use of wiretap evidence against suspected pushers.

It also

58

provided for increased treatment of addicts.
Changing the method of electing presidents represented
another important issue for Daniel in 1955. In late January,
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he introduced Senate Joint Resolution 31, a proposed
constitutional amendment to abolish the Electoral College
and assign each state's electoral votes based on the
percentage of the popular vote a presidential candidate
received.

This bill duplicated an earlier measure which

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and Texas
Congressman Ed Gossett had introduced in 1950.

Prominent

co-sponsors of the resolution included Kefauver, Humphrey,
and Illinois Republican Everett M. Dirksen.

Supporters

argued that the emergence of political parties made the
Electoral College an anachronism.

Daniel called the

institution "the most archaic and undemocratic feature of
the United States Constitution."

He also argued that the

"winner take ail" system of awarding electoral votes
disenfranchised voters whose candidate won less than fifty
percent of a state's ballots.^^
Daniel led a movement of southern senators to reform
the Electoral College.

His 1955 proposal finally came up

for debate in late March, 1956.

Kefauver supported Daniel

and forty-seven other senators, mainly conservatives, in
proposing a constitutional amendment to divide electoral
votes within individual states based on the percentage of a
candidate's vote.

To increase support, Daniel and Kefauver
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backed a proposal by Karl Mundt of South Dakota to divide
the votes by congressional districts rather than statewide.
Proponents of S.J.R. 31 argued that the Electoral College
represented a relic of the Founding Fathers' fear of
unchecked democracy. ^°
The Senate debated the proposed amendment on March 27.
With the notable exception of Kefauver, most liberals
opposed S.J.R. 31 because they believed it would strengthen
the influence of rural states at the expense of urban ones.
John F. Kennedy, although not usually included in the
liberal element of the Democratic Party, led the opposition.
He argued that big cities faced the prospect of losing
influence within states if the Daniel-Mundt plan passed.

He

also refered to recent elections, including 1948 and 1952,
to argue that the outcomes would have been different if the
new plan had been in effect.

Most importantly, Kennedy

argued that such an amendment would result in no candidate
getting a majority of the electoral vote, thus throwing
elections into Congress.

The Massachusetts senator's

arguments convinced enough of his colleauges to vote against
the amendment that it failed to receive the necessary twothirds vote.^"""
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The Electoral college debate and passage of the
Narcotics Control Act of 1956 represented the last major
issues Daniel addressed in the Senate.

During his tenure in

Washington, Daniel wielded surprising influence for a
freshman senator.

He played a vital role in passing the

Submerged Lands Act, thus settling the long-standing
tidelands dispute.

His conservative ideology showed itself

in debates on the Bricker Amendment, the Second Red Scare,
and school segregation.

On the other hand, Daniel remained

flexible in his interpretation of states' rights.

Like many

politicians who professed to favor a limited national
government, he did not hesitate to call for federal aid when
his state suffered a natural disaster.

Daniel took a

"strict construction" approach to the Constitution on
segregation issues, but proposed a radical change in
presidential elections.

Finally, his support for

strengthened narcotics laws showed a willingness to expand
federal power to combat social ills.
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CHAPTER VI
ELECTION AS GOVERNOR: FACTIONAL
FIGHTS IN 1956

At the end of a grueling campaign for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination in July, 1956, Daniel and his
family prepared to appeal to voters in a television address.
For several months, the three main contenders had engaged in
the bitter personal attacks which frequently characterized
Texas elections.

Former governor W. Lee 0'Daniel had

lampooned both Daniel's physical size and his alleged
political insignificance by calling him the "little junior
senator."
moniker.

Apparently the Daniel children heard this
As the family members rehearsed their television

ad, the youngest son, seven-year-old John, blurted out "All
I've got to say is: Everybody vote tomorrow for the little
junior senator."

Jean quickly pulled the boy aside, joking

"I believe this young man needs a script.""'"
John's innocent gaffe reflected the internal strife
that divided the Texas Democratic Party that year.

Although

factional disputes between liberals and conservatives had
been a regular feature of state politics since the early
1940s, the 1956 campaign saw conservatives split into
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separate camps.

0'Daniel and West Texas rancher J. Evetts

Haley challenged Daniel from the right, primarily on the
segregation issue.

The senator represented the mainstream

moderate conservative candidate.

Judge Ralph Yarborough

represented the liberal opposition to Daniel and the party
establishment.
Although Daniel and Yarborough led different factions
of the state Democratic Party, on many issues the leading
contenders took similar positions.

Both held positions

which reflected the business progressive outlook. Each
candidate favored higher teacher pay, water conservation,
and cleanup of corruption in state government.

On the

school segregation issue, Daniel and Yarborough both opposed
the Brown decision, although neither supported "massive
resistance" in defiance of the Supreme Court.

Because

neither candidate fell into an "extreme" left or right
category, each resorted to personal attacks to distinguish
himself from his opponent.

Daniel charged that Yarborough

represented the choice of the CIO and the NAACP, while the
liberal candidate attacked Daniel as a tool of Wall Street
who had sold out to the Republicans in 1952.
This sort of "mudslinging" dominated both the first
primary in July and the August run-off.
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Daniel finally

emerged as the winner in the second primary by a razor-thin
margin, prompting some liberals to charge that he had stolen
the election.

That fall, Daniel joined with Johnson and

Rayburn to form a moderate coalition which defeated the
liberals at the Democratic state convention.

A variation of

factional bitterness continued into 1957, as Daniel engaged
in a dispute with Shivers over his resignation.
Several factors motivated Daniel to run for governor
in 1956.

The senator favored state over national issues.

He had never viewed the Senate as his ultimate ambition, but
rather as a temporary step up the political ladder while
Shivers maintained his hold on the governorship.

After

passage of the Submerged Lands Act, Daniel grew bored with
the routine duties of a senator.

He later remembered the

frustration of doing "errand work" for constituents— acting
as an intermediary between voters and government agencies.
He also disliked the social duties expected of senators, who
received invitations to numerous Washington gatherings.
When Shivers told the senator that he would not run for reelection in 1956, Daniel saw an opportunity to achieve his
lifetime ambition.^
Family considerations also motivated Daniel.

His

mother died of circulatory disease in November, 1955.
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Price

and Jean wanted their four children to grow up in Texas and
attend schools back home.

The combination of boredom with

the Senate and homesickness made the governor's race seem
like a chance for Daniel to further his political ambitions
while also gaining a more stable home life.^
Publicly, Daniel wavered on his intentions through
March, 1956.

He announced that his pending narcotics

legislation necessitated a delay in making the final
decision.

Daniel claimed that his choice depended on the

"best interests" of Texas voters.

He strung along political

observers by announcing in January that he would not run for
a second Senate term in 1958.
reason for this vacillation.

LBJ represented part of the
The majority leader asked

Daniel to stay in Congress, as he could not understand why
anyone would give up a Senate seat.

Despite his surprise at

Daniel's move, Johnson did not oppose his run.

The majority

leader announced that he did not "intervene" in state
elections, but praised the junior senator for being "as able
as anyone with whom I have ever worked.""
While Daniel delayed making a formal announcement of
his candidacy, he did garner publicity in Texas.

On March

16, he traveled to Howard Payne College, a Baptist school in
Brownwood, where he spoke to a "Democracy in Action" program
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on "godless" Soviet Communism.

He urged the audience to

wage a "spiritual offensive" against the Soviet Bloc, which
feared "what Christianity would do to their political
tyranny."

Daniel tied anti-Communism to domestic issues by

claiming that Americans faced real threats from
centralization of power in the federal government.

He

called for the maintenance of states' rights as an
"important obstacle . . . in the path of Communism and other
totalitarian philosophies."^
The senator finally announced his candidacy on March
26.

He claimed that a "tremendous outpouring" of letters

and telegrams showed that the people of Texas wanted him to
lead a "crusade" for "good government."

Daniel promised to

base his campaign on "Honesty and integrity" and "unity."
He asserted that Texans were fed up with the "bitterness,
hatred and name-calling that characterized some of our
recent campaigns."

He pledged to avoid such attacks and

campaign on a "high level."

Since the gubernatorial race

soon degenerated into personal attacks by all of the major
candidates, this statement seems duplicitous in retrospect.^
Yarborough emerged as Daniel's leading opponent.

Once

Daniel formally entered the race, Yarborough charged that
the senator and Shivers planned a "big switch."
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He

predicted that if Daniel won the governor's race, he would
immediately appoint Shivers to his vacant Senate seat.

The

judge claimed that the "junior senator" had made an
"unconditional promise" to appoint Shivers in exchange for
the governor attacking Yarborough during the primary race.
Daniel's opponent continued this theme throughout the
campaign, at one point asserting "You couldn't cut Allan
Shivers and him apart with an acetylene torch, they're
welded together so tight."

Yarborough hoped to rally loyal

Democrats to his side by reminding them that Shivers and
Daniel had abandoned the party in 1952.''
Despite the animosity between the candidates, Daniel
and Yarborough actually took similar positions on several
issues.

When Yarborough formally opened his campaign in a

June 1 speech at Nacogdoches, he proposed cleaning up
"corruption" in state government, vaguely charging that
Shivers had presided over the "worst depression in
governmental principles in the history of Texas."

He called

for water and soil conservation, drought relief, higher
teacher pay, increased old age pensions, and improved
worker's compensation payments.®
Daniel offered similar proposals.

Speaking in Wichita

Falls on June 8, the senator called for "drastic reforms" to
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clean up corruption in state government.

He proposed a

registration law for professional lobbyists and a "code of
conduct" for legislators and executive branch officials.
Daniel criticized "influence peddling and high pressure
lobbying practices . . . " for subverting "the foundations of
our government."

He also called on legislators to make

public their sources of income and clients.

In addition,

Daniel proposed that the legislature pass a statute to
prohibit members from practicing law before state boards and
agencies.^
Daniel advocated increased efforts to develop longrange water conservation.

In a June 16 speech at Anahuac,

he proposed cooperation between the federal and state
governments to conserve water but cautioned that Texans must
not "rely on Uncle Sam" to solve a state problem.

He

lamented that eighty-five percent of Texas' water supply ran
off into the Gulf of Mexico and called for a "comprehensive,
stream-by-stream development of every river in Texas."
Speaking in semi-arid Lubbock that July, Daniel promised to
put water conservation "at the top of the list for urgent
action."

He urged Texans to preserve the "great quantities"

of underground water and strengthen laws pertaining to the
use of surface water."'"°
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Horse race gambling represented a reformist issue
Daniel revived for the governor's race.

He declared that,

if elected, he would resist any attempt to legalize parimutuel betting because of the "misery" it inflicted on "vast
numbers of people."

Daniel reminded voters of his

successful efforts to close down wire service gambling
during his tenure as attorney general.

He called past legal

victories against bookmakers "one of the hardest blows
struck at organized crime in Texas in many years.""'""'"
Daniel also touted his Senate experience in
investigating narcotics traffic.

In El Paso he alluded to

his subcommittee investigation, which found that Texas had
"special problems" with drug traffic across the Mexican
border.

The senator called for strengthening Texas

narcotics laws to make them the strongest in the nation and
advocated the death penalty for dealers who sold narcotics
to teenagers.

Speaking from his Liberty headquarters in

July, Daniel claimed that his stance on narcotics had
resulted in organized crime elements opposing his election.
Although he offered no evidence to support this claim,
Daniel charged that underworld figures were pumping money
into the race."^^
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As he traveled around the state making stump speeches,
Daniel's campaign followed a traditional pattern.

He, Jean,

and the children drove into small towns in a Chevrolet BelAir as campaign workers gathered a crowd by playing marches
or country music.

When speaking, Daniel stressed his

Baptist roots and always told listeners "I'd rather be
governor of Texas than president of the United States." He
spoke in a low-key manner, often appearing nervous and
fidgeting with his glasses.

While Price toured one section

of the state, his brother Bill drew crowds in another area
by traveling with country music singer Floyd Tillman of
Houston.

After Tillman's performance drew a crowd. Bill

exhorted the listeners to vote for his brother."'"^
While Bill's use of bands to increase attendance at
campaign rallies reflected a long-standing tradition in
Texas politics. Price took advantage of new technology in
some of his speeches.

In the past, politicians had toured

the state making speeches from courthouse squares during the
hottest months of the Texas summer.

While stump speeches

offered entertainment to small town residents, the brutal
heat made both the audience and the candidate miserable.
The increasing use of air conditioning in the 1950s enabled
Daniel to move some of his appearances inside courthouses.
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thus offering a cool refuge.

The candidate believed that

audiences paid better attention when they had comfortable
seats and were not preoccupied with the heat."'""
The campaign also took advantage of widespread
television ownership to modernize Daniel's appeal.

Although

advertising costs rose by purchasing television ads, Daniel
thought that the increased exposure the new medium offered
justified the expense.

In late July, as the campaign

reached its final days, Daniel convinced actor Fess Parker
to appear with him in a statewide broadcast.

The candidate

understood the influence television celebrities had over the
American public.

Daniel shrewdly recognized that most

viewers would associate Parker with the Davy Crockett
character he played on television and in movies.
Associating himself with a Hollywood version of one of the
heroes of the Alamo represented a savvy public relations
move by Daniel."'"^
Daniel appeared with his family and Parker in a July 23
broadcast from Fort Worth, the actor's hometown.

The

program began with an announcement that Daniel had graduated
from high school in Fort Worth and that his "very special
friend" Parker was born there.

The actor proclaimed his

support for Daniel based on the "tidelands victory" and the
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narcotics investigation.

He said that the senator had

impressed him "not by promises or talk, but by action."
Parker predicted that Daniel would make one of "our greatest
governors" because he "is cut from the same cloth and is the
same kind of fighter as our early Texans, such as Davy
Crockett and Sam Houston."^^
After his maudlin introduction, Parker focused
attention on Daniel's family.

Price and Jean sat together

with the children surrounding them.

Parker pointed out the

senator's "attractive wife" and reminded voters that as

the

great-great grand-daughter of Sam Houston, Jean would make
an ideal first lady of Texas.

While she helped Price by

appearing in public as -a loyal wife, Jean did not make
speeches herself.

True to contemporary notions of the

proper role for political wives, she deferred to Price, "the
speech maker in our family, . . . ."

The children also did

their part to solidify Daniel's image as a respectable
family man.

Eleven-year-old Houston announced "I hope you

will vote for my Daddy, Price Daniel.
good governor."

He will make Texas a

Although using television to present voters

with a carefully scripted image of the candidate's private
life did nothing to clarify his views on public issues, it
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represented a technique politicians have used throughout the
television age to appeal to voters' emotions.^''
While television appearances focused on Daniel's image,
the campaign also dealt with more substantial issues.
School segregation represented a controversial topic in the
wake of recent Supreme Court decisions.

Most white voters

opposed desegregation on an emotional level, as the issue
affected their young children.

In the racial climate of

1950s Texas, no candidate could afford to endorse
desegregation, whatever his personal beliefs.

Presumably

white outrage over desegregation would far outweigh any
potential gain among black voters. African Americans
constituted only twelve percent of the state's population
and many eligible black voters had not registered since the
end of the white primary in 1944."'"®
Of course Daniel had long supported segregated schools,
as seen in his role in the Sweatt case and his signing of
the Southern Manifesto.

While the senator did not place

segregation among his top concerns, he promised to do
everything within his power as governor to maintain separate
schools.

Daniel stressed the segregation issue during

campaign stops in East Texas, where most whites held strong
anti-integration sentiments.

In June 20 speeches at Tyler
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and Longview, the senator denounced "forced" integration.
He promised to use the state government to preserve
segregated schools in localities where a majority opposed
integration.

Like many southern segregationists, Daniel

also blamed the region's racial problems on "outside
agitators" who meddled in local affairs.^^
Although Yarborough represented more liberal views in
this race, he also refused to support desegregation.

Like

Daniel, Yarborough attacked "forced" integration in East
Texas speeches.

The liberal candidate had taken a similar

stand in his race against Shivers in 1954.

In 1956 he

announced that, as "a grandson of two Confederate soldiers .
. ." he "was born believing in state rights, . . . ."
Yarborough generally tried to focus on economic issues
rather than segregation, but he recognized that any support
for integration would amount to political suicide.
0'Daniel based his third run for governor on the school
segregation issue.

When "Pappy" opened his campaign in May,

he predicted that the "screwy idea" of desegregation would
lead to violence in which "the red blood of both whites and
Negroes" would run in the streets of Texas cities.

As for

the Brown decision, 0'Daniel announced that, when he took
over as governor, "the people can just forget about the
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order."

Apparently he believed state governors had the

authority personally to nullify Supreme Court rulings.
"Pappy" promised Texas voters they had nothing to fear from
the "nine old men" on the Court because they were "cowards"
who avoided real men while picking on "little urchins
toddling off to kindergarten."^^
0'Daniel did not reserve his scorn for federal judges.
He continually attacked Daniel as the "little junior
senator" who represented the state's political elite.
"Pappy" saw himself as the tribune of the common people
while Daniel gained support from "the millionaire clique"
and "professional politicians."

0'Daniel criticized the

senator for supporting Eisenhower in 1952 while remaining on
the Democratic ticket.

"He couldn't make up his mind

whether he was a Democrat or a Republican, so he ran for the
Senate on both tickets and was elected."

"Pappy" joked that

both Daniel and Yarborough were politicians who ran "every
time there is an election--just for the exercise."^^
Haley represented the most extreme candidate on the
segregation issue.

His campaign literature stressed the

nineteenth century ideology of nullification as the proper
method to maintain separate schools.

Haley called for

"Continued segregation of the races without compromise."
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He

promised that if elected he would use the Texas Rangers to
stop federal marshals from crossing into the state to
enforce desegregation orders.

The West Texan called on

Congress to impeach the Supreme Court justices for their
"illegal and immoral" decisions in the Brown case.^^
The racial demagoguery of 0'Daniel and Haley worried
Daniel, but for practical rather than moral reasons. As the
leading conservative in the race, the senator might lose to
the more extreme candidates segregationist voters who would
otherwise back him.

0'Daniel represented the greatest

threat from the senator's right.

Daniel worried that the

former governor retained his enormous popularity among older
rural voters.

He also feared that the similarity in names

between Daniel and 0'Daniel might confuse some voters.
Haley never posed a significant threat to the senator,
however, except among the most diehard segregationists.^"
Daniel did not refrain from playing on racial fears for
political benefit.

Throughout the campaign he charged that

the NAACP supported Yarborough.

This allegation ignored the

liberal candidate's opposition to "forced" integration, a
position directly at odds with the civil rights group.

In a

June 5 Houston appearance, the senator charged that "Extreme
radical left-wingers" in the NAACP and CIO saw the Texas
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governor's race as an opportunity to "seize control of the
state government not for the next two years but for years to
come."

Daniel charged that "left-wing" groups like the

NAACP "want to centralize everything in Washington and they
are well organized. "^^
The senator also inserted proposed federal civil rights
legislation into the Texas race.

In San Angelo on July 5,

Daniel attacked a proposal by New York African American
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell to deny federal school
construction funds to states that maintained segregation.
The senator attacked the Powell amendment as "the most
vicious effort since Reconstruction days to force upon Texas
and the South total Federal control of our local affairs."
In a July 17 stop in Houston, Daniel denounced a
congressional bill which later became the Civil Rights Act
of 1957. Although the measure sought merely to protect
black voting rights in the South, Daniel portrayed it as a
dire threat to "individual liberties."

He promised that if

the civil rights bill reached the floor of the Senate, he
would immediately return to Washington and "join my Southern
colleagues in defeating the bill."

While Daniel avoided the

more extreme rhetoric of Haley and 0'Daniel, he remained a
dedicated segregationist.^^
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Daniel sought to use anti-union sentiment in Texas
against Yarborough.

The senator repeatedly linked his

opponent to the CIO and claimed that "labor bosses"
controlled the Yarborough campaign.

Daniel accused union

leaders of "taking over the politics and government of
Texas."

When Yarborough spoke to the Texas Federation of

Labor and took up a collection at that group's convention,
Daniel charged that organized labor representatives had
begun a "brazen" fund raising operation for Yarborough.

The

senator called on ordinary union members to resist being
"bossed by their leaders."^^
In a July 5 Houston speech, Daniel asserted that "labor
bosses" opposed his candidacy because he supported Texas'
"right-to-work" law, which forbade union membership as a
condition of employment.

The 1947 Taft-Hartley Act had

authorized states to adopt such strictures on unions, and
many southern and southwestern states had passed legislation
to restrict the power of organized labor.

While union

leaders portrayed "right-to-work" laws as pro-business
impediments to organizing industrial workers, Daniel argued
that they protected workers' rights to "make a living for
their families regardless whether they do or do not belong
to a labor union."

The senator portrayed himself as the
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only candidate willing to resist "outside political
organization."^®
Daniel also charged that CIO leader Walter Reuther did
"everything in his power . . ."to defeat him.

The senator

argued that Reuther favored Yarborough because Daniel had
always opposed the labor leader's "interference" in Texas
issues.

Daniel claimed that the CIO had worked to defeat

tidelands legislation and had donated money to the NAACP to
assist that group's legal challenge to school segregation.
After attacking Yarborough through Reuther in a July 14
speech in Palestine, Daniel even asserted that he was the
only candidate who had avoided "name-calling" and personal
slurs on rivals." Apparently the senator believed that
attacking Yarborough as an agent of "outside interests" did
not constitute "name-calling."^^
Yarborough did not refrain from "mudslinging" either.
He attacked Daniel as a traitor to the Democratic Party for
supporting Eisenhower in 1952.

The liberal candidate

portrayed the campaign as "The final battle to restore the
Democratic Party of Texas to Texas Democrats . . . ."
Yarborough accused Daniel and his other challengers of
representing "good, staunch Republicans—posing as
Democrats."

He charged that Daniel had received "orders
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from his Millionaire Backers . . ."to "serve" the G.O.P.
and Wall Street and to "Pull The Wool" over the eyes of good
Texas Democrats.^°
Daniel gave Yarborough an opportunity to attack him in
June by refusing an invitation to debate.

Yarborough

recognized that as the underdog challenging a United States
senator he stood to gain most from a public debate.
refused, not wishing to squander his advantage.

Daniel

By

declining to defend his positions in an adversarial forum,
Daniel opened himself to charges of running a well-scripted
campaign that avoided real debate.^"""
Democratic voters sorted through all of the campaign
rhetoric and made their choice in the first primary on July
28.

Daniel garnered the most support, 628,914 votes.

Yarborough followed with a total of 463,410.

0'Daniel did

well among segregationists and his traditional rural
constituency, getting 347,757 votes.

Haley, with his

extreme states' rights position, managed to get only 88,772
votes.

Since no candidate received an outright majority, a

runoff between Daniel and Yarborough in August would decide
the election.

The senator, pleased with these initial

results, portrayed his lead as a victory against the "false
propaganda" of the NAACP and the CIO.^^
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Soon after the first primary, Yarborough faced some
defections among his supporters.

Twenty-six backers, led by

former state senator George Nokes of Waco, urged the judge
to withdraw from the run-off campaign.

The erstwhile

supporters signed a telegram which argued that Daniel's
strong lead in the first primary meant that a continuation
of the bitter race would only destroy the "harmony" of the
Texas Democratic Party.

Yarborough announced that he had

"just begun to fight . . . " and labeled the defectors
"turncoats" who had perpetrated a "doublecross."
Daniel of fomenting Nokes' move.

He accused

Yarborough charged "My

opponent knows he cannot win in a fair fight, so he seeks to
win by subversion and insidious appeals to surrender."
Yarborough gained support from an unlikely source.
0'Daniel endorsed the judge soon after the first primary.
While "Pappy" did not share Yarborough's liberal outlook, he
intended to run as an independent candidate in November, and
believed support for the judge would weaken Daniel. Many
0'Daniel supporters backed Yarborough, lending a colorful
air to the judge's campaign.

Art Davis, leader of

0'Daniel's Hillbilly Boys band began playing for Yarborough,
repainting their bus with the slogan "We're for Yarborough
Now."^"
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The candidates continued to focus on personal attacks
during the run-off.

Daniel predicted that "Walter Reuther

and the outside labor bosses who want to dominate Texas

..

." would funnel money into the Yarborough campaign "at an
even faster clip . . ."to bolster their "sagging campaign."
The senator announced that "key supporters" of the losing
candidates now backed his campaign against the NAACP and
other "pressure groups."

He charged that the civil rights

group "controlled" ballot boxes in cities like Houston and
Dallas and had "lined up" behind Yarborough.

The judge

denied that the African American vote went only to him,
telling supporters that "Price Daniel won several boxes in
Negro neighborhoods and was close in others."

Yarborough

knew any identification of his campaign with the NAACP would
cost crucial white votes.^^
Yarborough continued to portray Daniel as beholden to
Wall Street and the Republicans.

He accused the senator of

taking "bottomless money bags" from out-of-state oil
companies.

Yarborough cast himself as a populist fighting

the Daniel/Shivers "dollarcrats."

He claimed that the real

NAACP supported the "little man" Daniel and stood for "No
Action Against Crooked Politicians, Chapter Number 1."
Yarborough also charged that Daniel had the support of "the
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CIO—that is. Crooked Insurance Operators."

The judge again

challenged Daniel to a debate, which the senator dismissed
as the "stock in trade of losing political candidates."^^
Far from being a "losing" candidate, Yarborough nearly
beat Daniel in the August 25 run-off.

The senator barely

led his opponent as the first vote totals came in, and it
took several days for officials to determine the final
results.

At the end of the first day, Daniel had just over

fifty percent of the counted ballots, and observers compared
this race to Johnson's narrow victory over Coke Stevenson in
the 1948 senate election.

As rural counties sent in

completed returns, Daniel's lead slipped to as low as 2,523
votes out of 1,392,703 cast statewide.

After three days of

suspenseful counting, the Texas Election Bureau announced
unofficially on August 28 that Daniel had won by 3,547
votes.

When that agency announced the final count on

September 1, Daniel's lead stood at only 3,343 votes, or
50.12 percent.

This result constituted the closest Texas

governor's race since the creation of the Election Bureau."^^
Yarborough's impressive gain between the first and
second primaries owed much to 0'Daniel's endorsement.

While

the liberal candidate did well among African Americans and
working class Democrats, "Pappy's" support helped sway many
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rural voters.

This trend occurred most prominently in East

Texas counties.

Yarborough actually carried more counties

than Daniel, 146 to 108.

The judge gained strong support in

Central and West Central Texas.

Several Panhandle counties

backed Yarborough because they believed him more likely to
provide assistance for drought-stricken farmers and
ranchers.

Daniel made up for the Yarborough lead in rural

counties with large majorities in urban areas, particularly
Dallas and San Antonio.^®
Because of the narrow margin for Daniel, Yarborough at
first refused to admit defeat.

As the Election Bureau

counted votes, the judge implied that he might challenge a
Daniel victory by charging vote fraud.

Yarborough

supporters raised the possibility of challenging the results
in the upcoming Democratic State Convention.
however, soon changed his mind.

The candidate,

Yarborough announced on

September 4 that he had no intention of challenging the
election results.

He explained that any objection would

involve "expensive contest procedures" and be "impractical."
Instead, Yarborough promised to devote his energy toward
campaigning for Democratic nominee Adlai Stevenson in the
presidential election.^^
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Some Yarborough supporters believed that Daniel had
eked out a win thanks to bloc voting in South Texas counties
controlled by George Parr.

During the campaign, each side

had charged the other of courting the notorious "boss."
Parr had endorsed Daniel and spoken of him as a "friend,"
but denied that the senator solicited his support.

Daniel

renounced Parr's endorsement, promising if elected to "clean
up the corruption in Duval County."

The senator carried

Parr's strongholds in South Texas nevertheless. Robert
Dallek points out that, when the Federal Bureau of
Investigation heard news of vote fraud in South Texas, LBJ
stepped in to ensure that no investigation occurred which
might damage Daniel."°
Money represented a significant factor in Daniel's win.
The necessity of campaigning throughout the state and the
added expense of television appearances inflates the cost of
modern campaigns.

The senator set a new record for spending

on a gubernatorial race.
large margins.
$389,496.

He outspent his main rivals by

The Daniel campaign reported expenditures of

Yarborough spent only $176,574, while 0'Daniel

spent $138,456.
the campaign.

Yarborough actually ran out of money during

As the more conservative candidate, Daniel

attracted contributions from business interests, especially
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the oil industry.

The senator also gained support from the

major urban newspapers."^
While Daniel and Yarborough vied for the governorship,
Johnson and Rayburn defeated Shivers in a fight for control
of the Texas Democratic Party, thus ensuring that the state
party machinery would not support Eisenhower again.

Rayburn

especially resented the governor for his prominent role in
the 1952 presidential election.

In precinct conventions and

the first Democratic State Convention in May, the speaker
and Johnson allied with liberal loyalists to defeat the
"Shivercrats.""^
After their triumph over Shivers, Rayburn and Johnson
formed a moderate coalition with Daniel to minimize the
influence of liberals, who had always distrusted the
majority leader.

In this new alliance, Rayburn represented

a moderate liberal, Johnson a centrist, and Daniel a
moderate conservative.

As Yarborough represented the leader

of the party's liberal faction, the animosity between the
judge and Daniel continued during the second State
Democratic Convention in September.

Because of the

unusually close governor's race, the Fort Worth convention
now represented the ultimate chance for either liberals or
the Johnson-Rayburn-Daniei coalition to gain control of the
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party.

Daniel charged that a "minority faction" led by

Yarborough would attempt to "seize" the convention.

The

senator argued that union leaders sought to practice "rule
or ruin" tactics in support of Yarborough.

For his part,

the judge charged that Daniel and Shivers planned to seize
control of the party and "deliver Texas Democrats into the
hands of their enemies.""^
As the convention opened on September 11, the
proceedings soon degenerated into a shouting match between
liberals and moderates.

Yarborough supporters opposed both

Daniel and Johnson, contending that the senators represented
a conservative bloc.

Liberals saw the convention as a "big

steal" by the party establishment.

Throughout the

proceedings, Yarborough supporters booed Daniel.

Liberals

also heckled Johnson, almost drowning out the majority
leader's booming voice.

While moderates represented a

majority of the delegates, they barely maintained control of
the floor.

Only Rayburn's and Johnson's firm support of

Daniel staved off a leadership debacle.""
Control of the convention depended on disputed county
delegations.

Both sides contested the right to seat their

own delegations from several counties, including El Paso and
Harris.

Initially, Johnson convinced liberal El Paso leader
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Woodrow Bean to support Daniel, but Bean's colleagues
refused to support this move.

Johnson then pressured the

Credentials Committee into seating a moderate El Paso
delegation.

This move, combined with seating a pro-Daniel

Houston delegation, ensured that the senators maintained
control of the convention."^
The opposing factions also fought over the party
platform.

Liberals proposed a document which favored

abolition of the poll tax, creation of a state labor
department, and civil rights for African Americans.

Daniel

insisted on a plank which called for local control of
schools and denounced "forced" integration.

The senator's

supporters won the platform fight. The final document
contained a provision attacking "callous and unceasing
efforts to exploit the public schools as crucibles for the
forced mixing of the races.""^
After the convention ended, Daniel and labor leaders
blamed each other for the unseemly proceedings.

The senator

charged that "power hungry" AFL-CIO leaders came close to
usurping control of the party.

Daniel charged that "paid

union labor leaders . . . " organized liberal efforts to
heckle his speeches.

Labor leaders promised to "wage war"

on the "Shivercrats and Republicans" who dominated the
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convention.

Texas labor leader Jerry Holieman portrayed

Daniel as immature, saying "Price is like the little boy who
explains that he was late for supper because he had to fight
boogey-men on the way home.""''
The presidential campaign represented the next issue
confronting Daniel.

Since the Submerged Lands Act had

become law in 1953, the tidelands no longer constituted a
factor in the race.

Although Shivers again supported

Eisenhower, most Texas Democratic leaders backed the
Stevenson/Kefauver ticket.

Stevenson told Rayburn that he

would not oppose state ownership of the tidelands, as
Congress had already settled the issue."®
With the absence of any dispute over the tidelands,
Daniel planned to support the Democratic ticket.

He had

announced during the gubernatorial race that he had
supported Eisenhower in 1952 only because of Stevenson's
stand on the tidelands.

Daniel officially endorsed the

Democratic nominee at a September 18 Democratic rally in
Greenville.

The senator's announcement led Rayburn to

predict a Democratic sweep in the upcoming state and
national elections.

Even Yarborough praised Daniel's

decision to abandon Eisenhower.
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Despite this show of party

unity, however, Daniel confined his support to endorsing
Stevenson, and did not actively campaign for the nominee."^
Although most top Texas Democrats supported their
party, Eisenhower swept the state with an even larger
majority than he had in 1952.

The president won 55.3

percent of the statewide vote in 1956, as opposed to 53.2
percent four years earlier.

The Republican candidate won

all of the state's large cities in addition to gaining
support in rural East Texas, a traditional Democratic
stronghold.

In the gubernatorial election, Daniel easily

beat Republican nominee William R. Bryant, who received
slightly more than fifteen percent of the vote.^°
After the election, Daniel and Shivers engaged in a
dispute over the senator's replacement.

Daniel announced

his resignation on September 26, to take effect on January
15, 1957, or when a special election took place.

He urged

the governor to call an election within one to three months
The senator hoped that an early election would enable his
successor to take office as soon as the new Congress
convened. ^"'"
Shivers raised a legal objection to Daniel's
announcement.

The governor argued that a post-dated

resignation did not create an immediate vacancy.
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Shivers

delayed calling an election, arguing that Daniel should
resign "immediately and without conditions."

The governor

accused Daniel of refusing to step down immediately because
he wanted to "control" both the governor's office and the
junior senator position.^^
Daniel charged that Shivers refused to recognize his
resignation so that the governor could appoint a Republican
interim senator.

Daniel speculated that Shivers sought to

help the Republicans gain control of the Senate, which
currently contained forty-nine Democrats and forty-seven
Republicans.

If Shivers appointed a Republican, the parties

would become evenly balanced, resulting in G.O.P. control
through Vice-President Nixon's power to cast tie-breaking
votes.

Yarborough, observing this "letter writing contest,"

enjoyed the spectacle of his erstwhile opponents turning on
each other.^^
Shivers finally appointed a successor just before
Daniel became governor.

On January 15, 1957, Shivers named

William A. Blakley, a Dallas millionaire, to the interim
position.

The new senator was a conservative Democrat who

maintained ties with Shivers, Johnson, and Daniel, thus
bridging the split among Yarborough's opponents.

Johnson

announced that Blakley would side with the Democrats in the
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Senate, enabling the party to maintain its slim majority.
Daniel praised Blakley as a loyal Democrat and announced
that he would call a special election "as soon as possible."
As the governor-elect prepared to assume his new position,
this election loomed as the most important political issue
facing Texas Democrats.^"
The election contests of 1956 were the most challenging
of Daniel's political career.

Faced with opposition from

both liberals and segregationist conservatives, he won a
plurality in the first primary.

During that election and

the run-off, the name-calling between Daniel and Yarborough
reflected the bitter division between opposing wings of the
Democratic Party in Texas.

Factional infighting reached its

nadir during the State Democratic Convention.
With support from Johnson and Rayburn, Daniel defeated
the liberal challenge at the convention.

He then returned

to being a loyal Democrat during the presidential election,
although he made no effort to campaign for Stevenson.

The

resignation dispute with Shivers continued Democratic
factionalism into 1957.

On the eve of becoming governor,

Daniel faced the task of maintaining party unity while
strengthening his own political position.

If the Johnson-

Rayburn-Daniei coalition kept control of the party, the
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Democrats could resist the emergence of the state G.O.P. as
a significant force in Texas politics.
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CHAPTER VII
THE NEW GOVERNOR, 1957

J.J. "Jake" Pickle served as one of the key aides to
Daniel during his tenure as governor.

Pickle, who later

became a long-term United States congressman from Central
Texas, remembered that Daniel valued his assistance for
reasons beyond politics or policy.

At social gatherings,

the governor always insisted that Pickle get drinks for him.
As a Baptist and a clever politician, Daniel liked to create
the impression that he did not drink.

He therefore sent

Pickle to get "cokes" which contained a shot of bourbon.
Only the governor and his aide knew that Daniel enjoyed
whiskey.

Pickle performed a similar service when he joined

the Daniels in a visit to a nightclub in Juarez, Mexico,
during a Democratic Party meeting in El Paso.

When the

bandleader asked the governor of Texas to stand and receive
a salutation. Pickle played that role, thus allowing Daniel
to pretend that he did not frequent bars."^
These anecdotes illustrate a facet of Daniel's
personality that served him well as governor.

In public he

appeared as a quiet, respectable family man and a staunch
Baptist.

Texans saw their new governor as a low-key figure,
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in contrast to flamboyant personalities like Shivers and
Johnson.

One reporter called Daniel "the little Baptist

Lawyer from Liberty."

Behind the scenes, however, Daniel

proved as aggressive a politician as any of his
contemporaries.

When dealing with recalcitrant legislators,

liberal opponents, or allies like Johnson, the governor
proved to be an able executive.^
In spite of his position in the moderate conservative
wing of the Texas Democratic Party, Daniel favored several
progressive measures.

His ideology did not reflect that of

anti-government conservatives, but rather a business
progressive willingness to use state power to modernize
Texas.

He supported efforts to reform insurance regulation,

regulate lobbyists, manage water resources, and improve
education by raising teacher salaries.

While Daniel did not

have a boundless belief in the positive influence of
government, he did recognize that limited progressive
activity would help the state complete its transformation
from a rural society to a modern urban one.
outlook soon bore fruit.

This moderate

During the first session of the

new legislature, ninety percent of the governor's proposals
became law.^
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Daniel's interest in reform did not extend to racial
issues.

He took office at a time when segregation,

especially in public schools, represented an explosive issue
throughout the South.

The governor retained segregationist

views throughout his first term.

He supported "local

option" and "pupil placement" laws designed to evade
desegregation orders.

After President Eisenhower sent

troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, to enforce integration,
Daniel convinced the legislature to pass an "anti-troop"
bill which authorized the governor to close public schools
"occupied" by federal troops.
Daniel enjoyed the pomp and circumstance of his
inauguration on January 15, 1957. A parade and a round of
receptions represented standard procedure for such events.
As the weather had turned bitterly cold, the speeches and
swearing-in ceremonies took place indoors.
was not the only celebrity present.

The new governor

Evangelist Billy Graham

spoke, calling Daniel a "Christian statesman" who followed
the example of Eisenhower in proving that "a real man can go
to church.""
Daniel's inaugural address stressed both states' rights
and the "dynamic and constructive" use of legislative power.
He urged Texans to support progressive measures like water
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conservation, higher teacher pay, and regulation of
lobbyists.

By meeting state responsibilities, the governor

argued, Texas could avoid the need for federal aid, which
would result in centralized control.

Daniel promised to

fight for states' rights "with all the vigor at my command .
. ."to ensure that the national government remained within
"its respective sphere of action."^
The special United States Senate election to fill
Daniel's vacant seat represented an immediate priority.
Soon after his inauguration, Daniel announced that the
election would take place on April 2.

He selected this date

because it enabled the Senate election to coincide with
numerous municipal elections.

Unlike primary and general

elections, the candidate with the largest number of votes,
even if he did not gain a majority, would win this special
election.^
This race had a national as well as regional
importance.

The 1956 congressional elections had resulted

in a Democratic Senate majority of only one. A Republican
victory in Texas would return the Senate to G.O.P. control,
given Vice-President Nixon's tie-breaking authority.

The

campaign began in a confusing manner, as twenty-three
candidates vied to succeed Daniel.
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Only three candidates

had a real chance of winning.

The Democrats again split

between liberal and conservative candidates.

Yarborough

represented the liberal wing of the party, emphasizing the
need for Democratic unity in Washington, D.C

Martin Dies,

a former congressman from East Texas who had led the House
Committee on Un-American Activities during the early 1940s,
attracted conservative Democrats.

The Republicans hoped to

win control of the Senate through Thad Hutchenson, a Houston
attorney.

With two candidates to split the Democratic vote,

the G.O.P. had a rare opportunity to win a statewide
election in Texas.''
Democratic leaders worried that Yarborough might win if
Dies and Hutchenson split the moderate to conservative vote.
Daniel, Rayburn, and Johnson urged Dies to withdraw in favor
of Lieutenant Governor Ben Ramsey, whom they saw as a more
attractive candidate.

This plan failed when Dies refused to

drop out of the race.

Dallas legislator Joe Pool then

introduced a bill to require a run-off if no candidate
received a majority vote.

Supporters of the Pool bill,

including Daniel, argued that it reflected the principle of
majority rule.

Liberal opponents attacked the measure as a

"gut-Yarborough" effort.

The Pool bill ultimately failed,

partly because of opposition from an unexpected source.
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Shivers, now an opponent of the Johnson-Rayburn-Daniei
coalition, urged some of his remaining supporters in the
Legislature to vote against the measure.

In an ironic

display of factionalism. Shivers helped elect his former
enemy, Yarborough.®
The liberal candidate won the special election,
although he did not receive a majority of the votes.
Yarborough led with thirty-eight percent, while Dies
received twenty-nine percent, and Hutchenson won twentythree percent.

Yarborough gained support in big cities,

among labor union and minority voters, and in the rural
areas of Central and West Central Texas he had carried in
1956.

Hutchenson received most of his votes from big cities

and suburban areas, and the Texas Panhandle, reflecting
growing Republican strength in those areas.

Rural East

Texas, including his old congressional district, provided
the strongest support for Dies.^
The Yarborough victory represented a setback for party
leaders, but it did not signal an upsurge of liberalism
among Texas voters.

The unique circumstances of the special

election enabled Yarborough to win by maintaining a
coalition of liberal groups while conservatives split
between his opponents.

Hutchenson and Dies together
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received over fifty percent of the vote, a more accurate
reflection of the ideology of the Texas electorate.
Yarborough actually had won a higher percentage in his
gubernatorial campaigns of 1954 and 1956."'"°
In 1958, Yarborough gained a majority in a Senate race
against William Blakley.

Rayburn supported Yarborough in

that campaign, and Blakley's status as one of the wealthiest
men in the United States made the judge seem more
sympathetic to ordinary voters.

Nationwide Democratic gains

in congressional elections, a reflection of disillusionment
with the Eisenhower administration, also helped Yarborough.
Many Texans saw Blakley as a Republican in all but name.
The liberal candidate beat Blakley with a majority of fiftyeight percent and gained seventy-four percent over
Republican opponent Roy Whittenburg in the general election.
These results indicated that Texans kept their loyalty to
the Democratic Party even though the state remained
moderately conservative.
While opposing Yarborough's Senate aspirations, Daniel
also engaged in a symbolic dispute with Shivers over
appointments.

During the last week of his term, the former

governor had filled six Board of Regents vacancies at the
University of Texas and Texas A&M College.
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These

institutions represented the state's most important public
colleges, which made the regents political figures.

Shivers

believed that filling all vacancies represented an
appropriate action even at the end of his tenure in office.
Daniel objected, arguing that only the new governor should
be able to make such appointments."^^
The governor asked the Senate to withdraw the Shivers
nominees, claiming that their appointments seemed legally
questionable.

Daniel based his objection on a precedent

from 1933, when outgoing Governor Ross S. Sterling had
withdrawn three appointments to the University of Texas
Board of Regents to allow governor-elect Miriam A. Ferguson
to fill the vacancies.

Daniel urged the Senate to take this

action to preserve gubernatorial authority over the state's
higher education system.

The recent dispute over his United

States Senate resignation likely made Daniel even more
determined to prevail over Shivers."'""^
Supporters of the former governor resisted Daniel's
effort to withdraw the appointments.

Senator George

Parkhouse of Dallas led the opposition.

Parkhouse believed

that Daniel would reappoint all of Shivers' selections
except for Joe C

Thompson, a Dallas Republican.

Daniel

denied that he opposed Thompson for partisan reasons,
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instead saying that Dallas already had more than its share
of regents.

After several days of factional maneuvering.

Shivers supporters changed course and voted to withdraw the
nominees.

This reversal occurred after Daniel met privately

with Parkhouse.

Although neither participant announced the

results of that meeting, apparently the governor promised to
support Thompson if Parkhouse supported withdrawing the
appointments.

As soon as the Senate backed Daniel, he

nominated all of the Shivers appointees for the same
positions.

While this affair might seem pointless given the

results, it served to demonstrate Daniel's executive
authority while avoiding further divisions among moderate to
conservative Democrats."'""
Scandals in state regulation of the insurance industry
represented another remnant of the Shivers years that faced
Daniel.

Since 1953, Texas had suffered from an alarming

number of bankruptcies among insurance companies.

The State

Board of Insurance Commissioners had acquired a reputation
of being too lax in its regulatory duties.

Investigators

found that some commissioners had accepted gifts from
industry officials in return for ignoring fraudulent
activities.

The insurance scandal represented a major
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failing of the previous administration which necessitated
reform. ^^
Early in the legislative session, Daniel proposed a
reorganization of the State Board of Insurance
Commissioners.

He argued that the existing board could not

reform the industry, as its methods were "old and
inefficient."

The governor claimed that past commissioners

had operated as individuals rather than as a unified agency,
thus losing sight of imminent problems.

He urged the

legislature to make one commissioner an executive director
of the three-man board so that the commissioners would act
"as a unit."^^
Daniel spoke to the House Committee on State Affairs on
March 19.

He urged that body to adopt a bill sponsored by

San Antonio Representative Marshall 0. Bell, which sought to
replace the current board and to create an appointed
executive department head.

The governor asked for

slate" in insurance regulation.

a "clean

He urged legislators not to

continue the tenure of present members.

Instead, Daniel

wanted commissioners who were "without obligation to defend
past mistakes." Although the governor declined to blame
Shivers by name for appointing the scandal-tainted board, he
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made it clear that his predecessor's oversight remained
dubious.^''
Later that month, Daniel addressed the scandal issue in
a statewide radio and television broadcast.

He stated that

recent revelations of corruption among lobbyists,
legislators, and the insurance industry "make honest people
sick at heart."

Daniel used the occasion to take another

jab at Shivers, saying that he had received many "letters of
sympathy" from Texans who faulted the former governor for
dumping the last administration's scandals "in the lap" of
his own.

Daniel promised not to let the scandals hinder

enactment of a "constructive legislative program."

The

governor predicted that the current legislature would
produce the greatest number of reform bills since the late
nineteenth century James S. Hogg administration."'"®
The reform effort soon embroiled Daniel in a
controversy with John Osorio, the current chairman of the
Insurance Commission.

The commissioner accused Daniel of

offering a deal in which Osorio would keep his position in
return for supporting the governor's reorganization plan.
Osorio told legislators he had rejected Daniel's proposal,
leading the governor to oppose his Senate confirmation.

The

commissioner accused Daniel of favoring reorganization for
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political reasons.

The true motive behind the reform

effort, Osorio contended, was Daniel's desire for "absolute
control" of the agency.
charges as absurd.

The governor labeled Osorio's

He denounced the allegations as the

worst "false charges and misrepresentations . . ."he had
encountered in his political career.^^
Daniel won this dispute in late May, near the end of
the regular legislative session.

Senate Bill 222

incorporated the governor's recommendations for revamping
insurance regulation.

The bill created a three-member board

with an executive commissioner to coordinate administration.
The board members would serve full-time until August, 1958,
and then revert to part-time status.

This legislation

banned regulators from accepting gifts or conducting
personal business with insurance companies. The
reorganization also authorized the governor to appoint and
remove all board members.

Daniel signed the bill into law

and appointed new commissioners on June 13. The governor's
victory on the insurance regulation issue represented a
progressive effort to modernize state government.
New ethics rules for legislators and state employees
also represented a progressive measure by Daniel and the
Legislature.

The governor had called for a code of ethics
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during the 1956 campaign.

Representative Ben A. Glusing of

Kerville introduced House Bill 3 to tighten prohibitions on
using state office for personal gain.

The Glusing Bill

banned a legislator or a state employee from "accepting any
money, gift, or outside employment which would influence his
official actions."

Daniel signed the bill on April 24, and

it took effect immediately.2"'"
The governor continued efforts to reform state
government by advocating regulation of lobbyists.

He

objected to the activities of some lawmakers who engaged in
paid lobbying while serving in the Legislature.

Daniel also

believed that registering legitimate lobbyists would prevent
corruption by publicizing and regulating their activities.^^
Senator Crawford Martin of Hillsboro sponsored lobby
control legislation during the regular session.

His

proposal gained support among reformers, but failed to pass
before the Legislature adjourned.

Although similar bills

passed both the House and Senate,

contention between the

houses meant that no reform legislation passed until a later
special session.^^
That summer Daniel promised to continue the lobby
control issue in a special session.

He announced that most

legislators favored a reform measure.
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In an August press

conference, the governor responded to worries that a special
session would cost too much by asserting that inaction would
be worse.

He argued that "Texas is losing millions by

[scandals] hurting the good name of our state." Money spent
on a special session would be "peanuts" by comparison.
Daniel said that the legislature recognized the operations
of "legitimate" lobbyists, but had to regulate the
"undercover man" who "works in the dark and won't say who he
represents. "^"
Daniel announced in September that a special session of
the Legislature with lobby regulation as its top priority
would begin on October 14.

He made the announcement as part

of a Democratic rally in Huntsville where he stressed the
themes of reform and party harmony.

The governor called on

Democrats of all factions to focus on "public confidence"
and "good government."

Although Daniel often used states'

rights rhetoric to justify more conservative positions, in
this case he urged the legislature to pass a reform measure
to bring Texas into line with the federal government and the
twenty-nine other states that had lobby registration laws.
The emphasis on good government and modernization reflected
Daniel's business progressive outlook.
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To promote Martin's lobby registration bill, Daniel
embarked on a ten-day speaking tour in October.

He touted

reform at appearances in El Paso, Lubbock, Dallas, San
Antonio, and Austin.

The governor told audiences that the

Martin bill struck a balance between business and labor
interests by requiring lobbyists for both groups to
register.

He invoked images of Reconstruction by calling

opponents of lobby reform "modern-day carpetbaggers who hide
their identity and improper expenditures."

Daniel argued

that "nearly every member" of the legislature had campaigned
in favor of lobby reform during the 1956 election and
promised "we will enact that bill . . . ."^^
The legislature debated the Martin bill during October
and November.

As the measure came close to final passage, a

group of opponents gave one reporter an illuminating view of
the inner workings of state government.

On the final night

of the special session, opponents tried to halt approval of
a House-Senate conference committee's amended version of
lobby reform by stalling and proposing new changes. When
Speaker of the House Waggoner Carr called for a vote on the
measure, one opponent yelled that the action was "illegal."
Some lawmakers had been drinking for hours and lost control
when Carr pushed the bill through.
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Anti-reform

representatives called the speaker "Hitler," and the
sergeant-at-arms had to remove one inebriate who staggered
around calling Carr "a God damned son-of-a-bitch. "2"'
Daniel signed the Martin measure, Senate Bill 2, on
November 26.

The act required monthly reports on all money

lobbyists spent for "direct communication to influence
legislation."

The governor staged a signing ceremony with

the chief proponents of the measure, Martin and
Representatives Zeke Zbranek of Daisetta, Dick Corey of
Victoria, and Max Smith of San Marcos.

Daniel asserted that

their success proved that the people of Texas were "fed up
with those who try to obstruct good government."2®
Better maintenance of the state archives represented
another modernization measure Daniel supported.

He had

always had a strong interest in Texas history, and
maintained a large personal library of books on the subject.
On becoming governor, Daniel learned that the state had no
comprehensive plan for storing priceless historical
documents.

Indifference on the part of past legislatures

had resulted in storage of papers like the Texas Declaration
of Independence and William B. Travis' famous letter from
the Alamo in a Highway Department quonset hut.
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This

haphazard method led to gas stoves drying out some books and
papers in winter.^^
Daniel urged the legislature to remedy this problem by
appropriating unused money from the Department of Public
Safety to purchase land and build a permanent library.
House Bill 62 directed funds from the Motor Vehicle
Inspection Fund to build a new state archives and library
building which would also house the General Land Office.
The state completed construction of the archives center in
1962, during Daniel's final term as governor.

To mark the

occasion, officials held a dedication ceremony which
included the governor, legislators, and members of the
Library and Historical Commission and the Texas State
Building Commission. "^°
Daniel believed that water conservation efforts, like
the state archives, needed to be modernized.

During the

1956 campaign, he had promised to promote a comprehensive
water conservation plan.

Early in the legislative session,

the governor supported a plan by Senator Parkhouse that
would authorize a two hundred million dollar bond issue to
create a statewide water development agency.

The proposal

would use the funding to assist cities and counties in
building reservoirs to aid in conservation.
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Ironically,

Daniel and Parkhouse cooperated on the water issue at the
same time they fought over Shivers' university regents
appointments.^"'"
The governor spoke on water conservation in a February
speech to the Killeen Chamber of Commerce.

He predicted

that the Fifty-fifth Legislature would make "greater
strides" on the issue "than any other in our history."
Daniel admitted that previously the state had done little
"to shoulder its responsibilities" in water conservation
efforts.

He called for an end to "piece meal" activities by

local governments, saying that state-wide planning
necessitated action from Austin. ^^
The legislature failed to pass the bond issue during
the regular session, leading Daniel to add this issue to the
agenda of the special session.

The governor urged lawmakers

to adopt a long-range water conservation plan to foresee
state needs through the year 2000.

The plan nearly met

defeat when rural legislators objected to the removal of a
provision allowing farmers to use water from lakes on their
property without obtaining a permit from the Board of Water
Engineers.

Gulf Coast lawmakers insisted on requiring

permits because they believed omitting that rule would
result in inland farmers building too many lakes and
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reducing the flow of river water to the coast.

One rural

representative, Tony Fenoglio of Nocona, lambasted the
governor for supporting the coastal interests, saying "He
better get right with the farmers.

He's killing his fool

self running for a second term."^^
Despite this opposition, the Parkhouse bill passed, and
Daniel signed the measure in December.
member Water Development Board.

It created a six-

The governor appointed

members, who served overlapping six-year terms.

The Board

had authority to loan local governments up to one-third of
the cost of water development projects.

Daniel praised the

measure as "vital to our future" and said that it
represented "one of the most important pieces of legislation
in the history of Texas. "^"
While water conservation represented Daniel's
willingness to use state power for progressive goals, he
also demonstrated a reformist bent in his support of higher
pay for public school teachers.

He recognized that

education played a vital role in modernizing the state and
advocated that the legislature face its "responsibilities"
and "pay teachers a wage that will enable them to live like
other people."

The governor proposed a $399 annual raise

for teachers, advocating this action "for the good of our
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children and the future welfare of our state." The current
minimum annual salary stood at $2,805.

Daniel argued that

this low pay rate led many college graduates to avoid a
teaching career, since "thousands of trained school teachers
. . . are making less money than many day laborers." During
the regular session, Daniel met with legislators and state
budget officials, resulting in passage of a $399 pay
increase without the need for new taxes.^^
Although Daniel favored higher state spending on
education, he opposed federal aid to public schools. This
position reflected the governor's conservative, states'
rights ideology.

Daniel, like other southern conservatives,

believed that federal aid to state schools would result in
national control of a local responsibility.

In a November,

1956, speech to the Texas State Teachers Association, the
governor-elect used the specter of federal control to urge
Texans to "meet their responsibility and not grumble about
paying the bills."^^
Daniel continued attacks on federal aid to education
after becoming governor.

He attended a June, 1957, meeting

of the National Governors Conference at Williamsburg,
Virginia, where President Eisenhower advocated cutting
federal taxes by "returning certain responsibilities" to the
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states.

Daniel argued that federal aid to education

represented "the best place to begin . . . " and suggested
that the national government save money by avoiding
responsibility for "new fields."

In October, Daniel warned

that "With federal dollars will come federal controls, and
we have had enough of that."

The governor maintained that

public schools represented "the last bulwark of local selfgovernment . . . " which "must be preserved."^''
Daniel made these remarks during a period when many
Texans feared federal "interference" in public schools
because of the desegregation issue.

White opposition to the

Brown rulings had become a major issue during the 1956
governor's race.
desegregation.

No major candidate had endorsed

Democratic primary voters had approved by a

four-to-one margin referenda calling for state
"interposition" against integration, stronger laws against
racial intermarriage, and a law prohibiting "compulsory
attendance" at desegregated schools.

In September, Governor

Shivers had ordered Texas Rangers to prevent integration of
Mansfield High School and Texarkana Junior College.

Daniel

won the governor's election just as the racial climate in
38

Texas reached a dangerous level.
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Before taking office, Daniel outlined his views on
school segregation.

The governor-elect had not changed his

position on racial separation, but he did indicate a
different approach to local controversies.

Whereas Shivers

had used state police to maintain segregation, Daniel argued
that local districts should determine their position on
desegregation without state interference.

Although Daniel

clearly opposed integration, he downplayed its importance,
urging the legislature to focus on "other problems."^^
Daniel declined an opportunity to defend segregation in
a national forum during January and February, 1957, as
Congress debated civil rights legislation.

Former southern

colleagues urged the governor to testify against the
Eisenhower administration's proposed bill.

Texas

Representative John Dowdy charged that the measure "proposed
to set up a little Gestapo in the Attorney General's
office."

North Carolina Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. urged

Daniel to speak before the House and Senate Judiciary
Committees.

Although Daniel sympathized with opponents of

the civil rights bill, he declined the opportunity to
testify, claiming that "the tremendous amount of work . . ."
facing the legislature made an appearance impossible."
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Much of the work southern legislatures undertook during
Daniel's first term consisted of laws designed to defy or
delay integration.

Segregationist lawmakers in Texas and

other southern states sought to use state authority to
preserve the "Jim Crow" system.

Several states authorized

governors to close integrated public schools.

"Pupil

placement" laws, which allowed local authorities to evade
desegregation orders, represented another tactic.

Finally,

eight states passed legislation appropriating public funds
to private schools which remained all-white."^
Texas joined in this segregationist trend.

Shivers had

set up an Advisory Committee on Segregation in the Public
Schools after the Brown rulings to explore ways to maintain
racial separation.

The committee issued a report in

September, 1956, which called for the legislature to
"reconcile" Supreme Court rulings with white opinion by
enacting statutes to prohibit "forced integration."

East

Texas lawmakers introduced twelve bills to implement the
report's recommendations, including proposals to give state
money to private schools and to remove state funding of
integrated public schools.

Daniel saw most of these bills

as distractions from his priorities of insurance regulation,
lobby reform, and water conservation, so he convinced
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legislative allies to delay the segregation measures until
the end of the regular session."^
Outside of East Texas, most legislators had little
interest in segregationist legislation.

Only five of the

original twelve bills went through the House to the Senate.
Senators Henry B. Gonzalez of San Antonio and Abraham Kazen
of Laredo conducted a thirty-six hour filibuster which
succeeded in defeating all but two of the bills, one
requiring "local option" elections before schools
desegregated and a "pupil-placement" law.

The partial

success of the filibuster reflected the diverse ethnic
composition of Texas, as opposed to other southern states.
Gonzalez, one of the state's few Hispanic lawmakers,
represented the large Mexican American population of South
Texas.

Kazen, a second generation Lebanese American,

reflected the state's traditional openness to immigrants."^
The debate proved exhausting for Gonzalez and Kazen,
who took turns attacking the segregation bills and delaying
a final vote.
hours.

At one point Kazen spoke for over eleven

He predicted that if the legislature passed a pupil

placement bill, the Supreme Court would overturn it with
"One swoop of the pen."

He also denounced the Senate for

"fooling with human lives."

Kazen stated "It will be a
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sorry day when we have hyphenated Americans and second-class
Americans in Texas."

Gonzalez attacked segregation as a

legal stigma and warned that racial separation in schools
could be used against both African Americans and
Hispanics.""
Two segregation bills survived the filibuster.

House

Bill 231, sponsored by Virginia Duff of Ferris, provided
"standards other than race," such as health, moral
psychological, or intelligence as factors for pupil
assignment.

These requirements gave local officials excuses

to avoid assigning black students to white schools.

House

Bill 65, sponsored by Jerry Sadler of Percilla, required
voter approval before a school district desegregated.
Daniel signed the bills on May 23, announcing that he saw no
constitutional problems in the measures."^
That fall, a crisis in neighboring Arkansas revitalized
segregationist sentiment in Texas.

When a federal court

ordered Little Rock's Central High School to desegregate.
Governor Orval Faubus mobilized the Arkansas National Guard
and encouraged white mobs to block integration.

Although

President Eisenhower opposed the Brown decision, he saw
Faubus' actions as a threat to the constitutional authority
of the federal judiciary.

He therefore nationalized the
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state Guard and sent United States Army troops to Little
Rock, where they escorted black students to class."^
Whites throughout the South viewed Eisenhower's action
as "forced integration" reminiscent of "Black
Reconstruction."

Daniel shared these sentiments.

The

governor told Sadler that he admired Faubus, who "has done
as much to strengthen the cause of the South as all the
others put together."

Daniel sent a telegram to the

president, accusing him of adopting "the tactics of
Reconstruction days."

The governor asked whether Eisenhower

would now "occupy with troops every non-integrated school in
the South?"

Daniel "respectfully" urged the president to

withdraw the troops in the interest of "good will among the
races . . . ."

Eisenhower responded with a letter to Daniel

in which he expressed a desire to end the Little Rock crisis
as soon as possible.

The president argued, however, that to

remove the troops prematurely "would be to acquiesce in
anarchy and, ultimately, the dissolution of the Federal
Union. """^
Publicly, Daniel retreated from his remarks to Sadler
about Faubus.

Speaking from El Paso on September 29, the

governor blamed both Faubus and Eisenhower for the crisis.
Daniel promised that because Texans had a "calmer" attitude
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toward integration, there would be no need for "troops,
machine guns, and bayonets" in Texas schools.

He called

Faubus' actions "unfortunate" and the president's "doubly
unfortunate."

The governor noted that El Paso schools had

already desegregated, and said that other cities could solve
their own problems if "outside agitators" left them alone."®
After claiming that Texas would never face the threat
of federal troops in its schools, Daniel later proposed that
the legislature adopt an "anti-troop" bill to close down any
public school "occupied" by the military.

He met with East

Texas legislators in October, and promised to add
segregation to the agenda of the special session.

Daniel

also talked to Florida Governor Leroy Collins about a
recently passed school closing bill in that state.

Both

Daniel and Collins qualified as "moderates" on segregation,
even though they tacitly supported anti-integration laws."^
Daniel submitted his school closing proposal to the
legislature on November 13.

He justified the measure as

necessary to maintain law and order, to preserve "good
relations among all of our citizens," and to preserve
states' rights.

Daniel alluded to the Little Rock crisis as

a warning for Texas.

While he doubted that federal troops

would ever "occupy" Texas schools, the governor believed
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that the legislature should provide for closing schools in
an emergency "until such time as peace and order can be
restored or maintained without the use or occupation of
military troops."

Daniel ignored that Faubus, not the

federal government, had provoked the crisis by defying the
Supreme Court.^°
Gonzalez led the opposition to the new segregation
measure.

He lambasted East Texas legislators who sought to

"lower a corn-pone curtain over their area."

The San

Antonio Senator also denounced Daniel for stirring up racial
conflict.

He called the governor "a little man playing for

purely political motives."

Religious and labor leaders also

testified against the bill.

One Austin clergyman called the

"anti-troop" label misleading, asserting that the measure
actually represented "a pro-mob, anti-school, pro-federal
troop bill."^^
Moral and constitutional arguments failed to sway
segregationist leaders.

Tyler Representative Ben Ferrell

claimed that opponents of the "anti-troop" bill "seem more
interested in cramming social dogma down our throats than
they do in educating our children."

Sadler, the chief

sponsor of the legislation in the House, argued that
opponents represented "distinguished people" who "oppose law
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and order."

Attorney General Will Wilson rebutted

opponents' legal arguments by declaring the measure
constitutional .^2
Senators broke an all-day filibuster by Gonzalez and
Kazen on November 22, after which the "anti-troop" bill
easily passed.

The measure gave the governor authority to

close public schools if the local school board certified
that they faced "violence that only resort to use of
military force could prevent."
measure three days later.

The House approved the

Daniel praised the legislature,

saying "temporary closure is preferable to attempting to
educate our children under the control of troops and in the
atmosphere of rifles and bayonets."^^
The "anti-troop" bill showed that however "moderate"
Daniel might appear in comparison to other southern
governors, he remained a segregationist.

Neither Daniel nor

any other Texas governor ever implemented the measure, which
raises the question of whether he truly believed it
necessary or only sought to make a gesture to segregationist
sentiment.

Daniel certainly used passage of the school

closing bill to solidify his segregationist credentials.
even sent copies of the bill to several other southern
governors.

Daniel also approved two more segregationist
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He

bills from the special session.

One measure authorized the

attorney general to assist local school boards which
resisted desegregation suits, and the other required members
of civil rights organizations to register with the state.^"
By the end of his first year in office, Daniel had
assembled a mixed record as a business progressive governor
who supported some modernization measures while also
attempting to preserve "Jim Crow" schools in Texas.

His

successful promotion of insurance reform, lobby
registration, water conservation, and higher teacher pay
reflected the progressive facet of Daniel's outlook.

On the

other hand, his approval of the "local option" and "pupil
placement" bills, and his support for the "anti-troop" bill
showed that the governor remained a states' rights southern
Democrat.

In the context of the late 1950s South Daniel's

approach to segregation made him a "moderate" as opposed to
extremists like Faubus who welcomed confrontation with
federal authorities.
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CHAPTER VIII
SETBACKS AND DEFEAT, 1958-1962

The year 1957 proved to be the high point of Daniel's
gubernatorial career.

He had convinced the legislature to

enact most of his proposals and established his credentials
as a moderately progressive governor.

By contrast,

legislative sessions in 1959 and 1961 proved frustrating for
Daniel.

The governor and lawmakers spent most of their time

feuding over what type of taxes to enact in the face of
projected budget deficits.

In both sessions, Daniel seemed

to move to the left politically, attacking conservative
proposals for a sales tax and arguing for higher taxes on
corporations.

Ultimately, this effort failed, and Daniel

grudgingly accepted a sales tax in 1961. An abandoned
property, or escheat, bill on dormant bank deposits
represented the governor's only major legislative success
during this period.
Factionalism continued to plague the Texas Democratic
Party under Daniel's leadership.

Liberals organized in a

new group, the Democrats of Texas (DOT), to challenge the
Johnson-Rayburn-Daniei coalition.

Despite this opposition,

Daniel easily won reelection in 1958 and 1960.
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He also

played a prominent role in LBJ's 1960 presidential race.
1962, however, Daniel met final defeat.

In

The unpopular sales

tax and disillusionment with the three-term governor led
voters to choose John Connally over Daniel in the Democratic
primary.

This defeat effectively ended Daniel's years as a

major figure in Texas politics.
Soon after Yarborough's 1957 Senate election, liberal
leaders met in Austin to form a new group as a vehicle for
returning the Texas Democratic Party to "real Democrats."
The Democrats of Texas replaced the Democratic Advisory
Committee (DAC), which had led liberal opposition to
Shivers.

R.D. "Frankie" Randolph of Houston, who came from

a wealthy lumber and banking family, was the group's most
prominent leader.

Labor leader Jerry Holieman, president of

the Texas AFL-CIO, and Austin attorney Creekmore Fath were
other prominent leaders.

They pledged to fight the

"bossism" of Johnson and Daniel.

Yarborough praised the

DOT, saying "You have been my friends in time of need, and
I'm your friend in this time of triumph.""'"
Party leaders attacked the DOT as a threat to
Democratic unity.

State Chairman Jim Lindsey called the

organization "a splinter group of liberal-labor-loyalists"
and a "bunch of leftists, guided by labor organizers and
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lobbyists."

Daniel objected to the liberals using

"Democrat" in their title.

The governor also supported

efforts to portray the DOT as "an attempt by a few LiberalLabor zealots to control the politics of this state." As he
had during the 1956 campaign, Daniel sought to discredit
liberals by tapping into anti-union sentiment among Texas
voters.^
Liberals and conservatives clashed over a DOT proposal
to adopt a "code of ethics" during the February, 1958,
meeting of the State Democratic Executive Committee in
Austin.

The DOT hoped the proposed code would give liberals

a say in selection of executive committee members.

Randolph

pressed the committee to adopt "rules of fair play and
integrity . . ."in party administration.

Liberals also

lobbied for a party registration law to keep Republicans
from voting in the Democratic primary.

Daniel allies

defeated the DOT proposals and urged the liberal group to
disband so that the party could unite behind Johnson in the
1960 presidential nomination campaign.^
Factional politics continued during the 1958
gubernatorial campaign.

Daniel announced his candidacy on

April 18, urging voters to give him a second term in the
interests of good government and states' rights.
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The

governor based his reelection effort on resistance to
"further encroachments by the Federal government."

He spoke

out against federal aid to education and "forced"
integration while arguing that Texas could only maintain its
self-government by living up to its responsibility to
provide services like education."
Liberal leaders realized they had little chance of
beating the popular incumbent governor.

Henry B. Gonzalez

mounted an effort to give voters a liberal alternative by
challenging Daniel.

Although the San Antonio senator's

ethnicity. Catholic religion, and unabashed liberalism went
against the prevailing views of most Texas voters, Gonzalez
refused to allow the moderate to conservative faction an
uncontested victory.

Whereas Daniel emphasized states'

rights, Gonzalez stressed "human rights" and argued "We are
the federal government--you and I--and we should not look
upon it as a foreign power."

The senator argued that he

represented "The Only Democrat in the Race."
Another past opponent, "Pappy" 0'Daniel, mounted a
conservative challenge to Daniel.

The former governor

announced his candidacy in response to "the urgent request
of my friends from ail over Texas . . . " and promised to
focus on segregation and "Reckless spending" by Daniel.
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0'Daniel promised "There shall never be any Little Rocks in
big Texas." As in past campaigns, "Pappy" used the radio to
garner support from rural voters.

He also returned to the

populist rhetoric of his 1930s campaigns, calling Daniel a
"stooge" of the "money-changers" who oppressed working
people and farmers.^
Neither 0'Daniel nor Gonzalez represented a serious
threat to Daniel's reelection.

"Pappy's" old-fashioned

campaigning seemed out of place in an increasingly urban
state.

Rather than attacking Gonzalez directly, Daniel used

the state senator's candidacy to criticize liberal
Democrats.

Although the DOT had not endorsed Gonzalez, the

governor attacked the group as "an outlaw aggregation hoping
to obtain nothing but naked power in order to take over
Texas for the Northern and Eastern political bosses." Bill
Daniel aided his brother in attempts to link liberals to
"outside" interests.

During a July rally in Austin, Bill

stressed the solidarity between Texas and other southern
states.

He said "We're Southerners all the way," and urged

listeners not to "turn over" the South to outsiders.

These

statements reflected a common tactic of contemporary
southern politicians in labeling opponents as accomplices of
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"outside agitators" who sought to impose northern ideas on
the region.^
Gonzalez countered this rhetoric by attacking Daniel as
a "mediocre" politician who distracted attention from his
ineptitude by attacking Washington.

At a May 27 fund-

raising dinner in San Antonio, the senator accused his
opponent of playing "fast and loose with the hatred of
racism . . . " and asked "can we afford this Price?"

In a

June television speech, Gonzalez urged voters to elect him
so that he could "slip off this suffocating mantle of
mediocrity . . . " and "slap away the corrupting dead hand of
the immediate past . . . ."

Speaking at Corpus Christi in

July, the senator charged that Daniel had presided over a
"hypocritical, pussy footing, cowardly administration."

In

the final days of the campaign, Gonzalez stepped up his
attacks on the governor, whom he called "A sanctimonious,
deceitful and pious hypocrite who calls special legislative
sessions and approves bad laws."®
After months of mud-slinging on all sides, Daniel
defeated his two opponents by a landslide in the July 26
Democratic primary.

The governor garnered 799,107 votes,

just over sixty percent.

This percentage represented a huge

increase over Daniel's narrow margin in the 1956
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gubernatorial primary.

Gonzalez received 245,969 ballots,

slightly more than eighteen percent.
among black and Hispanic voters.

The senator did well

He carried several South

Texas counties with Mexican-American majorities.

In a clear

indication that 0'Daniel had lost much of his appeal , the
former governor ran third, with 238,767 votes.

Daniel took

advantage of his financial support from business interests,
easily outspending the combined efforts of his challengers.
In November, Daniel easily defeated the token campaign by
Republican Edwin S. Mayer, who received only 11.8 percent of
the vote.^
After defeating his primary rivals, Daniel prepared for
another factional battle with liberals at the September
Democratic State Convention in San Antonio.

The governor

and Yarborough engaged in a public relations duel for the
remainder of the summer.

Yarborough attacked Daniel for

"political bossism" and "one-man control" of the party,
predicting that a liberal convention victory would return
the Democrats "to the people of Texas . . . ."

The senator

lambasted Daniel for claiming to lead the state Democratic
Party when he "led the fight for the Republicans in Texas in
1952 and secretly gave the Republicans comfort in Texas in
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1956."

Yarborough argued that the governor represented only

"Eisenhower Democrats" who "are practically extinct now.""'"°
Daniel challenged Yarborough's statements by asserting
that conservatives would "snow under" liberals at the
convention.

In a less than subtle allusion to the Battle of

San Jacinto, the governor claimed that "By the time its
over, they'll be crying, ^Me no DOT.'"

Daniel denied that

his past support of Eisenhower represented a real issue for
Texas Democrats.

As for intra-party disputes, the governor

argued that the DOT bore sole responsibility for encouraging
disunity."'"^
The September 9 convention resulted in a victory for
party leaders over liberals.

Daniel allies defeated a

liberal candidate for chairman by a 2956 to 1788 vote.
Delegates voted to require the DOT to remove Democrat from
its name.

One resolution lauded Johnson and Rayburn,

prominent opponents of the liberal group.

The convention

endorsed LBJ for president in the 1960 campaign.

The party

platform also reflected the more conservative aspects of
Daniel's ideology.

The document called for preservation of

states' rights and attacked federal attempts to integrate
southern schools by "the use of force, military or otherwise
. . . ."

One plank condemned the "usurpation of power" by
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the United States Supreme Court and called for "judicial
self-restraint."

In a slap at the DOT, the platform urged

lawmakers to revise election laws to deter "minority
control" of the party.

Daniel also devoted much of his

convention address to criticism of the DOT as a "splinter
group" which existed "simply for the sake of opposition."^2
Although Daniel supporters dominated the convention,
liberals protested the attacks on their organization.
Already upset over moderate conservative control of the
proceedings, members of the DOT decided to demonstrate when
allies of the governor vetoed two liberal candidates for
membership in the State Democratic Executive Committee.
After the meeting adjourned, Randolph led one thousand
protesters in an anti-Daniel demonstration."'"^
Daniel's victories in the gubernatorial race and state
convention of 1958 put him in a stronger political position
as his second term began.

Despite this greater influence,

the 1959 legislature resulted in few successes for the
governor.

Partly, this situation reflected a transition in

state politics, as the emotional issues surrounding school
segregation became less prominent.

During this period,

state government drew less attention as it focused on more
mundane matters of taxation and spending.
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As Daniel prepared for the new legislative session, he
called for increased spending on state services and, if
necessary, new taxes.

As early as February, 1958, the

governor asserted that population growth and the increasing
urbanization of Texas required more active state government.
Daniel urged Texans to support higher spending on public
schools, higher education, and prisons because the
alternative was to turn over these responsibilities to the
federal government.

When Comptroller Robert S. Calvert

predicted a budgetary deficit if the legislature did not
raise taxes to meet new spending needs, Daniel appointed a
special committee to investigate ways to eliminate wasteful
spending and produce new tax revenue."'""
In December, the governor offered a budget which called
for a ten percent increase in state spending.

The prison

system represented the largest single source of the proposed
outlays.

Daniel called for hiring more parole officers and

accelerating construction of new facilities, as current
prison overcrowding represented a "dangerous situation."

He

also proposed spending nearly five million dollars on
improvements in the operations and facilities of the State
Youth Council, which dealt with juvenile delinquency.

Other

proposals included more spending on education, hospitals.
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and "special schools" for the mentally and physically
handicapped.

These proposals reflected Daniel's business

progressive outlook on the role of state government.^^
Daniel's second inaugural address stressed the theme of
meeting state responsibilities as a way to protect states'
rights.

He lauded the Fifty-fifth Legislature for its

accomplishments on water conservation, lobby regulation, and
teacher salaries.

Daniel said that these previous efforts

meant that the new session "will not face anything like this
number of major legislative proposals."

Instead, the

legislature should concentrate on "further improvements" of
existing state services.

The governor recommended new taxes

and proposed an abandoned property bill as ways to meet the
state's financial needs."""^
Daniel soon presented a specific tax plan to the
legislature.

He opposed retail sales or income taxes.

Instead, the governor called for increasing levies on
natural gas production and the franchise tax on
corporations.

Daniel's justification for the new measures

stood in contrast to his conservative stance on other
issues.

He argued that national corporations should pay a

"just tax" on gas they produced in Texas.

Ironically, the

governor's position on taxing corporations put him in league
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with liberal and labor leaders, who also favored levies on
businesses over a general sales tax that would
disproportionately affect working-class consumers."'"''
Conservative legislators and business executives
opposed the governor's plan, instead calling for a sales
tax.

One oil company president accused Daniel of making the

industry a "scapegoat" for the state's financial problems.
The governor attacked conservative proposals for "broadbase" taxes on sales as "actually a gross income tax on
every person who spends all he makes each month."

Calling

for "ability to pay" corporate taxes rather than regressive
retail levies, Daniel argued "It is manifestly unfair to tax
a man in proportion to the children he must support." While
this rhetoric might seem out of character for a moderately
conservative governor, it actually showed a consistency of
outlook dating back to his 1939 opposition to 0'Daniel's
18

transactions tax.
The governor appealed directly to Texas voters to
support his corporate tax program.

He spoke in a Sunday

afternoon radio broadcast on March 22.

Daniel accused oil

and gas company lobbyists of leading an "arrogant" attempt
to force a sales tax on Texas.

He urged listeners to write

their legislators and speak out against a sales tax that
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proponents sought to enact "under one name or another."
Daniel argued that his program would not cause corporations
to leave Texas for neighboring states, whose tax rates were
higher than what he proposed.

He also alluded to the defeat

of 0'Daniel's sales tax proposal in 1939, when the
legislature defeated "these same lobbyists" despite having
had "a governor singing their tune on the radio every Sunday
morning. "^^
When the legislature adjourned that summer, Daniel and
his opponents had reached a stalemate.

House Bills 20 and

843, which embodied the governor's program of corporate
taxes and higher levies on natural gas production, failed.
On the other hand, several proposals to impose a sales tax
also met defeat.

To meet state spending needs, the

legislature compromised by raising existing excise taxes on
cigarettes, liquor, and some consumer goods.

While Daniel

lost this effort to enact his idea of fair taxation, his
attacks on corporations and lobbyists helped to defeat a
general sales tax.

The 1959 legislative session provided

for short-term spending goals, but the larger question of
the ideology behind the state's tax system remained
unresolved.^°
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While demonstrating his willingness to criticize oil
and gas companies, Daniel also took on another powerful
industry, banking.

In February, the governor proposed an

abandoned property, or escheat, bill.

House Bill 32,

introduced by Representative Jim Bates of Edinburg, sought
to transfer to the state twenty million dollars in unclaimed
bank deposits which had stood dormant for seven years or
more.

Daniel argued that banks should not be able to profit

from deposits left unclaimed by owners who had died and did
not have any known heirs.

Many banks took over dormant

accounts through large service charges.^"'"
Opponents denounced the governor's proposal as
"socialistic," an odd term to apply to a politician with
Daniel's credentials.

Attorneys representing the banking

industry filed a protest with the legislature, arguing that
the escheat bill was unconstitutional.

They argued that the

measure violated the Texas Constitution, as it would apply
retroactively, and that it constituted state interference
with the "obligation of contract."^^
As the legislature debated the escheat bill, Daniel
again spoke out against corporate power.

He announced that

he had "never felt stronger about the justice of any fight
except the tidelands battle, . . . ." Answering opponents
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who accused him of wanting to "steal" private money, Daniel
charged that banks perpetrated the real theft by "rendering
no services but using the money interest free." Senator
Crawford Martin, the governor's chief ally in the
legislature, also spoke out on the issue.

He warned that if

banks continued their opposition to the escheat bill, they
would gain nothing but "public scorn and distrust."2^
The escheat measure failed to pass either house of the
legislature.

On June 9, the House defeated H.B. 32 by a

rare tie vote.
measure.

This result constituted final defeat for the

Martin had hoped to enact a similar measure in the

Senate, but the House action made his proposal meaningless.
Daniel blamed this loss on the Texas Bankers Association,
which he accused of "greed, selfishness, and pressure
tactics."^"
While Daniel's positions on taxes and the abandoned
property bill seemed liberal, when the tidelands controversy
reemerged he returned to traditional states' rights
arguments.

He believed that the Submerged Lands Act had

determined final ownership of offshore oil deposits.

In

November, 1957, however. United States Attorney General
Brownell shocked Texans by suing the state.
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The Justice

Department argued that Texas owned only three miles, not ten
miles, of the tidelands.^^
Brownell's action prompted an outcry in Texas.

Daniel

protested to Eisenhower, claiming that the attorney general,
who planned to leave the administration soon, "had to give
Texas one last kick in the back."

The president responded

that he still supported the Texas claim, but that the
Supreme Court had required Brownell to include Texas as part
of a similar suit against Louisiana.

Daniel addressed the

legislature on the issue, calling on all Texans to "unite"
in defense of their tidelands.

He urged Eisenhower to halt

the Justice Department suit.^^
The Supreme Court heard arguments on the Texas case in
October, 1959.

Daniel appeared before the justices to argue

for the three league boundary.

He and Attorney General

Wilson cited historical precedent and the Submerged Lands
Act as the basis of the Texas claim.
issue on May 31, 1960.

The Court ruled on the

The justices found that Texas and

Florida had a three league boundary, but other coastal
states only controlled three miles of the tidelands.
lauded the decision as a victory for Texas schools and
declared the day a public holiday.^''
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Daniel

The tidelands suit did not constitute the only legal
dispute between Texas and the federal government in 1960.
Late that summer, school segregation again became a
prominent issue.

After the legislature passed "local

option" and "pupil placement" laws in 1957, Texas made
little progress toward desegregating its schools.

By the

end of the decade Houston ranked as the largest segregated
school district in the nation.

That dubious distinction

came under fire, however, when federal district judge Ben C
Connally ordered the Houston Independent School District
(HISD) to implement a "stair-step" plan to integrate one
grade per year, beginning with the first grade.^®
Although the desegregation order represented only
"token" integration, many white parents reacted with anger
to the thought of their children attending integrated
schools.

While Houston represented an expanding metropolis

in the forefront of regional urbanization, most white
residents still held the social and racial mores of the
South.

The School Board majority reflected these attitudes,

In late August that body voted four to two to ask Daniel to
"interpose" state authority against the court order.

The

board argued that immediate integration would "seriously
impair the educational opportunities of both races, . . . "
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and cited voter approval of the 1956 interposition
referendum as reasons for the governor to intervene.^^
Given Daniel's past support of segregation, white
Houstonians had reason to believe that he would support
their defiance of the court.

The governor had implied

during his first term that the state would aid local
districts opposed to desegregation.

Daniel surprised the

board by refusing to intervene, however.

He wrote School

Board President Henry A. Petersen that interposition had
failed in Virginia, and argued that keeping lawsuits at a
local level represented the best way for Texas to preserve
segregation.

Daniel claimed that this tactic would hinder

integration by requiring separate cases for each school
district, while interposition "would simply give the
opposition an opportunity to get an injunction against the

Daniel's refusal to intervene in Houston represented a
political calculation that "Massive Resistance" was no
longer a viable option in Texas. As his comments to
Petersen illustrate, the governor had not changed his views
on segregation.

Whatever the motives, this case constituted

a significant advance in desegregation.

Soon after Daniel

declined to support the Houston School Board, Wilson issued
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a ruling that Houston would still receive state funds, even
though the district had not complied with the state's "local
option" law.

At the same time. The United States Fifth

Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans refused to overturn
the desegregation order, thus ending any hope of preserving
separate schools in Houston.

These events represented the

end of "Massive Resistance" in Texas. ^"'"
Election year politics, not segregation, constituted
Daniel's main concern in 1960.

His bid for a third term

resulted in a race between a moderate and a conservative, as
no liberal emerged to challenge the governor.

Jack Cox, a

Breckenridge oil drilling contractor and supporter of
Shivers, ran against Daniel from the right.

The Committee

on Public Education (COPE) of the Texas AFL-CIO reacted to
this situation by endorsing Daniel, as its members believed
he represented the lesser of two evils.

The labor group

acknowledged past differences with the governor, but backed
him against Cox because of his stand on the sales tax.
Daniel made taxes the main issue of this campaign.

He

argued against both a sales tax and a personal income tax.
The governor sought to rally opposition to a sales tax by
claiming that income taxes inevitably resulted after
adoption of retail levies.

He argued that sales taxes
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hindered industrialization and imposed unfair burdens on
consumers.

When Shivers announced his support of a sales

tax, Daniel lambasted his former rival.

The governor said

that Shivers had always opposed that type of tax while in
office.

Now, Daniel argued, "his views have changed since

he became president of a gas pipeline company."^^
Cox supported a sales tax, and charged that the
governor's abandoned property proposal represented "a step
toward socialization in Texas."

He concentrated most of his

efforts, however, on accusing Daniel of seeking to
perpetuate his political career indefinitely.

The

challenger charged that Daniel secretly aspired to a fourth
term as governor and then to return to the United States
Senate.

As the May primary neared. Cox told audiences

"Texans must decide to get rid of Price Daniel in Saturday's
election or be prepared to put up with him indefinitely."^"
Daniel easily beat Cox in the May 8 Democratic primary.
The governor won 908,992 votes to 619,834 for his
challenger.
Daniel.

This total represented nearly sixty percent for

Perhaps because of business anger at the governor's

tax proposals. Cox raised over four times as much campaign
money as the incumbent.

The absence of a liberal opponent

and the increasing numbers of conservative Democrats who had
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switched to the Republican Party gave the moderate Daniel
broad support over Cox.

In the general election. Republican

candidate William M. Steager predicted that conservative
Democrats would help him bring two-party politics to Texas.
Voters still maintained their Democratic loyalty, however,
and the Republican gained only twenty-seven percent of the
vote.

This total did reflect the growing strength of the

state G.O.P., however, as it more than doubled the 1958
Republican gubernatorial vote.^^
In addition to securing his own reelection, Daniel
played a prominent role in the effort to win the Democratic
presidential nomination for Johnson.

As party members

prepared for the July national convention in Los Angeles,
LBJ emerged as the leading challenger to John F. Kennedy.
Daniel and Rayburn had endorsed Johnson in 1959 and sought
to rally Texas Democrats to his campaign.

Although LBJ

lagged behind the charismatic Massachusetts senator in the
primaries, Daniel predicted that Johnson would carry the
national convention.

The governor and Rayburn presided at a

May fund-raising dinner in Austin, promising to unite the
state party behind LBJ.

Addressing worries that Texas

liberals might oppose him, LBJ dismissed them as "little
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people" and compared liberal leaders to the anti-Roosevelt
"Texas Regulars" of 1944.^^
Before he could secure the presidential nomination,
Johnson had to protect his position in Texas.

Liberals, now

calling themselves Democrats of Texas Clubs (DOTC), opposed
LBJ as the leader of the state party establishment.

They

saw an opportunity to challenge the Johnson-Rayburn-Daniei
coalition at the first state Democratic convention,
scheduled for June 14 in Austin.

The June convention named

delegates for the national gathering.

Democratic leaders

scheduled a second state convention for September, to focus
on state issues.

DOTC leaders challenged Johnson at the

first convention by insisting that the meeting adopt an
"ironclad" loyalty pledge, requiring delegates to support
all Democratic nominees. ^^
Johnson's allies soundly defeated the DOTC at the state
convention.

Labor leaders split with Randolph and other

prominent liberals, opting to support the LBJ candidacy.
The proposed loyalty pledge lost in a 2,252 to 40 vote.
Randolph and Fath, who had threatened to bolt the convention
if the loyalty pledge failed, managed only to assemble a
small protest.

When most liberal delegates refused to join
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the protest, one Randoplh supporter asked "Isn't anybody
coming out?"^®
After removing the DOTC as a serious threat, Johnson
and his supporters traveled to Los Angeles for the
Democratic National Convention.

Daniel asserted that

Kennedy efforts to "rig and stampede" the convention would
backfire in LBJ's favor.

The governor joined Johnson on the

eve of the convention in attacking Kennedy for putting
campaigning over his "Senate duties."

The majority leader

argued that he had been too busy running the Senate to be
"out there kissing babies" and criticized Kennedy's supposed
immaturity .^^
The convention resulted in an overwhelming Kennedy
victory.

Johnson could not overcome his "wheeler-dealer"

image and the distrust many northern liberals held for him.
After the nomination, Kennedy asked LBJ to accept the vicepresidential nomination.

The majority leader hated the idea

of being subordinate to his erstwhile opponent, but accepted
the offer.

Johnson realized that the vice-presidency would

make him a national figure, thus escaping his regional
image.

The Texas delegation universally deplored its

leader's decision.

Rayburn and Johnson's aides tried to

talk him into rejecting the offer.
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Daniel joined this

effort, claiming that Americans would never elect "this boy
[Kennedy]."

The governor also doubted that a majority of

Texas voters would elect a Catholic candidate."°
Returning to Texas, Daniel kept the September 20 state
Democratic Convention in Dallas behind the Kennedy-Johnson
ticket.

He defeated efforts by both the DOTC and a

conservative Houston delegation to disavow the party
nominees.

The Texas Democratic Party platform again called

for a defense of states' rights.

Daniel acknowledged that

he opposed the civil rights plank of the national party
platform, but said he would support the presidential ticket.
When liberal hecklers booed Johnson's name, Daniel accused
them of using the convention as "a forum for the Republican
party. ""^
Despite his dislike of Kennedy and objections to the
party platform, Daniel campaigned for the Democratic
nominees.

He argued that the presence of Johnson in a new

Democratic administration would give Texas and the South an
ally in the White House.

In an October 19 appearance at San

Marcos, the governor ignored Kennedy's place on the ticket,
instead urging Texans to elect one of their own vice
president.

Just before the election, Daniel told a Bryan
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audience that Texas would have "greater influence" in
Washington with LBJ in the administration."2
In a race that turned as much on personality as on
national issues, Kennedy beat Nixon by one of the narrowest
margins in American history.

Nationwide, the Democrat won

by less than one percent of the popular votes, 49.7 percent
to 49.6 percent.
went for Kennedy.

Only seven of the ex-Confederate states
Texas returned to the Democrats for the

first time since 1948, but by a narrow margin of 46,233
votes from a total of 2,311,670 votes cast."^
During and after the presidential election, Daniel
received honors from his fellow governors.

The September 27

meeting of the Southern Governors Conference elected the
Texan chairman for a one year term.

Daniel urged the group

to "stand together" against federal attacks on states'
rights, citing Texas' success in the tidelands dispute.
That December, Daniel won another regional position when the
Interstate Oil Compact Commission elected him president at
its Phoenix meeting.

The Texan urged officials from other

oil-producing states to promote oil conservation and resist
increases in foreign imports.

While neither position

resulted in noteworthy actions by Daniel over the next year.
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the leadership positions showed that other regional
governors held him in high regard.""
Once LBJ left the Senate, Daniel had to appoint an
interim successor and call a special election to replace the
majority leader.

As he had in 1957, the governor appointed

William Blakley to the vacancy.

Daniel set April 4, 1961,

as the date of the special election.

Unlike the 1957

election, this race operated under a new law that required a
run-off after one month if no candidate received a majority
in the first election."^
Several candidates vied to succeed Johnson.

Blakley

represented conservative Democrats, running for a full term.
John Tower, a government professor at Midwestern University
in Wichita Fails, sought to become the first Republican to
represent Texas in the United States Senate since
Reconstruction.

Liberal Democrats split between Gonzalez

and former state representative Maury Maverick, Jr. Will
Wilson and Fort Worth Representative James C

Wright also

entered the race as moderate candidates.
Tower emerged as the leader in the first vote, although
he did not receive a majority.

The Republican candidate

received 324,465 votes, or 31.5 percent.
among several contenders.

Democrats split

Blakley followed Tower with
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188,809 votes, 18.3 percent of the total.

Wilson and Wright

came next, with 16.3 and 11.7 respectively.

The liberal

candidates Maverick and Gonzalez received roughly 10 percent
each."''
These results meant that the run-off featured two
conservatives.

Although Tower and Blakley represented

opposing parties, they differed little in ideology.

Both

favored states' rights, opposed federal aid to education,
and criticized foreign aid programs.

Blakley even urged

that the United States leave the United Nations.

Faced with

a choice between two conservative candidates, Randolph and
other liberals hoped for a Tower victory.

The DOTC leader

saw a Republican victory as a possible boost for liberals in
that it might lead conservative Democrats to become
Republicans, resulting in more liberal influence in the
Democratic Party.

Under these circumstances, liberal

Democrats and conservative Republicans had a common interest
in challenging the Johnson-Rayburn-Daniei coalition that
currently dominated Texas politics."®
Aided by liberal Democrats declining to vote. Tower
narrowly beat Blakley in the May 28 run-off.
gained 50.45 percent of the vote.

Tower's victory

represented a stunning setback to Democrats.
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The Republican

It also

reflected the changing nature of Texas politics, as the
G.O.P. candidate won most of his support in big cities.
Houston and Dallas returned especially large majorities for
Tower.

He also benefited from black voters, who opposed

Blakley as a traditional segregationist Democrat.

Party

leaders, including former president Truman, blamed the loss
on Blakley, who had attacked the Kennedy administration
during the campaign.

Truman summed up this attitude by

saying "The so-called Democrat ran just like a Republican
and got just what was coming to him.""^
Tower's upset victory did not constitute the only
setback for Daniel in 1961.

The state still faced a huge

budget deficit which called for new taxation to maintain
government services for a growing population.

The Fifty-

seventh Legislature spent most of its time fighting over
various taxation plans, ultimately forcing Daniel to accept
a sales tax despite his past opposition to similar measures.
Daniel proposed a "broad based" "growth" tax to solve the
financial crisis.

He argued that a one percent payroll tax

represented the best method to raise money without imposing
either a general sales tax or a graduated income tax.

The

governor proposed a payroll tax which employer and employees
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would split evenly.

The first one thousand dollars of

income would be exempted.^°
Daniel presented his tax plan to the legislature on
January 19, 1961.
reception.

Lawmakers gave the governor a cold

Legislators applauded Daniel only once, at the

end of the fifty-seven minute speech.

One lawmaker turned

his back on the governor and joked with friends, while
others wrote letters or read newspapers.

Few listeners

backed the proposal, and many accused Daniel of trying to
"pass the buck" to the legislature by not supporting a sales
tax.^^
The payroll tax idea quickly died in the legislature.
In February, San Antonio Representative Marshall 0. Bell
proposed a constitutional amendment to ban income or payroll
taxes which easily passed the Constitutional Amendments
Committee.

Daniel recognized the hopeless status of his

plan and conceded that several "selective" sales taxes
represented the best alternative.^^
Instead of selective levies, Longview Representative
John Allen introduced a two percent general sales tax.

He

justified the measure for taxing "what you spend and not
what you earn."

The House approved the measure in April.

After months of acrimonious debate, the Senate approved a
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sales tax in August.

House Bill 20 levied a two percent tax

on retail sales with several exemptions, including food,
prescription drugs, farm machinery, and religious books.^^
Daniel accepted the sales tax as the only viable
alternative to a financial crisis.

The governor announced

that he would let the measure become law without his
signature.

After filing the bill, Daniel explained that

lack of legislative support for other tax measures required
him to accept the sales tax to keep operating schools,
hospitals, and other state institutions.

He argued that a

veto would be "disastrous" to school children and others who
depended on state spending and that "there was no longer
time to re-fight the tax battle."

The governor paid a

political price for reversing his opposition.

A September

poll showed that Texans disapproved of the sales tax by a
fifty-four percent to thirty-nine percent margin.

The same

poll showed, however, that respondents blamed the
legislature over the governor by thirty-four percent to
twenty-three percent.^"
While the sales tax represented a serious defeat for
Daniel, he managed to obtain passage of one of his major
proposals.

During the regular and special sessions of 1961-

1962, the legislature debated the governor's abandoned
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property measure.

Representatives Charles Hughes and Paul

Haring introduced House Bill 1 in January, 1961.

This

measure differed from the 1959 escheat proposal in that it
required the state treasurer to publicize the name of
dormant account holders before beginning judicial
proceedings to transfer the funds to the state if no one
came forward to claim the money.^^
The governor and legislative allies like Crawford
Martin traded charges with banking representatives who
opposed the bill.

Daniel called the current escheat system,

in which dormant funds theoretically reverted to the state,
but were rarely enforced, "one of the greatest wrongs that
has ever been done."

He promised to call special sessions

until the abandoned property bill passed.

One banker

retorted "I've been a banker a long time and I know a lot
more about banking than you do." AFL-CIO leaders backed
Daniel on the escheat bill, praising the governor "for
drawing the Travis line on expansion of escheat enforcement
to banks."^^
A special session of the legislature finally passed
H.B. 1 during January, 1962.
priority of that session.

Daniel had made it the top

He called abandoned property

debate "one of the longest and hardest" battles of his
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gubernatorial career.

Daniel argued that money from dormant

accounts would more than justify the cost of the special
session, even after missing owners claimed their accounts.^^
In spite of his success on the escheat bill, Daniel
faced a tough reelection fight in 1962. The sales tax
remained unpopular, and retail clerks reminded customers to
"add a penny for Price."

Five candidates emerged to

challenge the incumbent in the Democratic primary.

John

Connally, who recently had resigned his post as Secretary of
the Navy, represented the strongest moderate conservative
challenge.

Houston attorney Don Yarborough (no relation to

Senator Yarborough) ran as a populist liberal.

Wilson and

former Highway Commissioner Marshall Formby ran as moderate
conservatives.

On the far right, retired General Edwin

Walker represented extreme anti-Communists.

The general had

become famous for charging that "reds" had infiltrated the
58

Kennedy administration.
Daniel asked voters to give him a fourth term because
of his accomplishments in lobby reform, teacher pay, highway
construction, and for standing up to "special interests."
Understandably, the governor downplayed his last-minute
approval of the sales tax.

Daniel also hinted that Connally

represented a Kennedy administration candidate, while
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arguing that "they [JFK and LBJ] have better judgment than
to try to tell the people of Texas who to run for governor."
Of course, in making this statement, Daniel wanted voters to
make just that assumption.^^
Although he had been a key Johnson ally since the
1940s, Connally denied any ties to the national
administration.

He focused on criticism of Daniel for

seeking a fourth term.

The ex-cabinet member asserted that

the real issue of this race was "perpetuation of one man in
control of the governor's office." Attacking Daniel for
poor leadership on the sales tax issue, Connally called for
a "fresh team" of state officials to "unite" Texans and
avoid the costly special sessions of the Daniel years. ^°
Besides Connally, Wilson represented the only viable
moderate conservative challenger to Daniel.

The attorney

general promised to cut back state spending and use the
savings to cut the "Daniel sales tax" in half.
attacked Daniel's ethics.

Wilson also

In an April television address,

the attorney general charged that Daniel had used his
political influence to obtain cheap real estate in Liberty
County.

Wilson argued that the governor had purchased two

million dollars worth of land while his total earnings as
attorney general, senator, and governor amounted to only
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260,000 dollars.

Wilson called for a "full disclosure" law

to publicize state officials' earnings.

Daniel dismissed

the charges as "false, distorted, and libelous."^"'"
Yarborough, an open supporter of the Kennedy
administration and the only liberal candidate in the race,
also attacked the sales tax.

He argued that national

corporations had forced the measure on ordinary Texans. In
addition, the Houston attorney addressed the supposed
cultural inferiority of Texas.

He promised to create a

governor's council on the fine arts which would promote "our
great Texas heritage and at the same time dramatically
improve the image of Texas in the eyes of the rest of the
nation. "^^
Daniel ran third in the May 6 Democratic primary,
behind Connally and Yarborough.

Connally garnered nearly

thirty percent of the vote, while Yarborough came next with
twenty-two percent.

Daniel received just over seventeen

percent, and the other contenders got less than twelve
percent each.

Connally did well in traditional conservative

urban areas, but also gained some liberal votes because of
his identification with the Kennedy administration.

Since

no candidate received a majority, the two leaders faced a
run-off election.

Outspending the other candidates partly
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explained Connally's lead.

Daniel suffered from lack of a

clear program, voter anger at the sales tax, and a
widespread belief that he had been in office too long.^^
Daniel did not take sides in the run-off, in which
Connally beat Yarborough.

The lame-duck governor supported

Connally in the general election.

The Democratic nominee

faced an unusually strong challenge from Republican Jack
Cox, who had switched parties.

Daniel announced that he

would support Connally at the Democratic State Convention in
El Paso, even though "I thought I would be the nominee."
Connally needed all the support he could get from Democratic
leaders.

He beat Cox by a unusually narrow margin for a

Texas Democrat in a general election, 847,038 votes to
715,025.

Although Connally won, the high level of support

for Cox showed that by Daniel's last year in office the
Democrats no longer dominated state politics.
Daniel's last two terms as governor resulted in little
accomplishment.

While he managed to win reelection twice,

the governor's ongoing dispute with legislative
conservatives over taxes marred his previously successful
record.

Passage of the abandoned property bill represented

his greatest success.

The governor also demonstrated his

moderation on segregation and remained in the Democratic
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Party when many conservatives were becoming Republicans.
After Daniel gave up the fight against a sales tax, voters
expressed their anger by removing him from office.

Daniel

ended his gubernatorial career on a sour note, having
attempted one too many campaigns.
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CHAPTER IX
EPILOGUE, 1963-1988

Daniel's 1962 loss to John Connally effectively ended
his role as a leading figure in Texas politics.

That race

represented his first election defeat since losing to Alf
Roark in the 1933 special election.

Despite the

embarrassing defeat, Daniel did not retire from politics
altogether.

He served in the Johnson administration from

1967 to 1969 and on the Texas Supreme Court during the
1970s.
For four years after leaving the governor's office,
Daniel practiced law in Austin.

He also maintained a law

office in Liberty, but preferred the capital, as "It's a
nice place to live."

The Daniels also found time to

vacation, visiting Europe and Israel.
new positions.

Price also accepted

Connally appointed him to a six-year term as

a commissioner of the State Library and Historical
Association in 1963.

The Texas Library Association that

year adopted a resolution of appreciation for Daniel's work
on the state archives.

The College Loyalty Support Program

(CLASP), which sponsored drives for alumni contributions to
Texas universities, elected him chairman in 1966.
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In February, 1967, President Johnson appointed Daniel
to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
That group had existed since 1959, and worked to study
interaction between national, state, and local governments.
Later that year, LBJ appointed Daniel as director of the
Office of Emergency Planning after former Florida Governor
Farris Bryant retired from that position.

That agency

directed "all nonmilitary Federal defense matters."

It also

gave Daniel a position on the National Security Council.
The OEP also administered federal aid to states hit by
natural disasters.^
When Richard Nixon succeeded Johnson in 1969, Daniel
returned to his Texas law practice.

Later that year.

Governor Preston Smith named Daniel head of a committee to
investigate recent increases in automobile insurance rates.
The committee absolved insurance companies of price-fixing,
ruling that premium increases were "inevitable primarily
because of the large increase in automobile accidents and
costs of repairs in 1968."

The investigators managed,

however, to obtain a slight reduction in the rates.^
In December, 1970, Smith appointed Daniel to the Texas
Supreme Court to replace retiring Justice Clyde Smith.
Daniel won election to the court in 1972, and served until
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1979.

That court handles civil suits, while the Texas Court

of Criminal Appeals hears criminal cases. Many of the cases
Daniel heard involved groundwater and mineral law."
The Daniels donated 110 acres of ranchland in Liberty
County to the Texas State Library and Historical Commission
in 1973.

The Sam Houston Regional Library and Research

Center opened on this site in 1977. The center is a
depository of regional documents and also contains the
papers of Daniel and Congressman Martin Dies.^
While the ex-governor served on the court. Price, Jr.
established his own political career.

The younger Daniel

won election in 1968 to Price, Sr.'s old state
representative district in southeast Texas. After the
Sharpstown Scandal of 1972, which publicized corruption
among top state officials, Daniel became speaker of the
House.

In 1974, he presided over a Constitutional

Convention to rewrite the outdated Texas Constitution.

This

effort narrowly failed, partly because Daniel never overcame
deep divisions between liberals and conservatives in the
legislature.

He retired from the House in 1976.^

Price, Jr. received notoriety of a different sort in
January, 1981, when his wife, Vickie, shot him to death at
their Liberty home.

A lurid trial ensued, in which Vickie
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escaped conviction amidst charges of homosexuality, drug
use, and child abuse against Price, Jr.

Author Steve

Salerno dramatized these events in a 1987 "true crime" book.
Deadly Blessing.

ABC-TV made the book into a television

movie. Bed of Lies, in 1991.^
After coping with this family tragedy. Price, Sr.
maintained a quiet existence in Liberty for seven years. On
August 25, 1988, the seventy-seven year old Daniel died of a
massive stroke.

He was buried on the family ranch near the

grave of Price, Jr.®
Price Daniel between 1938 and 1963 became a significant
figure in the political development of mid-twentieth century
Texas.

His tenure in the legislature and the reformist

activities of the attorney general's office in the late
1940s established Daniel as a southern "business
progressive."

Lobby and insurance reform, higher spending

on education, water conservation, and opposition to a
regressive sales tax continued this pattern during Daniel's
first two terms as governor.

When he reluctantly allowed a

sales tax to become law in his final term, Daniel's
departure from progressive principles helped ensure his
electoral defeat in 1962.
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Like other southern "business progressives,"

Daniel

retained a conservative, regional outlook on questions of
states' rights and race.

He regarded his ultimate victory

in the tidelands dispute as the most important achievement
of his career.

The Submerged Lands Act represented a

success for states' rights principles, the public school
fund, and Texas' most important industry, oil.

In defending

segregation laws in the Sweatt case, Daniel resembled other
southern and Texas "progressives" who held staunch
segregationist views.

During his first term as governor,

Daniel continued to resist integration by approving
segregation laws and promoting his "anti-troop" bill.
By 1960, however,-Daniel quietly abandoned defiance of
the Brown rulings by refusing to uphold segregation in
Houston schools.

By the standards of the 1950s South, these

actions made the Texas governor a "moderate" segregationist.
His moderation also became apparent during the 1960s and
1970s, when he remained an active member of the Democratic
Party when many more conservative Democrats, notably John
Connally, switched to the Republican Party.

Forty years

later, Daniel's political career appears a mixture of
reformist activities and outdated but reluctantly changing
racial views.

Daniel verbalized his position as a moderate
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conservative within the postwar Texas Democratic Party when
he said in 1948 that for the state to avoid federal
"centralization" Texans must "improve our local units of
government and properly exercise the responsibilities which
go with our rights of self-government."^
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^ Austin American-Statesman, February 3, 1969, Houston
Post, July 19, 1969, Dallas Morning News, August 3, 1969,
Liberty Vindicator, September 18, 1969, San Antonio Light,
December 13, 1970, Daniel family clippings.
" New Handbook of Texas, volume 2, 505; San Antonio
Light, December 13, 1970, Houston Chronicle, January 3,
1979, Daniel family clippings.
^ The Medallion, March-April, 1978, Daniel family
clippings.
^ New Handbook of Texas, volume 2, 505-506; Austin
American, February 19, 1973, Dallas Morning News, January 9,
1974, Price Daniel, Jr. Vertical File, Center for American
History, The University of Texas at Austin; Charles Deaton,
The Year They Threw the Rascals Out (Austin, Texas: Shoal
Creek Publishers, 1973), 183-190, 192-207.
'' Houston Post, January 20, 21, 1981, Austin AmericanStatesman, July 13, 24, 1991, January 20, 28, 1992, Price
Daniel, Jr. Vertical File, Center for American History, The
University of Texas at Austin.
® Austin American-Statesman, August 26, 1988, Price
Daniel, Sr. Vertical File, Center for American History, the
University of Texas at Austin.
^ Summary of Speech by Attorney General Price Daniel,
Texas State Bar Convention, Houston, Texas, July 1, 1948,
Daniel Papers, Box 57.
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